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Abstract 

Both data mining and machine learning are respectively two main parts of ar- 

tificial intelligence. But there is an overlapping area between these two fields, in 

which some similar models and algorithms can be used. To be able to handle im- 

precision and uncertainty in the real application, those models have been integrated 

with fuzzy logic, which not only give a linguistic explanation of the models but also 

can deal with continuous attributes and the prediction problem. The bridge of this 

integration is the mass assignment theory proposed by Baldwin. Therefore, our 

main task is to develop fuzzy models based on the mass assignment theory to solve 

various data mining and machine learning problems, which is defined as fuzzy logic 

data mining and machine learning in this thesis. 

For fuzzy logic data mining and machine learning, we respectively propose fuzzy 

decision tree and simple fuzzy logic rules to solve both classification and prediction 

problems. In addition, we discover a set of simple fuzzy logic rules from a fuzzy 

decision tree based on the same fuzzy sets, and dropping those rules whose credibility 

is less than a reasonable threshold. This approach is not only used to effectively 

discover the set of simple fuzzy logic rules, but also used to interpret the information 

of the tree only if the accuracy of the training set using these rules is reasonably 

close to the accuracy using fuzzy decision tree. For association rules problem, fuzzy 

association rules provide good linguistic explanation, and can deal with both discrete 

attributes and continuous attributes. To reduce learning complexity of mining fuzzy 

association rules, we discover those rules from the reduced database table (RDBT) 

by using the effective reduced database algorithm (ERDB). In the end, we propose 

an enhanced simple fuzzy logic rules model using the general boosting algorithm to 

improve the accuracy. 

For fuzzy clustering, we expect the models of clusters not to be independent of 

attributes. Therefore, we design a fuzzy prototype model using a set of fuzzy decision 

trees to represent clusters. This model can make an inference for new examples by 

giving a membership matrix corresponding to each prototype, instead of classifying 



each example to a certain prototype. 

In order to measure the semantic similarity between two objects in semantic 

level, we define the concept of semantic coordinate and the calculation of semantic 

distance, where those objects can be words, data vectors, probability distributions, 

or fuzzy sets. If the semantic distance between two semantic coordinates of those two 

objects is smaller than a reasonable threshold, then we consider those two objects 

have semantic identity. 

Intelligent Fril/SQL interrogator is an object-oriented and knowledge-based sup- 

port query system, which is implemented by the set of logic objects. Each logic ob- 

ject contains SQL query, support logic programming language - Fril and Fril query 

in slots, and then executes them in sequence. Therefore, the intelligent interroga- 

tor takes advantage of both object-oriented system and knowledge-based system. 

A complex artificial intelligence system can be easily implemented by the set of 

reusable logic objects linking one another. A built-in fuzzy logic data mining and 

machine learning toolkit is designed in the intelligent interrogator, which includes 

those above fuzzy models based on the mass assignment theory. This toolkit can be 

used to automatically generate the knowledge base or rules to assist users to analyse 

rough data and extract the useful information. In addition, the knowledge base or 

rules can be edited by users or reused by other logic objects. 

Furthermore, we implement three demonstrations for the development of Al- 

based systems using intelligent Fril/SQL interrogator. The first is the supermarket 

application, which is mainly used to demonstrate how the intelligent interrogator 

works and what the advantages are. The second is a new approach to use fuzzy as- 

sociation rules for the supermarket basket data analysis. The third is a hybrid fuzzy 

expert system using both the fuzzy prototype model and semantic distance, which 

is an intelligent product recommendation system to give a good recommendation 

for a new customer who has no previous shopping history. A set of system rules 

for the good suggestion is proposed in the system, and only those products satisfied 

with all system rules are added into the suggestion list. These implementations are 
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also expected to give an inspiration to discover more applications for industrial and 
business companies in the future. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This thesis is concerned with the developments and applications of fuzzy models 

based on the mass assignment theory to solve various data mining and machine 

learning problems, which is also defined as fuzzy logic data mining and machine 

learning in this thesis. 

The goal of this chapter is to introduce the motivations and ideas of fuzzy logic 

data mining and machine learning, and explain some related issues in this work. In 

the end of this chapter, the contents of this thesis are outlined to give an overview 

of the following subjects carried out. 

1.1 Motivations 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) develops intelligent computer programs or systems able 

to think or act rationally like humans [91]. The emulations of human thinking or 

rational actions include learning, knowledge representation, reasoning and planning, 

etc. Data mining and machine learning are respectively two important branches of 

artificial Intelligence, which though have an overlapping area. 
The general data mining and machine learning models can be used to discover 

knowledge or rules from a data set or database, which are able to solve different 

problems, such as classification, prediction, clustering and mining association rules, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

and so on. However, these traditional models can not deal with continuous attributes 

and solve the prediction problem. Discretization methods do not fit in with these 

models very well. 

Therefore, we develop several fuzzy models based on the mass assignment theory 

to solve these problems. Integrated with fuzzy logic, these models can not only 

provide imprecision and uncertainty in modelling for the applications in real life, but 

also have the easy linguistic interpretation for human understanding. In addition, 

using fuzzy sets, they can overcome the sharp boundary problems and provide good 

accuracy for dealing with continuous attributes and solving the prediction problem. 

However, the explanation power of fuzzy models depends on the form of fuzzy sets. 

If the fuzzy sets are simple triangular or trapezoidal in shape, then they can be 

given an easy interpretation. If they have a complicated shape, they do not provide 

a useful linguistic description. Tree-based and rule-based fuzzy models using the 

simply shaped fuzzy sets models have the simplicity and are effective to solve both 

classification and prediction problems. 

Moreover, compared with the hard clustering algorithms, fuzzy clustering allows 
the overlapping among clusters, and hence provides a better result. For fuzzy clus- 

tering, there are two ways to represent the clusters. The first is simply describing 

clusters by the cluster centres. Alternatively, the second way is using some fuzzy 

logic data mining and machine learning models to represent them, such as fuzzy de- 

cision tree. These clusters are dependent on a set of attributes and also give general 

fuzzy descriptions in terms of these attributes, which are also known as fuzzy proto- 

types. However, the previous fuzzy prototype model [15] is only limited to classify 

each data example to a certain prototype, where the overlapping among prototypes 

is not allowed. Therefore, we develop a new fuzzy prototype model, which gives the 

data example a membership for each prototype. 

It is always a dilemma to keep both simplicity and accuracy in the fuzzy mod- 

elling. Normally, the performance of a fuzzy model relies on the increasing number of 

fuzzy sets. However, there exists a big space and time complexity problem, because 
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the combination of fuzzy values in each attribute increases exponentially. We there- 

fore propose the reduced database table (RDBT) and effective reduced database 

algorithm (ERDB) to solve this problem. The another main reason for fuzzy logic 

data mining and machine learning is that users would like the model to be trans- 

parent, so that they can explain the results to their customers or managers, even 

though the accuracy might be slightly worse than using black box models. 

To create a reasonable measurement to distinguish the similarity between two 

objects in the semantic level, where these objects can be words, data vectors, prob- 

ability distributions, or fuzzy sets, we introduce the concept of semantic coordinates 

and the calculation of semantic distance [71 based on the mass assignment theory. If 

the semantic distance between two semantic coordinates of these objects is smaller 

than a reasonable threshold, then we consider these two objects to have semantic 
identity. 

The object-oriented decomposition is a good solution for the complex system, 

where the object is structural, adaptable, reusable and reliable. To take advantage 

of object-oriented conceptions in data mining and machine learning, we propose an 

object-oriented and knowledge-based support query system - intelligent Fril/SQL 

interrogator, where a complex system can be implemented by the set of reusable 

logic objects linking one another. The intelligent interrogator takes advantage of 

both object-oriented system and knowledge-based system, and is easy to implement 

intelligent systems for data mining and machine learning. 

1.2 Contributions 

In the related works for this thesis, we prepared the following publications: 

Dong (Walter) Xie and J. F. Baldwin, "The Fuzzy Prototype Model and Se- 

mantic Distance", the Special Issue of Information Systems, 2006. 

" Dong (Walter) Xie, "Fuzzy Association Rules discovered on Effective Reduced 

Database Algorithm", FUZZ-IEEE 2005, Reno, 2005. 
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" Dong (Walter) Xie and J. F. Baldwin, "Intelligent SQL/Fril Interrogator", 

International Journal of Intelligent Systems, in review, send in 2005. 

. J. F. Baldwin and Dong (Walter) Xie, "Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules based on 

Fuzzy Decision Tree for Classification and Prediction Problem", Intelligent 

Information Processing 11, Published by Springer, ISBN 0-387-23151-X (HC), 

Page 175-184,2004. 

To demonstrate the intelligent SQL/Fril interrogator introduced in Chapter 6, 

we develop the demonstration version of software system. In addition, the fuzzy logic 

data mining and machine learning toolkit introduced in Section 6.6 are included. 

1.3 Outline of Thesis 

In this section, a brief overview of the following chapters in this thesis is given. 

Chapter 2, Data Mining and Machine Learning Techniques, is the review of 

data mining and machine learning fields. In this chapter, the conceptions and some 

popular techniques in data mining and machine learning are respectively introduced, 

and some modern approaches and applications are described as well. With these 

background knowledge and applications, readers can have a general idea about the 

data mining and machine learning in the beginning of reading. 

Chapter 3, Fuzzy Logic Data Mining and Machine Learning, firstly introduces 

the definition of data mining and machine learning. Secondly, fuzzy logic is briefly 

introduced to bring the imprecision and uncertainty in the modelling to solve these 

problems. To develop our fuzzy models for data mining and machine learning, 

we then introduce the mass assignment theory [17,19] proposed by Baldwin in 

1991, which integrates fuzzy uncertainty with the probability theory. Based on the 

mass assignment theory, we propose the simply shaped fuzzy sets models for tree- 

based and rule-based fuzzy models introduced in Chapter 4, which provides the 

linguistic explanation and the simplicity of the models. Moreover, the calculation 

of the semantic distance proposed by Baldwin introduced in Chapter 5 and support 
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logic programming introduced in Chapter 6 are also respectively developed from the 

mass assignment theory. Therefore, we define fuzzy logic data mining and machine 

learning as the process of using fuzzy models based on the mass assignment theory 

to solve various data mining and machine learning problems in this thesis. 

Chapter 4, Tree-based and Rule-based Fuzzy Models, presents fuzzy decision 

tree, simple fuzzy logic rules and fuzzy association rules derived from the mass as- 

signment theory. These tree-based and rule-based fuzzy models are simple and effec- 

tive models to solve data mining and machine learning problems. By defining simply 

shaped fuzzy sets models, they not only provide the linguistic explanation power for 

the model, but also the good performance to deal with continuous attributes. In the 

end, to improve the accuracy of solving the classification and prediction problems, 

we propose an enhanced simple fuzzy logic rules model using the general boosting 

algorithm. 

Chapter 5, Fuzzy Prototype Model and Semantic Distance, proposes an im- 

proved fuzzy prototype model for clustering problem to make an inference for a new 

example giving a membership degree for each fuzzy prototype, rather than to classify 

the example to a certain prototype. The fuzzy prototype model is initially formed 

by fuzzy clustering, and then each prototype is respectively represented by using a 

corresponding fuzzy decision trees. This model is dependent on a set of attributes 

and provides the general descriptions of the prototypes in terms of these attributes. 

In addition, to measure the semantic similarity between two objects, we propose the 

concept of semantic coordinate and the calculation of semantic distance based on 

mass assignment theory. If the semantic distance between two semantic coordinates 

of data examples is smaller than a reasonable threshold, we consider these two ex- 

amples have semantic identity. Therefore, a hybrid fuzzy expert system is proposed 

by using both the improved fuzzy prototype model and semantic distance. 

Chapter 6, Intelligent Fril/SQL Interrogator, introduces an object-oriented and 

knowledge-based support query system - Intelligent Fril/SQL Interrogator, which 

is implemented by the set of logic objects linking one another. In each reusable 
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logic object, SQL query, support logic programming language - Fril and Fril query 

are integrated together by using slots. Moreover, it contains a fuzzy logic data 

mining and machine learning toolkit, which can automatically provide knowledge 

base or rules for the analysis and further processes. Some friendly user interfaces 

are provided in the demonstration version, in order to assist people who do not know 

artificial intelligence techniques to manage the system. 

Chapter ?, Supermarket Basket Data Analysis Examples, demonstrates some 

applications of fuzzy logic data mining and machine learning, by using the Intel- 

ligent Fril/SQL Interrogator and its fuzzy logic data mining and machine learning 

toolkit. These implementations are expected to give an inspiration to discover more 

applications for industrial and business companies in the future. 

Chapter 8, Conclusion and Future Work, summarises the work carried out in 

this thesis, and outlines the achievements obtained and the work can be carried on 

in future. 

Appendix A, The User Manual of Intelligent Fril/SQL Interrogator, provides 

the user manual to introduce how to use the intelligent Fril/SQL interrogator. The 

demonstration version of software can be found in the CD attached with this thesis. 

Appendix B, The Fuzzy Decision Tree and Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules Formed 

From Experiments, shows the fuzzy decision tree and simple fuzzy logic rules formed 

in each experiment introduced in Section 4.2.6 with their accuracy and complexity. 
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Chapter 2 

Data Mining and Machine 

Learning Techniques 

Data mining and machine learning is an important part of artificial intelligence (AI), 

which makes computers gain the capability of simulating human intelligence to help 

human solving real-life problems in various kinds of ways. 

One of the larger current trends of data mining and machine learning is toward 

the connection between artificial intelligence and other engineering disciplines. Not 

all that long ago, data mining and machine learning models were almost entirely 

separated from control theory and statistics. They had to use logic and symbols, 

but not numbers, linear algebra, differential equations, or statistics. Over the last 

decades this view has gradually eroded. Modern data mining and machine learning 

approaches accept statistical and control algorithms, for example, as relevant com- 

peting methods or simply as tools or cores of their models [1001. This integrating 

tendency is now among the most active, including new fields such as Bayesian net- 

works, neural networks, support vector machines, reinforcement learning, intelligent 

control, etc. 
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2.1 The Outline of Data Mining 

Data mining is respectively defined as "the non-trivial extraction of implicit, previ- 

ously unknown, and potentially useful information from data" [38] and "the science 

of extracting useful information from large data sets or databases" [44]. It is mainly 

used to assist humans to discover knowledge from the set of rough data or patterns 

for analysis. Because the data mining techniques are mostly in the subject of knowl- 

edge discovery in databases (KDD), many researchers treat data mining and KDD 

as synonyms [84]. Alternatively, others consider data mining as an essential step 

in the process of knowledge discovery in databases, which is the iterative process 

consisting of the following steps [43]: 

1. Data cleaning - remove the noise data and inconsistent data, 

2. Data integration - combine multiple data sources, 

3. Data selection - retrieve the relevant data for analysis from the database, 

4. Data transformation - transform and consolidate the selected data into the 

appropriate forms for mining, 

5. Data reduction - reduce the data size by eliminating redundant features, 

6. Data mining - the essential process to extract the potentially useful patterns 
by intelligent methods, 

7. Pattern evaluation - measure the interestingness of patterns representing 

knowledge, 

8. Knowledge representation - represent the discovered knowledge to the user for 

easy interpretation and human understanding, which includes the visualization 

and knowledge representation techniques. 

The following figure in Figure 2.1 [118] illustrates data mining as a step in the 

iterative process of knowledge discovery. 
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Figure 2.1: Data mining as a step in the process of knowledge discovery 

2.1.1 The Technical Terms 

The task of data mining is to create a model according to a rough data set in the 

learning or training process, and the model is a form of knowledge representation 

of useful information extracted from the data. In addition, each model can be used 

for a general solution with respect to each of problems introduced in Section 2.1.2. 

The rough data set used for learning is defined as the training set. 

To verify the generalization of models for different data sets, we provide an 

alternative data set known as the test set, which contains the same data structure 

as the training set but has different data contents. 

There are two measures for the structure of a data set, which are respectively 

attribute and example. Considering the data set as a two-dimensional table, each at- 

tribute corresponds to each column of the data set, and each example corresponds to 

each row. A attribute describes a data feature, and an example represents a sample 

of data. For the classification and prediction problems introduced in Section 2.1.2, 

the attribute respectively containing the classes or the predicted values is called the 
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target attribute. 

The value of an attribute is either discrete (nominal) or continuous (numerical). 

For example, discrete attributes can contain a group of colours, male and female, 

and continuous attributes can be temperature, age, price, etc. 

2.1.2 Some Typical Problems in Data Mining 

Normally, there are four types of familiar problems in general data mining field: 

" The classification problem 

" The prediction problem 

" Clustering problem 

" Association rules problem 

The classification problem is one of main issues in data mining fields. To solve 

this problem, we usually create a model based on a sample of the population data 

in the training set, in which each example belongs to a predefined class. Then, 

we use this model to classify some new data in the test set into the predefined 

classes. Obviously, the output of all models for the classification problem is discrete 

or nominal, in other words, we say the target attribute is discrete or nominal. Since 

the class of each data example in the training set is provided, learning a classifier is 

a supervised learning problem introduced in Section 2.2.1. 

The prediction problem is similar with the classification problem, but where the 

target attribute is continuous or numerical. It is also known as the regression prob- 

lem. Because the target of a prediction problem can be any real number in the range 

of hypothesis, but the target of a classification problem is only the limited number 

of classes, the prediction problem is usually harder to solve than the classification 

problem. 

Clustering problem is an important unsupervised learning problem [35] intro- 

duced in Section 2.2.1, which has no predefined classes in the sample data set. 
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Clustering algorithm is used to find the groups of similar objects in nature, and 

each group corresponds to a cluster. A cluster is then defined by a collection of 

data objects that are similar to one another in the same cluster and that are also 

dissimilar to these data objects in other clusters. 

Association rules problem is aimed to find interesting patterns, associations or 

correlation relationships from large data sets, so that association rules mining be- 

longs to the unsupervised learning. Compared with clustering, the relationship 

represented by association rules can be any subset of attributes in the database. 

The simple format of association rules is X=Y (IF X THEN Y) with support and 

credibility (confidence), which represents if X happens then Y is likely to happen 

with these two measures. 

2.1.3 Data Preparation 

Data preparation for data mining includes all processes to make the data set available 

for the following data mining models, which contains the first five steps introduced 

in the iterative process of knowledge discovery in databases (KDD). 

Data cleaning is used to clean the rough data by filling in missing values, smooth- 

ing noisy data, identifying and removing outliers, and resolving inconsistencies [43]. 

Data integration can combine multiple data sources from databases, data warehouse 

or distributed files. Data selection is also known as feature selection, which is widely 

used for data mining models to retrieve the relevant data and to reduce the learning 

complexity. The detail of discussions can be found from the review articles of Ko- 

havi and John in 1997 [59] and Blum and Langley in 1997 [24]. Data transformation 

is used to transform the raw data into a standard form for data mining. Data re- 

duction generalises the data in low-level concepts, which includes data aggregation, 

dimension reduction, data compression, numerosity reduction, and so forth [5]. 

These data preparation techniques improve the efficiency and easiness of data 

mining process, and also the mining results. 
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2.1.4 Data Mining Models 

Data mining models are also known as the knowledge representation in machine 

learning introduced in Section 2.2.2. These models briefly given below can be jointly 

used with other machine learning methods, such as decision tree with genetic pro- 

gramming [13]. In addition, these models can be also integrated with fuzzy logic for 

soft computing purpose, such as fuzzy Bayesian networks [11]. Combining with var- 

ious machine learning methods, the enhanced data mining models are more robust 

and effective, and able to solve complex problems with less complexity. 

Though the knowledge representation of data mining models are different, some 

of them have the similarity and can be transferred to one another in a certainty 

condition. For example, a decision tree can be transferred into a set of simple fuzzy 

logic rules (IF 
... 

THEN 
... rules) [18]. 

Decision Tree 

Decision tree is a tree-structured data mining model, where each node in a tree 

corresponds to an attribute in the database, and each branch extending from that 

node relates to one of the possible values for the attribute. The leaf nodes represent 

classes or class distribution in the target attribute for the classification problem. 

The most top node in the tree is the root node. If the possible values for each node 

in a decision tree are fuzzy sets, then the model is known as fuzzy decision tree 

introduced in Section 4.1. An example of fuzzy decision tree model is illustrated 

in Figure 4.1 in Section 4.1.1 for the Pima Indian Diabetes classification problem 

described in Section 4.2.6. 

Using a tree data structure to describe a data set has been used in computer sci- 

ence for some time, but it has not been used for knowledge discovery until I3reiman, 

Friedman, etc., brought decision trees into the statistics community in 1984 (27]. In 

1986, Quinlan proposes the ID3 algorithm [81] for learning and induction of decision 

trees, which is effective and widely used in data mining. The most of current deci- 

sion tree models are basically derived from ID3 algorithm. The systems or models 
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implemented by decision tree are also called the tree-based system or model in data 

mining. 

The strengths of decision tree [49] axe: 

9 able to generate understandable rules, 

" to perform classification for a data set without requiring much computation, 

where those values in the data set have been transferred into simple boolean 

and integer values, 

" able to handle both discrete and continuous variables in one data set, 

9 to provide a clear indication of which fields are most important for the predic- 
tion or classification problem. 

The weaknesses of decision tree [49] are: 

o prone to errors for a data set in the classification problem with many classes 

in the target attribute and relatively small number of training examples per 

class, 

o computationally expensive to train for a data set with a large number of at- 

tributes and many classes, because the process of growing a decision tree is 

computationally expensive. At each node, each candidate splitting field must 

be sorted before its best split can be found. In addition, pruning algorithms 

can also be expensive because many candidate sub-trees have to be formed 

and compared, 

o trouble with non-rectangular regions. Most decision-tree algorithms only ex- 

amine a single field at a time. This leads to rectangular classification boxes 

that may not correspond well with the actual distribution of records in the 

decision space. 
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IF ... THEN ... Rules 

The model using IF 
... 

THEN 
... rules is one of the simplest models in data mining, 

which follows the form of human reasoning and provides an easy interpretation 

for the model. It is also one of transparent model for knowledge representation 

introduced in Section 2.2.2. For example, the rule, IF X is x THEN Y is y, shows 

the relationship between the attribute X taking its value x and the attribute Y 

taking its value y. Depending on the model, x and y can be various types, such as 

a numerical value, discrete set, or fuzzy set. 

IF ... THEN ... rules are widely used to solve the data mining problems intro- 

duced in Section 2.1.2. If the rules represent the relationships between the target 

attribute and each subset of other attributes, then the model can be used for the 

classification and prediction problems. The simple fuzzy logic rules model intro- 

duced in Section 4.2 is a good example. If the rules of the model extend to represent 

the relationships among any subset of all attributes, then they are known as the 

association rules. The systems or models implemented by IF 
... 

THEN 
... rules are 

also called the rule-based system or model in data mining. 

The strengths of IF ... THEN... rules are: 

" easy to understand and easy interpretation for the model, 

" transparent model for knowledge representation. 

The weaknesses of IF ... THEN ... rules are: 

o the complexity of computations required to generate rules grows exponentially 
for a data set with the number of attributes and their taking values, 

o difficult to choose the right combination of attributes and their taking values, 

which has the most information. 
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Clustering 

Clustering is the process of grouping a set of physical or abstract objects into classes 

of similar objects. A cluster is then a collection of such similar objects. By clustering, 
data mining users can identify dense and sparse regions of the data set, and there- 

fore discover overall distribution patterns and interesting correlations among data 

attributes [43]. The popular clustering techniques contain the partition methods, 

such as k means algorithm, hierarchical methods, density-based methods, grid-based 

methods and model-based methods. 
To allow of overlapping of clusters, the fuzzy clustering algorithms are developed, 

in which each object does not have to be assigned to an unique cluster known as 

hard clustering. It is an important feature for most applications in real life, such 

as image processing, gene expression analysis, and so on. Fuzzy c means (FCM) 

introduced in Section 5.1.2 is one of popular fuzzy clustering algorithms, which is 

developed by Dunn [36] in 1973 and improved by Bezdek [23] in 1981. An example 

of fuzzy c means clustering in the Matlab toolbox is illustrated in Figure A. 17. 
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Figure 2.2: The example of fuzzy c means clustering in the Matlab toolbox 

There are two ways to represent the clusters. The first approach is to describe 

clusters by the cluster centres, and the second is to build some data mining models 
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to represent clusters, such as decision trees. The advantages and details using the 

latter approach are introduced in Section 5.1. 

The main weaknesses of clustering algorithms (49] are: 

o difficult to choose the right distance measures and proper weighting schemes, 

o sensitivity to initial parameters, 

o mostly hard to interpret the resulting clusters (not including fuzzy prototypes 

introduced in Section 5.1). 

Bayesian Networks 

A Bayesian network is a graphical model for probabilistic relationships among a set 

of variables. The model combines the probability theory and graph theory for dealing 

with uncertainty and complexity. Providing a graphical knowledge representation, 

the model can decompose a complex system into several simpler parts, and also 

contain the visualization ability of the model. 
The general framework for Bayesian networks was first developed by Pearl [76] 

and subsequently refined by Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter [651, and Jensen [57]. The 

example of a Bayesian network representing the interest of a user to a financial offer 
is illustrated in Figure 2.3 [11,12]. 

As Heckerman introduced in his technical report in 1995 (revised in 1996) [45], 

the Bayesian network model has the following advantages for data analysis: 

" The model can handle incomplete data sets with missing data entries, because 

it encodes dependencies among all variables. 

"A Bayesian network can be used to learn causal relationships, so that it can be 

used to understand about a problem domain and to predict the consequences 

of intervention. 

9 The model is an ideal representation for combining prior knowledge and the 

data set, where the prior knowledge often comes in causal form. 
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Offer 
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Figure 2.3: The example of a Bayesian network for a financial offer 

9 Bayesian statistical methods in conjunction with Bayesian networks offer an 

efficient and principled approach for avoiding the overfitting of the data. 

The weaknesses of Bayesian network [4] are: 

o the user may need to supply an inordinately large number of conditional prob- 

abilities in advance, 

o unable to incorporate independence assumptions, where one data attribute is 

probabilistically independent with the other attribute. 

Neural Networks 

Inspired from the physiological structure of human brain, a neural network is com- 

posed of a set of highly interconnected elements arranged in layers, which are known 
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as hidden nodes or units. Each node is designed to simulate its biological counterpart 

- neuron. Given a set of inputs, each node accepts those inputs, where each input 

has an associated weight representing the strength of that particular unidirectional 

connection. For learning a neural network, those weights are modified dynamically. 

In addition, each node responds with an output. The output of one node can become 

an input for another node in next layer. There may also be nodes with external in- 

puts and/or outputs. All of inputs, layered hidden nodes and outputs are connected 

in the form of networks [60]. The structure of a neural network is illustrated in 

Figure 2.4 [110]. 

Input I 

Input 2 

Input 3 

Input 4 

Output 

Figure 2.4: The structure of a neural network 

A neural network can be either a single-layer perception network or multi-layer 

network. The Backpropagation algorithm is one of the most common algorithms for 

learning the weights for a multi-layer network. Given a network with a fixed set of 

nodes and interconnections, the Backpropagation algorithm initializes all network 

weights to small random values, and iterates over the training examples. For each 

training example, it calculates the error of the network output for this example, and 

computes the gradient with respect to the error, then updates all weights in the 

network. This gradient descent step is iterated until the result of the network is 

acceptable [72]. 
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Compared with other models, neural networks have the following of advantages: 

. The model has the ability to learn based on the learning stage. 

" The model is more fault tolerant. Because the neural network stores redundant 
information, partial destruction of the network does not damage completely 

the network response. 

" The model is also suited for real time operation, because the structure of neural 

networks is parallel. 

9 The model can handle noisy signals in input data. 

The main disadvantages of neural networks are: 

o The model is a black box, so that it has no transparency of knowledge repre- 

sentation. 

o The algorithms of learning neural networks have the time-consuming problem 

in training, so that it is slow for a large data set. 

Support Vector Machine 

Based on the statistical learning theory [105], a new type of learning algorithm - 

the support vector machine (SVM) was developed by Boser, Guyon and Vapnik in 

1992 [26]. This gave rise to a new class of theoretically elegant learning machines 

that use a central concept of support vector machines - kernels for a number of 

learning tasks. Support vector machines are replacing neural networks in a variety 

of fields [94], especially in text (and hypertext) categorization, image classification, 

bioinformatics, hand-written character recognition, etc. 

In a binary case for the classification problem, the support vector machine algo- 

rithm discovers a hyperplane to separate the data into two classes with the maximum 

margin. The hyperplane with the maximum margin is identified according to the 

maximized distance (margin) between the hyperplane and the closest data examples 
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with respect to positive class and negative c lýiss. The data exacuiples Iv ing xaic t lv- 

on the maximum margin boundaries are called support vectors (SV). A nun-linear 

classifier can he created by applying the kernel trick to the hyperplane with the max- 

imum margin. The example of a hyperplane with the tnaxinnun margin of support 

vector machine is illustrated in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5: An example of support, vector machine 

The advantages of support vector machines (33] arc: 

. The use of kernels, 

" The ability to handle the data set with a large number of features (attributes). 

" The sparseness of the solution when dealing with large data sets, 

" The capacity control obtained by optimising the margin. 

The weaknesses of support, vector machines are: 

o The model is sensitive to noise, where a relatively small number of mislabelled 

examples in the data set can dramatically decrease the performance, 

o The model is difficult to consider with the multi-class chtssificat. ion. 
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Summary 

Which method to use for a given data set is a difficult question, since it is difficult 

beforehand to predict which method will give the best answer. There are though 

other consideration than accuracy. If we want the simplicity of the model, then 

the simplified IF 
... 

THEN 
... rules from decision tree introduced in Chapter 4 

would provide the best answer and give sufficient accuracy. Neural networks can be 

almost always give good accuracy, but they would not provide final answer if the 

transparency is required. Bayesian network can provide a good model with causal 

interpretation which can be most useful in understanding the problem, but it may 

be difficult to learn the model. 

The best approach is to use several methods so that accuracy can be determined, 

and then choose the method which serves the purpose of the user but with sufficient 

accuracy. 

2.1.5 Cross Validation 

Because there are various data sets provided with different structures in data mining, 

how can we measure the performance of developed models and make sure each model 

totally available to those different data sets? Therefore, the validation techniques 

are motivated for model selection and performance estimation in data mining. 

Cross validation is one of the important techniques based on statistics, which 

splits the data set into a fixed number of approximately equal partitions and each 

in turn is used for testing and the remainder is used for training [111]. It normally 

contains the following methods: 

" N-fold cross validation 

9 Leave-one-out cross validation 

" Simple cross validation 

N-fold cross validation divides the data set into a n-fold partition with approxi- 

mately equal size. For each of n total experiments, the n-1 folds are used as the 
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training set and the remaining one as the test set. The advantage of n-fold cross 

validation is that we can guarantee all data examples to be used for both training 

and testing. 

Leave-one-out cross validation is simply the special case of n-fold cross validation, 

where n is the number of data examples in the database. Each example in turn is 

left out, and the model is trained on all remaining examples. The disadvantage of 

both n-fold cross-validation and leave-one-out is obviously the complexity of time 

consuming. 

Simple cross validation re-samples the data set by random selection, which is 

much simpler than n-fold cross-validation and leave-one-out. The data set is split 
into the training set and test set with approximately equal size, by randomly select- 
ing the data examples in each of n total experiments. In addition, for the classi- 
fication problem, both of the training set and test set have to keep approximately 

the same class distribution. The final accuracy obtained is the average of accuracies 
from n experiments. Normally, we also provide the corresponding standard devia- 

tion for the difference between the best experiment and the worst. This estimative 
final accuracy is still significantly better than the holdout method. 

For the model selection or system parameters optimisation purpose, the three- 

way data splits [79] are introduced, which is considered with the validation process in 

data mining. The data set is divided into the training set, validation set and test set. 

The training set is used for learning model and to fit the parameters of the model, 

and the validation set is used to tune these parameters. In the procedure of selecting 

a suitable model, the different types of models are respectively trained in turn using 

the same training set. Alternatively, in the procedure of optimising parameters, the 

same models with various parameters are separately trained in sequence using the 

same training set. Therefore, the best model is chosen as the final model according 

to the accuracy of the validation set. Finally, the test set is used only to assess 

the performance of the final model. These two procedures can be illustrated as one 

outline together in Figure 2.6 [79]. 
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Figure 2.6: The three-way data splits for model selection 

Nevertheless, for the general data mining models, we only split the data set into 

the training set and test set as previously introduced in Section 2.1.1. Therefore, 

we simply consider the validation of the model is the process using the test set to 

evaluate the performance of the model, and the validation sets do not exist in this 

case. 

2.2 Some Machine Learning Paradigms 

Machine learning allows computers to possess the capabilities to adapt to new cir- 

cumstances and to detect and extrapolate patterns [91]. The purpose of machine 

learning is to develop the processes and algorithms to make computers learn, whose 

functions are similar to the human learning abilities [72]. 

2.2.1 Learning 

How to make computers learn nearly as well as people learn is one of the key points in 

machine learning. Torn Mitchell defined the learning process broadly in his machine 
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learning book [72] in Definition 2.1. 

Definition 2.1 (Learning). A computer program is said to learn from experi- 

ence E with respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P, if its 

performance at tasks in T, as measured by P, improves with experience E. 

For example, a robot or agent try to find a right path to reach a target by 

avoiding some obstacles between the starting point and the target. In this case, 

machine learning is concerned with the problem of how to automatically improve 

the performance of searching the right path to the target based on the experience 

of avoiding obstacles. 

To implement the learning task, a learner is usually provided, which always 

attempts to improve its actions to give a good performance in the environment. 

The learner is linked to the knowledge base, from which it can make an inference or 

reasoning for either a previous task or a new one. 

Therefore, various kinds of methods and algorithms are developed for learning, 

but they can be simply classified as the following categories: 

" Supervised learning 

" Unsupervised learning 

" Reinforcement learning 

For supervised learning, the learning of the model is supervised in that it is told 

to which class each data example in the training set belongs, such as the classification 

problem. The supervised learning contrasts with unsupervised learning, in which 

the class label of each data example in the training set is unknown, and also the 

number of classes to be learned may be unknown in advance, such as clustering [43). 

Normally, the tree-based and rule-based models are used to solve supervised 

learning problem, such as classification and prediction. Clustering is a typical unsu- 

pervised learning. Bayesian networks, neural networks and support vector machine 

can be applied to either supervised learning or unsupervised learning problems. 
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Reinforcement learning is a computational approach to understanding and au- 

tomating goal-directed learning and decision-making. It is distinguished from other 

computational approaches by its emphasis on learning by the individual from direct 

interaction with its environment, without relying on exemplary supervision or com- 

plete models of the environment [100]. The task of reinforcement learning is to use 

observed rewards to learn an optimal (or nearly optimal) policy for the environment. 

Q learning is one popular form of reinforcement learning. 

2.2.2 Knowledge Representation and Reasoning 

Knowledge representation (KR) is one of the central and fundamental concepts in 

artificial intelligence, especially in data mining and machine learning. Sowa gives 

a definition of knowledge representation in his popular book [96] as "knowledge 

representation is the application of logic and ontology to the task of constructing 

computable models for some domain". In addition, tree experts in knowledge repre- 

sentation and reasoning, Randall Davis, Howard Schrobe, and Peter Szolovits, wrote 

a critical review and analysis in 1993 [85] to conclude knowledge representations and 

their role in artificial intelligence in the following five basic principles [96]: 

1. A knowledge representation is a surrogate, which is a computational model for 

some real or hypothetical system. 

2. A knowledge representation is a set of ontological commitments, where ontol- 

ogy is the study of existence and determines the categories of things that exist 

or may exist in an application domain. 

3. A knowledge representation is a fragmentary theory of intelligent reasoning. 

To support reasoning, the theory may be stated in explicit axioms or compiled 

into executable programs. 

4. A knowledge representation is a medium for efficient computation, which en- 

codes knowledge in a form to be processed efficiently on the available comput- 

ing equipment. 
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5. A knowledge representation is a medium of human expression, which should 

facilitate communication between the knowledge engineers and the domain 

experts. The knowledge engineers write the rules using artificial intelligence 

techniques, and the domain experts read and verify them for a realistic theory 

of the domain. 

All of the data mining and machine learning models respectively introduced in 

Section 3.1 and Section 2.2 are the form of knowledge representations. 

Reasoning specified in artificial intelligence is the action of using reason to derive 

a logical or statistical conclusion from certain knowledge using artificial intelligence 

techniques. The type of reasoning will depend on the proposed model for knowledge 

representation. 

2.2.3 Multi-agent Systems 

A multi-agent system (MAS) is one composed of multiple interacting software com- 

ponents known as agents, which are typically capable of cooperating to solve prob- 

lems that are beyond the abilities of any individual member [1121. Russell generally 

defines an agent as "anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment 

through sensors and acting upon that environment though actuators" (91). Consid- 

ering agents are not the objects by another name, Wooldridge distinguishes between 

agents and objects in the following main differences [112]: 

1. Agents are autonomous: agents embody stronger notion of autonomy than 

objects, and in particular, they decide for themselves whether or not to perform 

an action on request from another agent; 

2. Agents are smart: agents are capable of flexible (reactive, pro-active, social) 
behaviour, but the standard object model has nothing to say about such types 

of behaviour; 

3. Agents are active: a multi-agent system is inherently multi-threaded, in that 

each agent is assumed to have at least one thread of active control. But objects 
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are normally implemented in a thread, if there is no particular requirement. 
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Figure 2.7: The framework of multi-agent systems 

For a multi-agent system, each agent in the system has incomplete information 

and capabilities for solving the problem so that it has a limited viewpoint. Therefore, 

those agents require the ability to cooperate, coordinate, and negotiate with one 

another, in order to successfully interact with other agents for solutions. In addition, 

because the data is mostly distributed, the computations of a multi-agent system are 

asynchronous and there is no global control in the system. The framework of multi- 

agent systems introduced by Wooldridge [112] is illustrated in Figure 2.7, where a 

multi-agent system contains a number of agents capable of autonomous action in an 

environment and interacting through communication. Those agents have different 

"spheres of influence" and will be linked by other organizational relationships. The 

sphere of influence of an event is defined by Logan and Theodoropoulos in 1999 [102] 

as the set of state variables read or updated as a consequence of the event, which 

depends on the type of event (e. g. sensor events or motion events), the state of the 

agent which generated the event and the state of the environment. 
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Multi-agent systems have been found to have very wide applicability in different 

areas. The main application areas of multi-agent systems currently are distributed 

or concurrent systems, games, networks, Internet, E-commerce, and so on. 

2.2.4 Evolutionary Computation 

Evolutionary computation is the idea of applying the biological principle of natural 

evolution to artificial systems, which evolves a population of structures according to 

rules of selection and other genetic search operators, such as crossover and mutation. 

Each individual in the population receives a measure of its fitness in the environment. 

Reproduction focuses attention on high fitness individuals to exploit the available 

fitness information. Crossover and mutation provides general heuristics for exploring 

those individuals. The evolutionary algorithms are sufficiently complex to provide 

robust and powerful adaptive search mechanisms (46]. Genetic algorithm and genetic 

programming are two of major algorithms for evolutionary computation. 

Genetic Algorithm 

Genetic algorithm (GA) is used to search a space of candidate hypotheses to identify 

the best hypothesis, which optimizes a predefined numerical measure for the problem 

at hand, call the hypothesis fitness [72]. Hypotheses are often described by bit strings 

whose interpretation depends on the application. 

The two most common genetic operators in the genetic algorithm - crossover 

and mutation are illustrated in Figure 2.8 [40]. 

The uniform crossover introduced by Syswerda [101] is another popular and 

effective genetic operator. Reputedly, it is better than these two common operators 

above and easier to implement. 

Genetic Programming 

Genetic programming (GP) is a form of evolutionary computation in which the 

individuals in the evolving population are computer programs rather than bit strings. 
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Figure 2.8: The crossover and mutation in genetic algorithm 

In 1992, Koza [62] describes the basic genetic programming approach to represent 

a simple program as the program tree, which can be successfully learned by genetic 

programming. 

For example, a simple program y+3 can be represented by its parse tree shown 

in Figure 2.9. In addition, the crossover of program tree representation in genetic 

programming is illustrated in Figure 2.9 [72]. 

Parent A Parent B Offspring 

c 
7Y% 

+A X_ XA 

Y2Y2 

Figure 2.9: The crossover of program tree representation in genetic programming 

Genetic programming usually does not use any mutation in its genetic operators. 

2.2.5 Fuzzy Logic and Soft Computing 

Fuzzy logic (FL) introduced by Zadeh in 1965 [119] is a superset of conventional 

(Boolean) logic that has been extended to handle the concept of partial truth - 

truth values between completely true and completely false [48]. It is related to the 

fuzzy set theory introduced by Zadeh in the same year [119] and the possibility 

theory also by Zadeh in 1978 [120]. Fuzzy uncertainty also has been identified as 
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one of main types of uncertainties for artificial intelligence modelling, which are 

introduced in Section 3.3.1. 

Soft computing (SC) introduced by Zadeh states the emergence of several artifi- 

cial intelligence methodologies and their combinations to deal with uncertainty and 

imprecision for complex systems, which includes the following components: 

" Fuzzy logic (FL), 

" Neural networks (NN), 

" Probabilistic reasoning (PR), 

" Evolutionary computation (EC), 

" Chaos theory (ChT). 

Compared with the traditional hard computing, soft computing aims at accom- 

modation with the pervasive imprecision of the real world without loss of perfor- 

mance and effectiveness for the end use. Therefore, the guiding principle of soft 

computing is: "exploit the tolerance for imprecision, uncertainty and partial truth 

to achieve tractability, robustness and low solution cost" [3]. 

Soft computing techniques are of great importance for data compression, speech 

recognition, handwriting recognition, image processing, ect. Moreover, it is one of 

important approaches in data mining and machine learning. 

2.2.6 Logic Programming 

Logic programming (LP) is a programming paradigm investigating the use of logic 

as a programming language. Unlike the procedural programming language C, Java, 

etc., it explores computational models based on controlled deduction (991. It is 

much more suitable to implement artificial intelligence systems and models than 

procedural programming languages. 

The basic constructs of logic programming are terms and statements, which are 

inherited from logic. The logic term is a single data structure, and there are three 
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basic statements [66,99]: 

9 Facts -a means of stating a relation holds between objects in the form of 

clauses, where the name for a relation is predicate and those individual objects 

are atoms. 

" Rules - the first view is a means of expressing new or complex queries in terms 

of simple queries, and the second view is a logic axiom. A rule is able to define 

new relationships in terms of existing relationships, which contains the head 

of the rule and the conjunction of the body of the rule. 

" Queries -a means of retrieving information from a logic program or knowledge 

bases. A query asks whether (Prolog) or how far (Fril [17]) a certain relation 
holds between objects. A query is a logic consequence of an identical fact. 

The popular logic programming languages are Prolog, Fril, etc. 
Fril is a support logic programming language [17] which includes Prolog as a 

subset of the language, but which also allows probabilistic uncertainties and fuzzy 

uncertainties to be included. The answers of Fril queries are support pairs that 

involve the uncertainty, rather than boolean logic consequences from Prolog. The 

details of support logic programming and Fril are introduced in Section 6.2. 

2.3 Object-oriented Data Mining and Machine Learn- 

ing 

Compared with the traditional procedure-oriented approach, the object-oriented ap- 

proach provides the atoms of computation objects, which send messages to each 

other. These messages result in the invocation of methods. The user of objects does 

not need to know their internal states, only that they respond or send messages in 

a well-defined way [311. In addition, the object-oriented design provides the object- 

oriented decomposition of the design of a complex system, and expresses the logical 
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and physical design of the system, in addition to the static and dynamic aspects of 

the system [25]. 

The object-oriented systems have the following advantages (25,29,31J: 

" Abstraction and Encapsulation - the details of an object representation are 

only visible to its methods. This gives rise to the view of information hiding. 

" Modularity - it is the nature of object structure, whose unit is the class. 

Classes and their related collections can be used to produce a system's physical 

architecture, and their interfaces make it easy to combine software components. 

9 Reuse - every object can be reusable by invocation. 

" Hierarchy and Extensibility - Inheritance is an important object-oriented 

technique, which enables new classes to be built from old ones participating in 

all the original relationships, and also from the classes in abstract structures 

that are easy to modify. 

" Concurrency - it allows different objects to act at the same time. 

" Persistence - it saves the state and class of an object across time or space. 

Because data mining and machine learning models are the another form of com- 

plex systems, bringing the object-oriented concepts into these models can provide 

the above advantages to the intelligent systems for the data mining and machine 

learning purpose, such as expert system, knowledge-based system, agents, etc. The 

logic objects in intelligent Fril/SQL interrogator introduced in Chapter 6 are such 

an application of this idea. 

In addition, it is another application of this idea to apply the object-oriented 
techniques to logic programming, which is called object-oriented logic programming. 

The related works are the book "Logic and Objects" [70], the implementation of 

Feil++ [9,89], etc. 
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2.4 Modern Applications of Data Mining and Machine 

Learning 

Data mining and machine learning techniques can be applied to various different 

fields, such as business, engineering, medicine, biology, music, and so on. In those 

applications, they are used to develop intelligent systems for assisting humans to 

solve complicated problems, control complex systems, analyse the mass of infor- 

mation and discover useful knowledge. Even, they can be proposed to invent the 

autonomous artificial life to simulate human thinking, learning and reaction. 

Besides some of traditional applications in data mining and machine learning, 

such as pattern recognition, expert systems and knowledge-based systems, intelligent 

controllers, etc., there are many new applications coming out in these years. 
Business intelligence (BI) [42] is one of the most popular applications, which takes 

advantage of modern information technology to provide suitable business solutions 
in many ways, such as sales, marketing, operations, management, finance, logistics 

and customer service. The part of its core is to use data mining and machine learning 

techniques to 

" integrate the distributed corporate resources and information; 

" assist to make a faster and smarter decision-making in different management 

levels; 

9 optimize corporate operations, business processes, tactics and strategies; 

" analyse and predict revenue cycles, supply chain and product performance, 

customer behaviours, etc.; 

" provide intelligent reports given rough data and organize a big number of 

documents. 

These techniques are also available to implement intelligent information systems 

respectively for enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer relationship manage- 
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ment (CRM) (22], enterprise performance management (EPM), supply chain and 

e-commerce. 

Banks and financial markets have a lot of applications for data mining and 

machine learning. Credit card fraud detection and stock market analysis are respec- 
tively two common applications with richly repaid. For example, London APACS 

(the United Kingdom payments association) reported 373.7 million pounds losses 

through credit card fraud in the 12 months in the end of August 2001. If they could 

predict 1% fraud, they would save approximate 3.7 million pounds in that year. 

Internet seems to become one of the biggest areas for these data mining and ma- 

chine learning applications [30]. Some of famous applications are Internet crawlers, 

web mining, and these applications in e-commerce and e-business. Internet crawlers 

with data mining and machine learning techniques can be used to organize the net- 

work traffic and dredged up the jammed packages in any busy path. Web mining is 

not similar with the current search engines any more, but it is proposed to retrieve 

the exactly useful and related information according to the semantic meaning of 

given words or sentences, in addition to distinguishing synonyms and terminologies. 

There are also a lot of applications in prototypes, which provides successful 
descriptions for clusters. They can be applied to many fields, such as describing 

products in manufacturing, creating recommendation systems for retails, supermar- 

kets or e-business. For example, an intelligent recommendation system can provide 

a list of potentially favourite music CDs for a customer by classifying their inter- 

ested types of music, bands and singers, and then integrating and analysing those 

information using data mining and machine learning techniques to give the use- 

ful recommendation list. One of the practical models is introduced in Section 5.1 

and its application of a simple intelligent recommendation system is introduced in 

Section 7.4. 

Bioinformatics is another popular application area to use data mining and ma- 

chine learning in this decade, which aims at finding the characterization of genetic 

mechanisms underlying normal cellular function, pathogenesis or the effect of drug 
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treatment. It is absolutely necessary to use data mining and machine learning tech- 

niques in bioinformatics, because there is always a huge amount of data collected 

from each experiment to be analysed. There are many popular applications devel- 

oped in bioinformatics at moment, such as to classify or cluster genes according to 

DNA microarray data, to discover the similarity among genes containing missing 

pieces by intelligent matching methods, and so on. 
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Chapter 3 

Fuzzy Logic Data Mining and 

Machine Learning 

General data mining and machine learning models can be used to discover knowledge 

or rules from a database of examples, which are used to solve various problems, 

such as classification, prediction, clustering and association rules. To be able to 

handle imprecision and uncertainty of the representation of concepts and words in 

the real world, these models have been integrated with fuzzy logic for soft computing 

purpose [121] introduced by Zadeh. The integration method is derived from the mass 

assignment theory [17,19] proposed by Baldwin, which is introduced in Section 3.3. 

Therefore, we develop these fuzzy models based on the mass assignment the- 

ory [17] such as fuzzy decision trees [13,18], simple fuzzy logic rules [18), fuzzy 

association rules [113], fuzzy Bayesian networks [11,12], logic objects [115], fuzzy 

prototypes [15,114], and so on. These fuzzy models overcome the sharp boundary 

problems [64], providing a soft controller surface [106] and good accuracy in dealing 

with continuous attributes and the prediction problem. 
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3.1 Introduction to Data Mining and Machine Learning 

Both data mining and machine learning are 1>, 11rt of a. rtific ial ultellig('11(. 4. R111 the 

concepts of data mining and machine learning are not so clearly distinct so that 

there is an overlapping area between these two fields, as shown in Figure 3.1. It rep- 

resents that there exist similar problems between data mining and machine learning. 

Moreover, some models and algorithms can apply to both fields 

Artificial Intelligence 

Data Machine 
Mining Learning 

Figure 3.1: The fields of data mining and machine learning 

Because we focus on solving the problems in the overlapping sirea in Figure 3.1, 

we use the term data mining and machine learning to represent our tasks in this 

thesis. 

In addition, the process of using fuzzy models based on the mass assignment 

theory to solve various data mining and machine learning problems introduced in 

Section 2.1.2 is defined as fuzzy logir data mining and machine learning in this thesis. 

These fuzzy models are respectively introduced in the following chapters. 

3.2 A Short Introduction to Fuzzy Logic 

The fuzzy logic introduced by Zadeh in 1965 [1191 makes an important improvement 

from classical binary logic (true or false), where the fizzy logic [58,601 provides it 

continuous range of truth values in the interval [0,1]. In the fuzzy set theory 11191, 

the membership function XJ [119,1221 of a fuzzy set f over the universe of discourse 
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X is given in Equation 3.1. 

Xf: X--+[0,1] (3.1) 

where the universe X can be discrete or continuous, so that the fuzzy set f is either 

a discrete fuzzy set or continuous fuzzy set with respect to X. 

Fuzzy logic is a branch of artificial intelligence, which provides a modelling mech- 

anism with the imprecision and uncertainty of the real life and with an easy inter- 

pretation for humans. It can be used to emulate human thinking and reasoning in 

decision making processes for computers and machines. Fuzzy sets can be described 

as linguistic variables, so that the developed system contains linguistic interpreta- 

tion for human understanding. In addition, the complex systems can be simplified 

by using fuzzy logic to tolerate a reasonable amount of imprecision, vagueness and 

uncertainty during the modelling phase [63]. Furthermore, a fuzzy system over- 

comes the sharp boundary problems [64] and provides a soft controller surface [106]. 

Therefore, fuzzy logic is extended to many applications, such as fuzzy modelling, 

fuzzy expert systems, fuzzy control, etc. 

Using fuzzy logic, we develop our fuzzy models introduced in the following chap- 

ters to solve various problems for the data mining and machine learning purpose. 

3.3 The Mass Assignment Theory 

The mass assignment theory [17,19] proposed by Baldwin in 1991 integrates fuzzy 

uncertainty with the probability theory, so that it provides a method to transfer the 

information representation from the form of fuzzy set into probability distribution, 

and the opposite way as well. 

3.3.1 Possibility and Probability 

The modelling with uncertainty is a necessary process for the development of these 

data mining and machine learning models. We expect these models to deal with un- 

certainty and ambiguity for many reasons. For example, the obtained data (training 
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set) may be only a sample of the population data, so that we need a model with the 

uncertainty of representing the overall population by using some sample data [1111. 

Moreover, we may need a different type of uncertainty to describe the degree of a 

concept being true, such as the concept of long, because the concepts in real life are 

hardly defined in term of precise ranges and sufficient conditions [19]. Therefore, 

probability defined in probability theory [107,55] and possibility defined in fuzzy set 

theory [119] and possibility theory [120] are respectively two types of uncertainties 

in the modelling of data mining and machine learning applications. 

The probabilistic uncertainty is concerned with the frequency of outcome of each 

experiment from a sample of data. This type of uncertainty is mainly stochastic 1471 

and involves the degree of belief. The sum of a probability distribution of an event 

always equals to 1. However, the possibilistic uncertainty (fuzzy uncertainty) is used 

to define the imprecision of the concepts and descriptions. The sum of a possibility 

distribution of a fuzzy event is not necessary to equal to 1. However, it is difficult 

for classical fuzzy modelling to handle these two uncertainties together. 

Using the mass assignment theory, two types of uncertainties can be related with 

each other. It provides alternative approaches to consider the fuzzy uncertainty and 

possibilistic uncertainty in the modelling together, so that both performance and 

reducing complexity can be improved. 

3.3.2 A Simple View of Mass Assignment Theory 

Given a statement S is f, the form of a discrete fuzzy set f used in the mass assign- 

ment theory in Definition 3.1 is represented by a sequence of element-membership 

pairs separated by "+" sign, and where each pair is separated by "/" into the left part 

that is the ith element x; in f and the right part that is the membership value X f(x ) 

given the element x;. The discrete fuzzy set f over the universe X= {xl, x2, ... , x�} 

is therefore represented in Definition 3.1 

Definition 3.1 (The Form of Fuzzy Set in Mass Assignment Theory). 

f= xl/xf(x1) + x2/xf(x2) + ... + xf/xf(ri) + ... + Zn/Xf (Xn) 
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whose elements are ordered to derive the mass assignment ma f corresponding to f. 

The mass assignment corresponding to a fuzzy set is another form of uncertainty 

to represent both probabilistic information and the fuzzy set to hold subjective 

information [10]. The detail of its definition is described in Definition 3.2. 

Definition 3.2 (The Mass Assignment maf Corresponding to the Discrete 

Fuzzy Set f). For the discrete fuzzy set f defined in Definition 3.1, its elements 

are ordered such that X f(xl) < 1, X f(xi) >x f(x3) if i<j. The result of the mass 

assignment ma f corresponding to f is calculated in Equation 3.2: 

maf = {{xi, 
... , xi} : Xf (xi) - Xf (xt+1), 0: 1- Xf (xl)} with Xf (X,, +1) =0 (3.2) 

where i=1,2, ... , n. 

If the degree of inconsistency 0: (1 - xf(xl)) >0 then the mass assignment 

ma f is incomplete. We can renormalise ma f using the voting model introduced in 

Section 3.3.3. There are two methods in the re-normalization [17]. The first method 

shown in Equation 3.3 is to add the inconsistency degree 1- xf(xl) into the mass 

{x,. 
.., x,, } : xi (xn) with the largest subset of elements. 

{xl, 
... , xn} : Xf (xn) +1- xf (x1) (3.3) 

The second method shown in Equation 3.4 is to renormalise the mass assignment 

ma f by equating the mass associated with 0 to 0, so that there is 

{x, 
..., xi} : 

Xf(xi) - Xf(xi+1) 
with X f(xn+l) _O (3.4) 

Xf(xl) 

where i=1,2,.. ., n. 

The mass assignment ma f is therefore complete, where Equation 3.5 is satisfied. 

n 
Zmaf({xl,..., 

xn}) =1 
(3.5) 

i=1 

A complete mass assignment corresponds to a family of probability distribution. 
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According to the voting model further introduced in Section 3.3.3, the mass 

assignment ma f defines a family of probability distributions. However, we often 

choose a unique distribution, the least prejudiced probability distribution lpdj cor- 

responding to f, by redistributing the mass associated with a group of elements 

equally among these elements or according to the prior probability distribution. 

Definition 3.3 (The Least Prejudiced Probability Distribution). For the dis- 

crete fuzzy set f defined in Definition 3.1, there is the mass assignment ma, defined 

in Definition 3.2, so that the least prejudiced probability distribution is calculated 

by Equation 3.6: 

n 
lpdf = x{ Pr(x; ), where E Pr(xi) =1 i=1,2,... ,n 

(3.6) 
i=1 

Pr(xi) _ 
(maf(xk) - ma f(xk+l)1 

' where ma1(xk+1) =0 
k_ý 

1\ k /1 

The form of lpd f is xl : Pr(xi), ..., x; : Pr(xj), ... , x� : Pr(x�). 

To demonstrate the calculations defined in Definition 3.2 and Definition 3.3, we 

make a simple example in Example 6.1 below: 

Example 3.1 (A Simple Example of Mass Assignment Theory). For ex- 

ample, given a statement S is f, we assume f= a/X f(xa) + b/X j(zb) + c/X f(zc) 

where X f(xc) > X! (XQ) >X f(xb), then we calculate the mass assignment ma, using 

Equation 3.2: 

ma f= {c} : Xf (Xc) - Xf (x. ), {a, c} : XI (xa) - XJ (xb), {a, b, c} : XI(xb), 

Xf 

= {c} : xi(x, ) - Xf (xa), {a, c} : XJ(xa) - Xj(X6)i 

{a, b, c} : Xf (xb) +1- Xf (xc) 

The calculation of the least prejudiced probability distribution defined in Defi- 

nition 3.3 is listed as below: 
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Pr(c) = Xf(Xc) - Xf (Xa) + 12 (Xf(Xa) - Xf (xb)) +3 (Xf (xb) +1- Xf (Xc)) 

Pr(a) =1 (Xf(Xa) - Xf(xb)) +3 (Xf(xb) +1- Xf(Xc)) 

Pr(b) =1 (X/ (x6) +1- Xf (Xc)) 

In result, the least prejudiced probability distribution: 

lpd f=a: Pr(a), b: Pr(b), c: Pr(c) 

3.3.3 The Voting Model for Mass Assignment Theory 

The voting model proposed by Baldwin is used to interpret the meaning of a fuzzy 

set, which is based on the binary decision made by a representative population of 

voters [17,19]. In addition, this model is able to explain the representation of the 

mass assignment and least prejudiced distribution introduced in Section 3.3.2, both 

of which are corresponding to the interpreted fuzzy set. 

Given a statement S is f, let f be a fuzzy set defined over the universe of 

discourse X, and V be the sample of a representative population of voters. For a 

given input xEX for f, each member of V is asked to vote either accept ("acc" ) 

or reject ("rej") on x. If µ(x) represents the proportion of members of V who vote 

accept on x, then the value of the membership function for x can be interpreted as 

this proportion in Equation 3.7. 

Xf(x) = µ(x), for all xEX (3.7) 

Definition 3.4 (The Constant Threshold Assumption). The constant thresh- 

old assumption introduced by Baldwin [17,19] is the key to obtain a unique voting 

pattern for Equation 3.7. In this assumption, we assume that any member of V who 

accepts an element aEX with a membership value X f(a) will accept all elements 

with a higher membership value, such as accept bEX where Xf(b) _> Xf(a). 

The voting model interpretation of fuzzy sets is consistent with the mass as- 

signment representation. The mass assignment of any subset of the universe is the 
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proportion of voters who accept all elements in that subset. A simple example is 

demonstrated in Example 3.2. 

Example 3.2 (An Example of The Voting Model for Mass Assignment 

Theory). Given a statement S is f, a discrete fuzzy set f=a/0.8 +b/0.2 is 

defined over the universe X= {a, b, c}. With the constant threshold assumption 

defined in Definition 3.4, the unique voting pattern for a group of 10 voters is shown 

in Table 3.1, where "acc" stands for accept and "rej" stands for reject. 

Voters 

Elements 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

a acc acc acc acc acc acc acc acc rej rej 
b acc acc rej rej rej rej rej rej rej rej 

c rej rej rej rej rej rej rej rej rej rej 

Table 3.1: The voting pattern for a group of 10 voters 

Without the constant threshold assumption defined in Definition 3.4, we can not 

get the unique voting pattern from simply knowing the proportional acceptance on 

each element in the universe of discourse X. The voting pattern in Table 3.2 is one 

of these possible patterns. 

Voters 

Elements 123456789 10 

a acc acc acc acc acc acc rej acc rej acc 

b rej rej rej acc rej rej acc rej rej rej 

c rej rej rej rej rej rej rej rej rej rej 

Table 3.2: One possible voting pattern without the constant threshold assumption 

As we can see in Table 3.2, compared with the unique pattern in Table 3.1, the 

other possible patterns have no clear format and hence are difficult to determine the 

corresponding mass assignment. Therefore, it is necessary to include the constant 
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threshold assumption in the voting model, which can provide a unique voting pattern 

similar with one shown in Table 3.1. 

As it is shown in Table 3.1, for these 10 voters, there are 2 voters accept both a 

and b, 6 voters only accepts a, and 2 accept nothing. Therefore, the mass assignment 

ma f is 

ma f= {a} : 0.6, {a, b} : 0.2,0: 0.2 

If we let 2 voters who accepted nothing choose equally likely between a and b [71, 

then we can obtain a complete mass assignment ma f using the first re-normalisation 

method in Equation 3.3. 

maf={a}: 0.6, {a, 6}: 0.4 

To find a probability distribution over X, we can interpret Pr(x) given xEX 

as the probability that a voter randomly selected from the population V accepts x. 

Therefore, 

0.6 < Pr(a) < 1, because voters 3 to 8 only accept a and voters 9,10 are asked 

to choose equally likely between a and b. 

0< Pr(b) < 0.4, because voters 1,2 could accept b or alternatively accept a, 

and voters 9,10 are same as previous. 

Pr(c) = 0, because no one accept it 

Alternatively, we can derive a unique probability distribution over X according to 

Equation 3.6, which is the least prejudiced distribution lpd f defined in Definition 3.3. 

Pr(a) = 0.6 + 1' (0.4) = 0.8 

Pr(b) =- (0.4) = 0.2 

where a randomly selected voter chooses each of accepted elements as equally likely. 

lpdf=a. 0.8, b. 0.2 
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If we use the second re-normalisation method in Equation 3.4, then the com- 

plete mass assignment and probability distribution will be different. Therefore, we 

only use the first re-normalisation method for the simply shaped fuzzy sets models 

introduced in Section 3.4.2. The further explanation is given in Example 3.3 in 

Section 3.4.3. 

3.4 Simply Triangular or Trapezoidal Shape Fuzzy Sets 

Fuzzy set theory [1191 proposed by Zadeh in 1965 uses simple linguistic words in 

place of numbers for soft computing and reasoning. This provides fuzzy logic with a 

simplified explanation power of being a suitable interface between human users and 

computing systems. This power does, though, depend on the form of fuzzy sets. If 

the fuzzy sets are simple triangular or trapezoidal in shape, then they can be given 

an easy interpretation. If they have a complicated shape, they do not provide a 

useful linguistic description. 

3.4.1 Simply Shaped Fuzzy Partition 

Fuzzy logic provides the explanation power for models, however, which depends on 

the form of fuzzy sets. For example, if the fuzzy logic rule shown in Rule 3.1 corre- 

sponds to the set of simply triangular or trapezoidal fuzzy sets in shape illustrated 

in Figure 3.2, then it can be given an easy interpretation. 

Rule 3.1. IF X is small AND Y is large, THEN Z is about..? 

smal large about 7 
N 

7 
XYZ 

Figure 3.2: The fuzzy set of Rule 3.1 

where small, large, about-7 are respectively defined on X, Y, Z. 
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If the fuzzy set has a complicated shape, such as Figure 3.3, then this does 

not provide a useful linguistic description. Optimised fuzzy sets, such as neuro- 

fuzzy sets [17], are used to obtain good accuracy but they have no explanation 

power because of their complicated shape. We investigate methods of deriving fuzzy 

models based on Ruspini fuzzy partition [90) for each attribute, which is defined as 

a family of triangular or trapezoidal fuzzy sets such that for any argument value the 

memberships add to 1. 

Figure 3.3: The fuzzy set in a complicated shape 

Definition 3.5 (Simply Shaped Fuzzy Partition). A simply shaped fuzzy par- 

tition {ff} is a set of triangular or trapezoidal fuzzy sets such that E; Xf; (x) =1 

for any data point xEX, where X is the universe of discourse. 

3.4.2 Simply Shaped Fuzzy Sets Models Based on Mass Assignment 

Theory 

From the simply shaped fuzzy partition in Definition 3.5, we derive our equal space 

fuzzy sets (ES-FS) model in Definition 3.6 and equal data points fuzzy sets (EDP- 

FS) model in Definition 3.7, both of which are based on the mass assignment theory. 

Therefore, these two fuzzy sets models inherit the properties and advantages from 

the simply shaped fuzzy partition introduced in Section 3.4.1. 

For fuzzy models proposed in this thesis, we use these two fuzzy sets models for 

continuous (numerical) attributes. In addition, we still use crisp sets as a special case 

of these two fuzzy sets models for discrete (nominal) attributes [18,113,115,114]. 

Definition 3.6 (Equal Space Fuzzy Sets (ES-FS) Model). In the fuzzy sets 

model in Figure 3.4, the ranges of the fuzzy sets are equally spaced in the universe 
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of discourse [a, b]. For n fuzzy sets, Fril notation [17] of ES-FS model is shown in 

Figure 3.4: 

[a: 1 a+n-1 : 0], [a: 0 a+ 
n-1 :1 a+2(6-a) : 0], 

n-1 

..., [a+ 
(n 

n)(1-a) 
:0b: 1J 

Fuzzy set 123... n 

Figure 3.4: Equal space fuzzy sets (ES-FS) model 

Therefore, these fuzzy sets are symmetrical and equally spaced. 

Definition 3.7 (Equal Data Points Fuzzy Sets (EDP-FS) Model). In the 

model in Figure 3.5, the number of instances in each interval covered by a fuzzy 

set in the universe of discourse [a, b] is equal. For n fuzzy sets and m examples in 

database sorted in ascending order, there is the value of example x equaling to val(x) 

where xE [l, m], then Fril notation [17] of EDP-FS model is shown in Figure 3.5: 

[a: 1 a+val(nm'1) : 0], [a :0 a+val(nm 1) :1 a+val(ri 
2m1): 

0), 

..., [a+val((n 
2)m) 

:0b: 1) 

Normally, these fuzzy sets are asymmetric. 

In simply shaped fuzzy sets models, there is always a special relationship between 

membership function and probability distribution introduced in Section 3.4.3. It is 

the key of giving advantages of simplicity and easy interpretation, using the simply 

shaped fuzzy sets models. 
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Fuzzy set 123n 

Figure 3.5: Equal data points fuzzy sets (EDP-FS) model 

3.4.3 The Special Relationship Between Probability Distribution 

and Membership Function 

For a fuzzy partition {fi} of kth attribute, the mass assignment theory provides 

that input such as x=g is translated into distribution over fuzzy sets of words 

using membership function introduced in Equation 3.1 in Section 3.2, where g can 

be point value, fuzzy set or probability distribution [7]. Using simply shaped fuzzy 

sets models in Section 3.4.2, we introduce a special relationship between probability 

distribution and membership function to the fuzzy models for simplicity. The special 

relationship is introduced in Definition 3.8 below. 

Definition 3.8 (The Special Relationship Between Probability Distribution 

and Membership Function in Simply Shaped Fuzzy Sets Models Based on 

Mass Assignment Theory). Given the universe X, we form the fuzzy partition 

{fi} over X using simply shaped fuzzy sets models in Section 3.4.2. Based on mass 

assignment theory, there is always a special relationship satisfied between probability 

distribution and membership function in {f; }, which is shown in Equation 3.8 below: 

Pr(f; Ix) = Xfi(x), where xEX (3.8) 

where if g is a point value, then the conditional probability of the fuzzy set fi given 

the input g equals to the membership value, which is Pr(f; jg) = Xf; (9)" Otherwise, 
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we will use point value semantic unification [17] to calculate it. 

To prove the special relationship in Equation 3.8, we demonstrate a numerical 

example in Example 3.3. 

Example 3.3 (A Numerical Example to Prove and Demonstrate The Spe- 

cial Relationship in Equation 3.8). In a numerical example, we select all of real 

numbers from a to b to define the universe of discourse X, so that xE [a, b). Given 

this range, the triangular continuous fuzzy sets { f{} (i = 1, ... , n) are formed using 

equal space fuzzy sets (ES-FS) model in Definition 3.6 in Section 3.4.2. Therefore, 

given any input xEX and the ith fuzzy set membership function X f, (x) = 0, there 

is... +fi-i/0+ f; /0 +ft+1/1-9+ fi+2/0+.... 

To apply the mass assignment theory, we form a new discrete fuzzy set f over the 

new universe X' ={ f;, f; +l }, which only contains the fuzzy sets whose memberships 

are not zero. 

f=file+fi+, /l-e 

If 0>0.5, the mass assignment ma, corresponding to f is 

mal={f1}: 0-(1-B), {fi, fi+l}: 1-e, 0: 1-0 

If we use the first re-normalisation method in Equation 3.3 in Section 3.3.2, the 

complete mass assignment ma f is 

ma'1={f{}: 26-1, {fi, f{+1}: 2-20 

Therefore, the least prejudiced probability distribution lpd1 corresponding to f is 

lpdj=fi: e, fi+i: l -B 

If 0<0.5, then we just switch the labels f{ and f +'. 
Because the least prejudiced probability distribution lpdj corresponding to f is 

based on the condition given the input x, they can be respectively expressed as the 

conditional probabilities Pr(f{ I x) =0 and Pr(f t+l I x) = 1- 0. In addition, there are 
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membership functions X f; (x) =0 and x f; +l 
(x) =1-0. Obviously, for the rest of 

fuzzy sets, there are Pr(fj I x) =0 and X fj (x) = 0. Therefore, we proved the special 

relationship holding in Equation 3.8 that has Pr(f; I x) =Xf; (x) where i=1,... , n. 

To make a demonstration, the fuzzy sets {small, medium, large} are formed in 

Figure 3.6 between 1 and 9. 

small medium large 

Pr (medium 1 x=6) 

Pr (large 1 x=6) 

1 56 9 

Figure 3.6: A numerical example 

Taking example for the fuzzy set large in Figure 3.6, we calculate its linear 

membership function Xta, rge(x) in the range of xE [5,9], by using the equation of a 

line through two points. In addition, there is obviously XZQrye(x) =0 if x<5 and 

Xiarge(x) =1 if x>9. Therefore, the membership function of the fuzzy set large is 

0 ifx<5 

Xiarge(X) = 95 (1 - 0) =4 (x - 5) if xE [5,9] 

1 ifx>9 

Given the input x=6 for the fuzzy set large, we can easily calculate the mem- 

bership value Xiarge(6) =4 (6 - 5) = 0.25. Using the same method, we can calculate 

Xmedium(6) = 0.75 for the fuzzy set medium and XBmau(6) =0 for the fuzzy set 

small. 

Then, we form a new discrete fuzzy set f over the universe X' = {medium, 

large}. 

f= medium / 0.75 + large / 0.25 

Therefore, the mass assignment maf corresponding to f is 

ma f= {medium} : 0.75 - 0.25, {medium, large} : 0.25,0: 1-0.75 
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If we use the first re-normalisation method in Equation 3.3 in Section 3.3.2, the 

complete mass assignment ma f is 

ma f= {medium} : 0.5, {medium, large} : 0.5 

Therefore, the least prejudiced probability distribution lpd1 corresponding to j is 

lpd f= medium : 0.75, large : 0.25 

Given the input x=6, there are respectively the conditional probabilities 
Pr(smallI x= 6) = 0, Pr(mediuml x= 6) = 0.75 and Pr(largel x= 6) = 0.25, 

so that there exist Pr(smalll x= 6) = Xama11(6), Pr(mediuml x= 6) = X�edium(6) 

and Pr(largel x= 6) = Xlarge(6). 

However, if we use the second re-normalisation method in Equation 3.4, we have 

a different complete mass assignment ma f, 

ma'f = {medium} : 0.667, {medium, large} : 0.333 

Then, the least prejudiced probability distribution lpdf corresponding to j is 

lpd f= medium : 0.8335, large : 0.1665 

Therefore, the special relationship in Equation 3.8 can not hold, if we use the second 

re-normalisation method. 

3.5 Fuzzy Logic Data Mining and Machine Learning 

Based on Mass Assignment Theory 

As we defined in Section 3.1, fuzzy logic data mining and machine learning is the 

process of using fuzzy models based on the mass assignment theory to solve various 

problems in data mining and machine learning. There are four approaches for this 

purpose in this thesis. 

The first approach uses the simple shaped fuzzy sets introduced in Section 3.4 

in fuzzy models, especially in tree-based and rule-based models introduced in Chap- 

ter 4, such as fuzzy decision tree, simple fuzzy logic rules and fuzzy association 
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rules. These fuzzy models are usually used to solve the classification, prediction and 

association rules problems. 

The second approach directly applies fuzzy logic, such as fuzzy clustering. The 

fuzzy prototype model introduced in Section 5.1 is one good model to solve clustering 

problem. 
The third approach develops models and algorithms based on the mass assign- 

went theory. One example in this thesis is the reduced database table introduced in 

Section 4.3.5. The other example is the calculation of semantic distance introduced 

in Section 5.2. 

The fourth approach implements AI systems by using Fril [16,17] introduced 

in Section 6.2, which is the support logic programming language based on mass 

assignment theory. Compared with logic programming, Fril can deal with both 

probabilistic uncertainty and fuzzy uncertainty, and is capable to organize the rich 

knowledge representations. These advantages make people change logic program- 

ming into support logic programming. 
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Chapter 4 

Tree-based and Rule-based 

Fuzzy Models 

Both tree-based and rule-based models are widely used and practical for data min- 

ing and machine learning. Integrated with fuzzy logic for soft computing purpose 

[121,122), these tree-based and rule-based fuzzy models can deal with continuous 

attributes, solve the prediction problem and generally provide the good accuracy. 

Moreover, using simply shaped fuzzy sets models introduced in Section 3.4, these 

fuzzy models are much simpler and have easy interpretations for humans. 

To solve the classification, prediction and association rules problems introduced 

in Section 2.1.2, we develop our tree-based and rule-based fuzzy models based on the 

mass assignment theory introduced in Section 3.3. These models include fuzzy deci- 

sion tree introduced in Section 4.1, simple fuzzy logic rules introduced in Section 4.2 

and fuzzy association rules introduced in Section 4.3. 

Compared with other fuzzy models, simple fuzzy logic rules are much simpler 

and easier to understand. Therefore, we propose two methods to discover the set 

of simple fuzzy logic rules. The first method is using fuzzy decision tree, which is 

introduced in Section 4.2.3. The second is using the reduced database table, which 

is introduced in Section 4.4.2. 

Reduced database table introduced in Section 4.3.5 is a knowledge based and 
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transparent fuzzy model, which is used to discover either simple fuzzy logic rules or 

fuzzy association rules in this chapter. It can be effectively formed by the effective 

reduced database algorithm introduced in Section 4.3.6. 

In the end, to improve the accuracy, we investigate an enhanced simple fuzzy 

logic rules model using the general boosting algorithm. 

4.1 Fuzzy ID3 Decision Tree 

To handle continuous attributes and solve the prediction problem, we take fuzzy 

sets as possible values of nodes including leaf nodes in the decision tree. The fuzzy 

decision tree model not only provides the linguistic explanation for the tree, but 

also is able to deal with imprecision and uncertainty in the real world problems. 

An efficient fuzzy 1D3 algorithm based on the mass assignment theory [171 is then 

introduced for learning fuzzy decision trees. 

4.1.1 Introduction to Fuzzy ID3 Decision Tree 

Decision tree is a typical tree-based model for the logic induction in data mining 

and machine learning. Each node in the tree represents an attribute of the example 

database, and each branch extending from that node corresponds to one of possible 

values for this attribute. The leaf nodes on the bottom of the tree provide the 

classification rules corresponding to the target attribute of the database. (72] 

However, the traditional decision tree model is limited to only deal with discrete 

attributes in the database, and hence it is not capable of solving the prediction 

problem where the target attribute is continuous. Discretizing continuous attributes 
[111] into discrete labels is not a general method to solve these problems, because of 

the sharp boundary problem [64]. One practical solution is to integrate the decision 

tree with fuzzy logic, so that various models of fuzzy decision trees 113,18,75,801 

are developed to solve these problems. 
Fuzzy decision tree is an effective fuzzy model, which allows that the decision tree 
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model takes the fuzzy sets as possible values for each node in the tree. Therefore, 

fuzzy decision tree can deal with the continuous attributes in the database. The leaf 

nodes of the fuzzy decision tree model can take as values either discrete labels for 

the classification problem or fuzzy sets for the prediction problem. 

For decision trees learning, the ID3 and C4.5 algorithm introduced by Quinlan 

[81,83] has proved to be an effective and popular method for finding a decision tree to 

express information contained implicitly in discrete valued data sets. Therefore, for 

fuzzy decision tree learning, Baldwin developed a fuzzy ID3 decision tree algorithm 

[13,18,80], which is introduced in Algorithm 4.1 in Section 4.1.2. 

3 fuzzy sets [21 Plasma glucose 8 continuous attributes 
3 depth of tree 1 

----------- -- 
2 target classes 

Medium -- 
--- 

181 Age (years) 

Yo old 
0.862725 0.137275 0.668541 0.331459 

r-R-m-dI-I 

"E 

Mayun, 0.308811 0.691189 0.275786 0.724214 

0.814304 0.185696 0.525588 0.474412 0.236044 0.763956 

Figure 4.1: The fuzzy decision tree of Pima Indian Diabetes Classification problem 

By using the fuzzy ID3 decision tree algorithm, we can discover an example of 

fuzzy decision tree illustrated in Figure 4.1 for the Pima Indian Diabetes classifica- 

tion problem described in Section 4.2.6. 

4.1.2 Fuzzy ID3 Decision Tree Algorithm 

Fuzzy ID3 decision tree algorithm [13,18,801 developed by Baldwin is an efficient 

algorithm to form the fuzzy decision tree. It is based on the mass assignment theory. 
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The algorithm is described in Algorithm 4.1. 

Algorithm 4.1 Dizzy ID3 Decision Tree Algorithm 
Given 3 parameters into the model: a training data set S, fuzzy sets (f; ) in each 

attribute, and the depth of decision tree dep, 

Start to form fuzzy decision tree from the top level, 

while either (1) the depth of the tree gets to dep or (2) there is no node to expand 

in the tree do 

o Determine expected entropy EE(Ak) for each attribute of S not already ex- 

panded in this branch, 

o Expand the attribute x with the minimum expected entropy EE(A=), 

o Stop expansion of the leaf node Ak{ with the kth attribute and ith fuzzy set 

if entropy E(Akj) =0 or nearly 0, 

o Use post pruning to prune the tree and stop. 

end while 

For the input fuzzy sets {f; } in Algorithm 4.1, each attribute can either have 

the same number or the different number of fuzzy sets, and the target attribute has 

J classes in the classification problem or J fuzzy sets in the prediction problem. 

During the process of learning a fuzzy decision tree, the leaf nodes Aki in each 

stage have the entropy E(Aki) calculated in Equation 4.1. 

E(Aki) _ Pr(tj Aki) " ln(Pr(tjIAk{)) (4.1) 

where the node belongs to the kth attribute and ith fuzzy set, and tj is jth class or 

fuzzy set of the target attribute. Pr(t jIAk{) is the conditional probabilities associated 

with each class in the target attribute. 

Definition 4.1 (Expected Entropy). For the kth attribute, the expected entropy 

is 

EE(Ak) _ Pr(Aki) - E(Aki) (4.2) 
{ 
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where the renormalized branch probability passed in each branch is 

Pr(Ak2) = ReNorm(E E... E 
... Pr(Ali,... , A, -� At3)) (4.3) 

Atj Ali A(k-1): A(k+1)i Ani 

where the subscript i in Equation 4.2 and Equation 4.3 can represent that each node 
(attribute) has either the same number or the different number of fuzzy sets, and 

the set of nodes Ani, Ate } comprises each branch which is one of 

the paths to the leaf node At3 in the tree. 

Using post pruning to prune the fuzzy decision tree, we modify Laplace's formula 

[74,82] to estimate the true error. Therefore, the error of the cth children node Sc 

of any node S in fuzzy decision tree is 

Error(S, ) =N" 
Pr'(Sc) -N" Pr'(Sc) " Pr(tj IS, ) +T-1 (4.4) 

N"Pr'(SS)+T 

where N is the number of examples in the training set, Pr'(SS) is the probability 

passed in the branch before renormalization in Equation 4.3, and T is the number 

of classes or fuzzy sets in the target attribute. 
We then calculate backup error of node S. If BackUpError(S) > Error(S), the 

tree is pruned by halting at S and cutting all its children nodes. [18] 

4.1.3 The Equivalent Transformation between Decision Tree and 
General Fril Rules 

Either fuzzy or non-fuzzy ID3 decision trees can be equivalently transformed into 

the set of general Fril rules (17j. The detail of general Fril rules is introduced in 

Section 6.2.3 in Chapter 6. The head of a general Fril rule contains one class in the 

target attribute in the database, and the body of the rule corresponds to all paths 

to the leaf nodes associated with this class in the decision tree. The support pairs 

of the general Fril rule are related with the conditional probabilities in these leaf 

nodes. As we can see, the set of general Feil rules transferred from a decision tree 

can be the equivalent knowledge representation of this fuzzy decision tree. 
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For example, in the Pima Indian Diabetes classification problem, the fuzzy de- 

cision tree with 7 branches shown in Figure 4.1 in Section 4.1.1 can be transferred 

into the set of general Fril rules in Rule 4.1 and Rule 4.2 below: 

Rule 4.1. (attribute-9 is class-1) (general ( ((attributed is fuzzy-set-1)), 

[(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-2)), [(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3) AND (attributed is 

fuzzy-set-2)), [(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3) AND (attribute-8 is f uzzy-setr3)J, [(attribute-2 

is f uzzy-seti3) AND (attribute-8 is f uzzy_set_1) AND (attribute-7 is f uzzyset_1)J, 

[(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3) AND (attribute-8 is fuzzy., set-1) AND (attribute-7 

is fuzzy-set-2)), [(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3) AND (attributed is fuzzy-set-1) 

AND (attribute-7 is fuzzy-set-3)) )( (0.862725) (0.668541) (0.308811) (0.275786) 

(0.814304) (0.525588) (0.236044) ))) : ((1 1)(0 0)) 

Rule 4.2. (attributed is class? ) (general ( [(attribute-2 is f uzzy-set_1)], 

[(attributed is fuzzy-set-2)], [(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3) AND (attribute-8 is 

fuzzy-set-2)], [(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3) AND (attributed is f uzzy-set )J, [(attributed 

is fuzzy-set-3) AND (attribute-8 is fuzzy-set-1) AND (attribute-7 Is f uzzy. set_1)J, 

[(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3) AND (attribute-8 is fuzzy-set-1) AND (attribute-7 

is fuzzy-set-2)], [(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3) AND (attribute-8 is fuzzy-set-1) 

AND (attribute-7 is fuzzy-set-3)] )( (0.137275) (0.331450) (0.691189) (0.724214) 

(0.185696) (0.474412) (0.763956) ))) : ((1 1)(0 0)) 

In Rule 4.2, the head (attribute-9 is class-2) corresponds to the 2nd class in the 

target attribute attribute-9, the first probability 0.137275 is related with the first 

body [(attributes is fuzzy-set-1)], and so on, and the parameter ((1 1)(0 0)) is 

used to ensure that both inferences from the general Fill rule and decision tree are 

identical. 

The equivalent transformation between the decision tree and general Fril rules 

provides the capability to apply the data mining and machine learning models in 

logic programming language, so that we can easily implement and infer these models 

in the programming language, such as Prolog and Fril, and significantly to reduce the 
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complexity to implement those complex artificial intelligence models. In addition, 

Fril provides the ability to implement fuzzy models for handling uncertainty and 

ambiguity in the programming language. These examples implemented by Fril are 

introduced in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. 

4.1.4 The Inference of Fuzzy Decision Tree for New Examples 

The classification and prediction problems, where the target attribute is respectively 

discrete (nominal) or continuous (numerical), are two main issues in data mining and 

machine learning fields. To solve these problems, we develop the following methods 

to evaluate new examples using fuzzy decision tree model introduced in Section 4.1.2. 

For a one line only new example {xl,... 
, xk} over k attributes, it propagates 

through b branches in the fuzzy decision tree, arriving at the set of leaf nodes {At1} 

with each probability ßb corresponding to each branch, and the probability Q6 is 

determined by multiplying the membership values of the new example over all branch 

nodes arriving at Ab, where Ab E {Ate}. 

Qb = Il Xf (xn) (4.5) 
n 

where x� E {all branch nodes to arrive at Ab} 9 {xl, ... , xk}. 
As it can be seen in Definition 4.2 and Definition 4.3, the inference method of 

fuzzy decision tree for a new example depends on the type of problem. 

Definition 4.2 (The Inference of Fuzzy Decision Tree for Classification). 

For the classification problem with {tj} classes in the target attribute, the inference 

of fuzzy decision tree for a new example gives {tj : Oj = Eb(Qb " Pr(tjlAb))} for 

each class tj, where Ab E {Atj}. We therefore choose the jth target class tj as the 

predicted class that has maximum inference MAX, (q53 ). 

Definition 4.3 (The Inference of Fuzzy Decision Tree for Prediction). For 

the prediction problem with { fj} fuzzy sets in the target attribute, the inference 

of fuzzy decision tree for a new example gives {fj : Oj = Eb(ßb " Pr(fj IAb))} for 
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each fuzzy set fj. The predicted value is calculated by the defuzzification method 

which takes the maximum value mj of each target fuzzy set, so that predicted,,,!,, _ 
E, (mj Oj) where EfXff(mf) = 1. 

The verification of the fuzzy decision tree model is explained in Section 4.2.6 

with the verification of simple fuzzy logic rules together. 

4.2 Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules 

In data mining for knowledge explanation purpose, we would like to build simple 

transparent fuzzy models. Compared to other fuzzy models, simple fuzzy logic rules 

(IF 
... 

THEN ... rules) based on the triangular or trapezoidal shape fuzzy sets are 

much simpler and easier to understand. For fuzzy rule-based learning algorithms, 

choosing the right combination of attributes and fuzzy sets, which has the most 

information, is the key point to obtain good accuracy. On the other hand, the fuzzy 

ID3 algorithm gives an efficient model to select the right combinations. We therefore 

discover the set of simple fuzzy logic rules from a fuzzy decision tree based on the 

same simply shaped fuzzy partition, after dropping these rules whose credibility is 

less than a reasonable threshold, only if the accuracy of the training set using these 

rules is reasonably close to the accuracy using fuzzy decision tree. The set of simple 

fuzzy logic rules satisfied with this condition is also able to be used to interpret the 

information of the tree. Furthermore, we use the fuzzy set operator "OR" to merge 

simple fuzzy logic rules to reduce the number of rules. 

4.2.1 Introduction to Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules 

The IF ... THEN ... fuzzy logic rules model is a simple and transparent fuzzy model 

with easy interpretation, and it can be used to solve the classification and prediction 

problems. However, these advantages in simplicity and easy Interpretation depend 

on the form of fuzzy sets, which is explained in Section 3.4.1. We therefore only use 

these rules based on the simply shaped fuzzy sets models introduced in Section 3.4.2, 
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which axe called simple fuzzy logic rules in this thesis. 

Supposing there are k attributes in total and the jth attribute is the target at- 

tribute, a simple fuzzy logic rule (SFLR) based on the simply shaped fuzzy partition 
is of the form shown in Rule 4.3: 

Rule 4.3. (A2 is large) IF (Al is small) AND... AND (A1_1 is small) AND (A5+1 

is medium) AND ... AND (Ak is large) 

where the term on the left side of IF is the head of this rule and the set of terms 

on the right is the body, and the clauses of the terms are words of attributes 

defined by fuzzy sets. 

Each simple fuzzy logic rule has its support and credibility defined in Defini- 

tion 4.4 and Definition 4.5 respectively. 

Definition 4.4 (The Support of Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules). The joint prob- 

ability pr = Pr(Ai is small A ... A A5_1 is small A A5 is large A A,, +1 is medium 

A ... A Ak is large) is the support of the simple fuzzy logic rule in Rule 4.3. [18] 

The support of a simple fuzzy logic rule represents the frequency of occurrence 

of the particular combination of attribute values in this rule in the training set. 

Definition 4.5 (The Credibility of Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules). Let p= Pr(Ai 

is small A ... A Aß_1 is small A Aj+1 is medium A ... A Ak is large) = 

ZAj is large Pr(Ai is small A ... A Ak is large), then the value of r- is the credibility 

(confidence) of the simple fuzzy logic rule in Rule 4.3. [18] 

The credibility of a simple fuzzy logic rule represents how often it is likely to be 

true. 

Only the simple fuzzy logic rules whose credibility is greater than or equal to 

the credibility threshold 6 are chosen. These simple fuzzy logic rules are likely to be 

true, if 3 is reasonably high. The credibility threshold 6 is given by user. 
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4.2.2 The Unification and Consistency of Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules 

If simple fuzzy logic rules with the same fuzzy sets in their heads are satisfied with 

one of attributes in their bodies containing all fuzzy sets and the other attributes 

containing the same fuzzy sets, then these simple fuzzy logic rules can be merged 

into one rule. 

For example, assuming 3 attributes X, Y, Z with 3 fuzzy sets in each, 3 simple 

fuzzy logic rules shown in Rule 4.4, Rule 4.5 and Rule 4.6 below 

Rule 4.4. (Z is large) IF (X is small) AND (Y is small) 

Rule 4.5. (Z is large) IF (X is medium) AND (Y is small) 

Rule 4.6. (Z is large) IF (X is large) AND (Y is small) 

are therefore equivalent to a single simple fuzzy logic rule in Rule 4.7: 

Rule 4.7. (Z is large) IF (Y is small) 

We generally keep the single unified single simple fuzzy logic rule, instead of 3 

separated rules. 

To allow this unification of simple fuzzy logic rules, we simply use the sum 
disjunction for the inferences of these rules, which is based on the simply shaped 

fuzzy sets models introduced in Section 3.4.2. If we use the default disjunction in 

Fril [17], then this unification will not hold any more. 

Example 4.1 (The Unification Based On Simply Shaped Fuzzy Sets Mod- 

eis). According to Equation 4.6 in Section 4.2.4, the inference of simple fuzzy logic 

rules is Pr(head) = Pr(Z is large) = [0,1]. 

For Rule 4.7, there is 0= Pr(body) = Pr(Y is small) = x,,, wu(y). 
For Rule 4.4, Rule 4.5 and Rule 4.6, there is 

0= Pr((X is small AY is small) V (X is medium AY is small) V (X is 

large AY is small)) 
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= Pr(Y is small A (X is small VX is medium VX is large)) 

Because we use Ruspini fuzzy partition {small, medium, large}, the model we use 

for the disjunction provides Pr(X is small VX is medium VX is large) = 

Xsmall (X) + Xmedium (X) + Xlarge (x). This assumes a fuzzy mutual exclusion property. 

This model is not the only model we could use, but it is the one we prefer and it 

seems to give good results. Therefore, there is 

0= Xama!! (Y)(Xamau(X) + Xmedium(X) + Xlarge(X» 

Because of the definition of Ruspini fuzzy partition, there is >i X f, (x) = 1. 

0=x zz(y) 
Therefore, Rule 4.4, Rule 4.5 and Rule 4.6 are equivalent to Rule 4.7. 

If any two simple fuzzy logic rules have the same bodies but the fuzzy sets in 

their heads are not same, then these two rules are inconsistent. Our experiments 

are all based on consistent simple fuzzy logic rules. 
For example, single simple fuzzy logic rules in Rule 4.8 and Rule 4.9 are incon- 

sistent, because Rule 4.8 includes (Z is small) IF (X is large) (Y is small) which 

is conflict with Rule 4.9. 

Rule 4.8. (Z is small) IF (Y is small) 

Rule 4.9. (Z is medium) IF (X is large) (Y is small) 

Inconsistent simple fuzzy logic rules make accuracy so worse that all of simple 

fuzzy logic rules we used in experiments are consistent. If the credibility threshold is 

lower than 1/t, where t is the number of classes in the target attribute for the classifi- 

cation problem or the number of fuzzy sets in the target attribute for the prediction 

problem, then we are likely to get some inconsistent rules. In addition, checking 

consistency of a classical knowledge base is a problem in NP (non-deterministic 

polynomial time), so that we simply choose a high enough credibility threshold, 

such as 0.6 chosen by experience in the following experiments, to keep the set of 

rules consistent. 
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4.2.3 Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules Discovered from Fuzzy Decision 

Tree 

In order to use a smaller number of simple fuzzy logic rules to provide reasonable 

accuracy, we discover the set of simple fuzzy logic rules from a fuzzy decision tree 

introduced in Section 4.1. The head of a simple fuzzy logic rule is the class or 

fuzzy set of a leaf node with maximum conditional probability, and this conditional 

probability is equivalent to the credibility of the simple fuzzy logic rule transferred. 

The body is the path of this target in the tree. If the credibility of a discovered 

simple fuzzy logic rule is less than a reasonable credibility threshold d, then this rule 

is dropped. In addition, we consider the model is valid, only if the accuracy of the 

training set using simple fuzzy logic rules is reasonably close to the accuracy using 

fuzzy decision tree. 

There are two reasons to use this model: 

" one is to efficiently discover a set of simple fuzzy logic rules with good accuracy, 

when their training set accuracy is reasonably close to the fuzzy decision tree; 

" the other is to use the set of simple fuzzy logic rules transferred from fuzzy 

decision tree to interpret the information of the tree, if the training set accuracy 

of simple fuzzy logic rules is reasonably close to the accuracy of fuzzy decision 

tree. 

For example, in the Pima Indian Diabetes classification problem, the fuzzy deci- 

sion tree with 7 branches shown in Figure 4.1 in Section 4.1.1 can be rewritten into 

the alternative form of the fuzzy decision tree as a set of bracketed pairs shown in 

Example 4.2, where each pair of integer numbers in a bracket on the left side repre- 

sents a node in the tree, and the first number represents an attribute number and 

the second represents a selected fuzzy set of this attribute and each row corresponds 

to each branch to a leaf node in the tree. These float numbers on the right side 

are the conditional probabilities associated with each class in the target attribute. 

For instance, the 1st branch of the tree shows the node with 2nd attribute Ist fuzzy 
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set leads to the target node with probability equal to 0.862725 for the 1st class and 

0.137275 for the 2nd class. 

Example 4.2 (Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules from Fuzzy Decision Tree). The 

fuzzy decision tree represented by a set of bracketed pairs is shown below: 

1. (2 1) (0.862725 0.137275) 

2. (2 2) (0.668541 0.331459) 

3. (2 3) (8 2) (0.308811 0.691189) 

4. (2 3) (8 3) (0.275786 0.724214) 

5. (2 3) (8 1) (7 1) (0.814304 0.185696) 

6. (2 3) (8 1) (7 2) (0.525588 0.474412) 

7. (2 3) (8 1) (7 3) (0.236044 0.763956) 

The set of simple fuzzy logic rules below can be discovered from this fuzzy deci- 

sion tree by using credibility threshold 6=0.6: 

1. (attribute-9 is class-1) IF (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-1) 

2. (attribute-9 is class-1) IF (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-2) 

3. (attribute-9 is class-2) IF (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3) AND (attribute-8 is 

fuzzy-set-2) 

4. (attribute-9 is class-2) IF (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3) AND (attribute-8 is 

fuzzy-set-3) 

5. (attribute-9 is class-1) IF (attribute-2 is f uzzy_set_3) AND (attribute-8 is 

f uzzy_set_1) AND (attribute-7 is f uzzy_set_1) 

7 (attribute-9 is class-2) IF (attribute-2 is f uzzy-seti3) AND (attribute-8 is 

fuzzy. set_1) AND (attribute-7 is fuzzy-set-3) 
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As we can see in Example 4.2 above, each simple fuzzy logic rule corresponds to a 
branch of the decision tree, which is the path to a leaf node in the tree. In addition, 

we drop the 6th rule transferred from the 6th branch of the decision tree, because 

its credibility is smaller than credibility threshold 6 (0.525588 < 0.6). Containing 

the information of the fuzzy decision tree, these simple fuzzy logic rules obviously 

have the simpler form and are easier to understand than the decision tree. 

4.2.4 The Inference of Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules for New Examples 

In Fril we interpret the IF ... THEN... simple fuzzy logic rules as conditionalisations 

rather than as implications [17]. This makes more sense when uncertainties are 

involved since it is the conditional probabilities that are naturally apparent in data. 

To infer a new example {xl, 
... , xk} over k attributes using the simple fuzzy 

logic rule in Rule 4.3, we calculate the probability 

Pr(body) = Xsmall(X1) ... Xsma11(Xj-1)Xmedium(Xj+1) ... Xlarge(zk) 

= Pr(smalljxl) 
... 

Pr(smalll xj_1) Pr(mediumjx j+l) ... Pr(largelxk) 

over k-1 attributes in the body. 

If we let Pr(body) _ 0, Fril inference (171 of the simple fuzzy logic rule is formu- 

lated in Equation 4.6: 

Pr(head) = Pr(headlbody) Pr(body) + Pr(headl-body) Pr(-+body) 

=1x+ (0,1) x (1 - ý) _ (ý, 1) (4.6) 

by using Jeffrey rule [56]. 

To solve the classification problem by using simple fuzzy logic rules, we still use 

the same method as Definition 4.2 in Section 4.1.4. 

Definition 4.6 (The Inference of Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules for Classifica- 

tion). For the classification problem with {tf} classes in the target attribute, the 

Fril inference of simple fuzzy logic rules for a new example gives {t! : ('j, 1)} for 
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each class tj. We therefore choose the jth target class tj as the predicted class that 

has maximum inference MAXS (q53) 
. 

Since the inference of simple fuzzy logic rules is an interval instead of a certain 

value shown in Equation 4.6, the defuzzification method introduced in Definition 4.3 

is not available to provide a good accuracy, so that we develop a new defuzzification 

method in Definition 4.7 for simple fuzzy logic rules to solve the prediction problem. 

Definition 4.7 (The Inference of Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules for Predic- 

tion). For the prediction problem with {f3} fuzzy sets in the target attribute, the 

Fril inference of simple fuzzy logic rules for a new example gives {f f: [0j, 1]} for 

each fuzzy set fj. where there is Ej ¢j < 1. Let X f, (m3) = 1, the predicted value 

x is: 

X= 
X" 

2 
X1 (4.7) 

where 

x�=MAX{O}>mi"9j 

xi = MIN{o, } mj " ei 

and where there is Oj< Oj <1 for all j, Ej9, = 1. 

The predicted value x equals to the average of possible maximum value xu of x 

and possible minimum value xj of x. In the formula, we take the maximum value 

mj of the jth fuzzy set in the target attribute where X f, (mj) = 1, and then product 

mj by the probability distribution 03 associated with the jth fuzzy set. To make 

xu maximal, we keep probability distribution 0 as much as possible in the fuzzy set 

whose maximum value m is maximal among all fuzzy sets, and then the rest of 6j 

is assigned to the associated Fril inference qj. Vice versa for x1. 

Example 4.3 (The Demonstration of The Inference of Simple Fuzzy Logic 

Rules for Prediction). For example in Figure 4.2, suppose we have a one-line data 

example with three attributes X, Y, Z where Z is the target attribute. Given the 
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fuzzy set for all attributes, we can discover two simple fuzzy logic rules where rule 

1 is dropped because of less credibility. 

sm el medium large 

ZxI 
=ý X>< 

381 
3689 

0.17 

MOM- is medium) IF (X is large) AND (Y is small) 0.83 

Figure 4.2: The example of the defuzzification method of simple fuzzy logic rules 

As we can see in Figure 4.2, the probability of the body of rule 2 is 

PT(body) _ Xlarge (X)X9mall(Y) = Pr(largel8) Pr(. smali 1) = 0.833 x 1.00 = 0.833 

Therefore, the Fril inference of rule 2 is [0.833,1], according to Equation 4.6. 

If we use the defuzzification method introduced in Definition 4.3, then the pre- 

dieted value is 

ZTraditioýal =0+0.833 x3+0=2.499 

therefore the error is 

eTraditional =IZ- ZTraditionalI = 13 -- 2.4991 = 0.501 

If we use the new defuzzification method in Definition 4.7, then 

Zv, =0+0.833 x3+0+ (1 - 0.833) x9=2.499 + 1.503 = 4.002 

Zi =0+0.833 x3+0+ (1 - 0.833) x1-2.499 + 0.167 = 2.666 

and the predicted value is 

ZNew = (Zu + Z1)/2 = (4.002 + 2.666)/2 = 3.334 

therefore the error is 

eNew = I7' 
- ZNew I= 13 - 3.3341 = 0.334 

Obviously, the new defuzzification method provides better accuracy than the method 

in Definition 4.3. 
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4.2.5 Merging Fuzzy Sets to Reduce the Complexity of Rules 

The number of rules is an important measurement of the complexity of rule-based 

model. To reduce the number of simple fuzzy logic rules, we merge these rules where 

their heads are the same, and fuzzy sets separately in one term of their bodies are 

neighbouring but the other terms are same, by using fuzzy set operator "OR? '. The 

Fril inference of one merged rule equals the sum of inferences of these rules before 

mergence shown in Figure 4.3, according to Definition 3.5 in Section 3.4.1. The 

mergence therefore would not affect the accuracy of these rules in either classification 

or prediction problem. 

fuzzy 
_s 

et 1 fazzy 
_s 

et 3 
OR fuzzy_set_2 

ZZý'2 (x) .. ' C' 
= x�, (x) 
+xr, (x) x 

Figure 4.3: The merged fuzzy sets in Example 4.2 

In the Example 4.2 in Section 4.2.3, the 1st and 2nd simple fuzzy logic rules can 

be merged into Rule 4.10 below: 

Rule 4.10. (attribute-9 is class-1) IF (attribute-2 is [fuzzy-set-1 OR fuzzy-set-21) 

and the 3rd and 4th simple fuzzy logic rules can be merged into Rule 4.11 below: 

Rule 4.11. (attribute-9 is class-2) IF (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3) AND (attribute-8 

is [fuzzy-set-2 OR fuzzy-set-3]) 

As the result, the number of simple fuzzy logic rules in Example 4.2 is reduced 

from 6 into 4. 

4.2.6 The Experiments of Verification 

To evaluate our models, we choose some typical databases from UCI Machine Learn- 

ing Repository [104] for the classification problem. Each of these database is sep- 
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crated into a training set and a test set by selecting database examples randomly, 

where the training set is used to form models and the test set apart from training is 

used for the evaluation. In addition, we use the training set and test set generated 

by function Z= sin(X " Y) to evaluate our models for the prediction problem. To 

compare the results with different system parameters, we use the same training set 

and test set to calculate the accuracy in every experiment for one problem. 

For the classification problem, the accuracy of a training set or test set is defined 

in Equation 4.8: 

Accuracydassjfication = 
Ndassi f ied (4.8) 

Ntatal 

where Nda sified is the number of successfully classified data examples, Ntotal is the 

total number of data examples. 

For the prediction problem, the accuracy of a training set or test set is defined 

in Equation 4.9: 

ACC2lraCJpredidion =L-I 

Tpredided 
- 

Toriginail 
(4.9) 

range(T) 

where Tp,. edicted is the predicted target value, Tii,, Qi is the original target value in 

the dataset, and range(T) is the range of the target attribute T. 

Respectively using fuzzy decision tree introduced in Section 4.1 and simple fuzzy 

logic rules introduced in Section 4.2, we calculate their accuracies and list them in 

Table 4.1, Table 4.3, Table 4.5, Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 with respect to each problem. 

In the following tables, "{ fi}" represents the number of fuzzy sets we used for 

each attribute of database. "dep" represents the depth of fuzzy decision tree defined 

in Algorithm 4.1, and "5" is the credibility threshold defined in Section 4.2.1 and 

Section 4.2.3 to select the set of simple fuzzy logic rules discovered from the fuzzy 

decision tree. "Leaf" represents the number of leaf nodes in the fuzzy decision tree, 

and "Rules" represents the number of simple fuzzy logic rules, where the number on 

the left of "-" is the number of simple fuzzy logic rules before merging the fuzzy 

sets and the number on the right is after merging. Because each of simple fuzzy logic 
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rules can correspond to a branch to a leaf node of the fuzzy decision tree, we can 

use these numbers respectively to explain the complexity of each model. Finally, the 

columns 'Maining" and "Test" respectively list the accuracy of the training set and 

test set in the percentage format, by using either fuzzy ID3 decision tree or simple 

fuzzy logic rules. 

In the bottom of each table for the classification problem, to compare our model, 

we use the same training set and test set to calculate the accuracy of some data 

mining models in Weka [108], which is an open source data mining and machine 
learning software toolkit. The symbol "*" represents those nodes in the neural 

network include all of internal and external nodes, and "**" represents the tree is 

pruned by using Weka's default pruning method. 
Furthermore, to visualize the results of each table, we respectively plot the ac- 

curacy into the curve chart and plot the complexity of the model into the bar chart. 

One example of the fuzzy decision tree and simple fuzzy logic rules formed from 

each experiment in this section is respectively listed in Appendix Section 4.2.6 with 

their accuracy and complexity. 

Pima Indians Diabetes Classification Problem 

The database of Pima Indians Diabetes classification problem contains 768 data 

examples in total and 8 continuous attributes not including the target, where the 

target attribute has 2 classes. The class distribution of the database is 500 data 

examples for class 1 and 268 data examples for class 2. Keeping the same class 

distribution, we separate the database into a training set and test set with 384 data 

examples in each by selecting database examples randomly, and then use the same 

training set and test set to take the following experiments. The results are listed in 

Table 4.1, and the figures according to Table 4.1 are plotted in Figure 4.4. 

As we can see in Table 4.1, as the number of fuzzy sets increases, the accuracy of 

fuzzy decision tree is increasing, but the complexity of the model is also increasing. 

However, the accuracy and complexity of simple fuzzy logic rules discovered from 
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{f} dep Leaf Training Test 5 Rules Training Test 

3 1 3 71.09% 76.82% 0.6 3-º3 71.09% 76.82% 

3 5 9 72.13% 75.52% 0.6 9-º6 71.35% 75.78% 

3 5 9 72.13 % 75.52% 0.7 5-º5 69.14% 71.09% 

4 3 10 75.00 % 79.17 % 0.6 8 -º 5 74.23 % 78.65 % 

4 5 19 75.26 % 78.64 % 0.6 18--+ 11 75.26 % 78.64 % 

4 5 19 75.26% 78.64% 0.7 10-8 71.88% 77.21% 

5 5 69 80.21 % 79.17 % 0.6 64 -º 41 78.38 % 79.43 % 

5 5 69 80.21 % 79.17% 0.7 50--+ 34 76.56% 76.30% 

Weka J48 (C4.5 decision tree) 7 leaf nodes * 76.30 % 78.12 % 

Weka Naive Bayes 74.22 % 77.60 % 

Weka Neural Network 7 nodes " 80.47 % 77.60 % 

Table 4.1: The Pima Indians Diabetes classification problem 

fuzzy decision tree does not exactly follow this tendency. Therefore, we can discover 

the set of simple fuzzy logic rules to represent the associated fuzzy decision tree 

with least complexity. Furthermore, in the comparison of using different credibility 

thresholds 8, the accuracy is decreasing as the number of simple fuzzy logic rules 

kept in the model decreases. 

To verify the model, we use the simple cross validation method introduced in 

Section 2.1.5 in Pima Indians Diabetes classification problem. For each iteration, the 

whole data set is separated into a training set and test set with 384 data examples 

in each by selecting examples randomly, where the class distribution of each set is 

same. In addition, we collect the accuracy of the training set and test set in the end 

of each iteration. Finally, for each experiment, we calculate the mean of the set of 

accuracies and their standard deviations [53,1071. 
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Given the system parameters: the depth of the fuzzy decision tree dep = 5, and 

the credibility threshold S=0.6. We list the results of cross validation in Table 4.2, 

where "n" represents the number of iteration for cross validation, "Training" and 

"Test" respectively represents the mean of the accuracies of the training sets and test 

sets, and "a" and "a" respectively represents the associated standard deviation. To 

illustrate the results of Table 4.2, we then plot the results in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 

with respect to using fuzzy decision tree and using simple fuzzy logic rules. 

Fuzzy Decision Tree Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules 

{fl} n Training a Test a' Training a Test at 

3 10 73.20 % 1.02 73.31 % 1.03 73.42 % 0.84 73.82 % 0.94 

3 10 73.96 % 1.39 73.33 % 1.53 74.26 % 1.09 73.72 % 1.21 

3 10 74.11 % 1.06 72.97 % 1.56 74.34 % 0.67 73.36 % 1.19 

3 10 73.72 % 1.06 73.60 % 1.07 73.91 % 0.81 73.91 % 0.81 

3 10 73.91 % 0.89 73.41 % 1.02 73.98 % 0.82 73.68 % 0.87 

3 50 73.69 % 1.48 73.45 % 1.50 73.85 % 1.24 73.99 % 1.25 

5 10 79.90 % 1.87 76.07 % 4.26 79.73 % 1.61 75.79 % 4.25 

5 10 79.82 % 2.15 75.86 % 4.50 80.07 % 2.35 75.49 % 5.13 

5 10 80.65 % 1.86 75.44 % 5.53 79.99 % 1.50 75.26 % 4.96 

5 10 79.17 % 1.23 76.07 % 3.33 78.89 % 1.20 75.86 % 3.26 

5 10 80.47 % 2.53 75.46 % 5.60 80.19 % 2.16 75.51 % 5.16 

Table 4.2: The Pima classification problem with the simple cross validation 

As it is seen in Table 4.2 and its illustration in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, the 

model is robust. 
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Iris Data Classification Problem 

The database of Iris data classification problem contains 150 data examples in total 

and 4 continuous attributes not including the target, where the target attribute 

has 3 classes. The class distribution of the database is 33.33% for each of 3 classes. 

Keeping the same class distribution, we separate the database into a training set and 

a test set with 75 data examples in each by selecting database examples randomly, 

and then use the same training set and test set to take the following experiments. 
The results are listed in Table 4.3. 

Fuzzy Decision Tree Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules 

{ f1} dep Leaf Training Test 5 Rules Training Test 

3 1 3 93.33% 96.00% 0.5 3-+3 86.67% 86.67% 
3 4 5 97.33 % 97.33 % 0.5 5 -º 5 96.00 % 96.00 % 

4 4 13 97.33 % 96.00 % 0.5 11 --º 8 93.33 % 86.67 % 

5 4 5 96.00 % 94.67 % 0.5 5-+3 94.67 % 89.33 % 

6 4 11 97.33% 97.33% 0.5 9 -º5 97.33% 96.13% 

Weka J48 (C4.5 decision tree) 4 leaf nodes * 98.67 % 96.00 % 

Weka Naive Bayes 97.33 % 92.00 % 

Weka Neural Network 5 nodes 98.67 % 96.00 % 

Table 4.3: The Iris data classification problem 

The figures of Iris data classification problem according to Table 4.3 are plotted 

in Figure 4.7. 
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Given the system parameters: the depth of the fuzzy decision tree dep = 4, and 

the credibility threshold 5=0.5. We list the results of cross validation in Table 4.4, 

where "n" represents the number of iteration for cross validation, "Training" and 

"Test" respectively represents the mean of the accuracies of the training sets and test 

sets, and "a" and "o'" respectively represents the associated standard deviation. To 

illustrate the results of Table 4.4, we then plot the results in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 

with respect to using fuzzy decision tree and using simple fuzzy logic rules. 

Fuzzy Decision Tree Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules 

{f; } n Training a Test a' Training a Test a' 

3 10 96.53 % 1.22 95.60 % 1.53 96.13 % 1.39 95.20 % 1.67 

3 10 96.93 % 1.46 95.73 % 1.89 96.80 % 1.35 95.33 % 1.99 

3 10 96.27 % 1.43 96.00 % 1.46 95.67 % 1.71 95.00 % 1.84 

3 10 96.13 % 1.10 95.60 % 1.22 95.86 % 0.71 94.80 % 1.28 

3 10 96.80 % 1.22 95.47 % 1.80 94.93 % 1.66 94.53 % 1.71 

6 10 96.40 % 1.19 96.40 % 1.19 96.00 % 1.19 95.73 % 1.22 

6 10 96.27 % 1.43 95.53 % 1.46 96.33 % 1.43 96.33 % 1.43 

6 10 96.80 % 1.22 95.73 % 1.62 96.33 % 1.27 95.67 % 1.43 

6 10 96.80 % 1.48 96.40 % 1.53 96.53 % 1.51 96.27 % 1.53 

6 10 96.27 % 0.99 96.00 % 1.03 96.13 % 1.62 95.07 % 1.94 

Table 4.4: The Iris classification problem with the simple cross validation 

As it is seen in Table 4.4 and its illustration in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, the 

model is robust. 
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Sonar Data Classification Problem 

The database of of Sonar data classification problem is a long dimensional database, 

which contains 208 data examples in total and 60 continuous attributes not including 

the target. Each attribute is in the range from 0.0 to 1.0, and the target attribute 

has 2 classes. We separate the database into a training set and a test set with 104 

data examples in each by selecting database examples randomly, and then use the 

same training set and test set to take the following experiments. The results are 

listed in Table 4.5. 

{ fi} dep Leaf Training Test 5 Rules Training Test 

3 5 37 90.38 % 87.50 % 0.6 37 -+ 29 89.42 % 84.61 % 

4 5 22 81.73% 68.27% 0.6 22-+13 81.73% 67.31 % 

5 5 65 93.27% 71.15 % 0.6 62-+33 92.31 % 71.15% 

3 8 47 89.42 % 87.50 % 0.6 47--+ 38 89.42 % 85.58 % 

4 8 22 81.73 % 68.27 % 0.6 22-+ 13 81.73 % 67.31 % 

5 8 69 93.27% 71.15% 0.6 66-+35 92.31 % 71.15% 

Weka J48 (C4.5 decision tree) 8 leaf nodes * 97.11 % 74.03 % 

Weka Naive Bayes 75.96 % 73.08 % 

Weka Neural Network 33 nodes 100 % 84.61 % 

Table 4.5: The Sonar data classification problem 

The figures of Sonar data classification problem according to Table 4.5 are plotted 

in Figure 4.10. 
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Given the system parameters: the depth of the fuzzy decision tree dep = 5, and 

the credibility threshold b=0.6. We list the results of cross validation in Table 4.6, 

where "n" represents the number of iteration for cross validation, "Training" and 

"Test" respectively represents the mean of the accuracies of the training sets and 

test sets, and "v" and "a"' respectively represents the associated standard deviation. 

To illustrate the results of Table 4.6, we then plot the results in Figure 4.11 and 

Figure 4.12 with respect to using fuzzy decision tree and using simple fuzzy logic 

rules. 

Fuzzy Decision Tree Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules 

{ fi} n Training a Test a' Training a Test a' 
3 10 84.13 % 4.17 79.53 % 5.38 83.75 % 3.66 79.13 % 4.74 

3 10 84.13 % 2.11 79.42 % 4.93 84.08 % 1.83 78.75 % 4.47 

3 10 84.42 % 3.54 79.88 % 5.06 83.65 % 3.30 79.30 % 4.81 

3 10 83.84 % 2.53 77.98 % 6.15 82.78 % 2.73 77.89 % 5.46 

3 10 83.94 % 2.06 77.69 % 6.58 81.73 % 2.88 77.30 % 5.28 

Table 4.6: The Sonar classification problem with the simple cross validation 

As it is seen in Table 4.6 and its illustration in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, the 

model is robust. 
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Vision Data Classification Problem 

The Vision data classification problem is a difficult multi-class classification problem 

with a large number of data examples. The database contains 11286 data examples 

in total and 8 continuous attributes not including the target. The target attribute 

has 11 classes. We separate the database into a training set with 7535 data examples 

and a test set with 3751 data examples by selecting database examples randomly, 

and then use the same training set and test set to take the following experiments. 
The results are listed in Table 4.7. 

Fuzzy Decision Tree Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules 

{ f1} dep Leaf Training Test 8 Rules Training Test 

4 5 28 65.75 % 65.78 % 0.4 27 --> 15 67.18 % 68.25 % 

5 5 37 66.98 % 67.15 % 0.4 33--+ 14 65.42 % 65.97 % 

6 5 71 68.41 % 69.07 % 0.4 56-,, 23 68.04 % 68.86 % 

8 5 57 66.47 % 66.67 % 0.4 46 --> 20 65.89 % 66.15 % 

6 5 6931# 80.81 % 76.19 % 0.7 4351## 78.75 % 74.09 % 

Weka J48 (C4.5 decision tree) 625 leaf nodes * 91.45 % 73.18 % 

Weka Naive Bayes 49.36 % 50.47 % 

Weka Neural Network 20 nodes ** 76.47 % 75.69 % 

Table 4.7: The Vision data classification problem 

In Table 4.7, The symbol "#" represents the number of leaf nodes in the fuzzy 

decision tree without using pruning method introduced in Section 4.1.2, and "##" 

represents the number of simple fuzzy logic rules before merging the fuzzy sets. 

Though the accuracy of fuzzy decision tree without pruning is very good, the com- 

plexity of the model is too big to be acceptable. To keep the simplicity of the model, 

we use the pruning to reduce the complexity of fuzzy decision tree. 

Because of the time-consuming problem using cross validation for the Vision 

data classification problem, only Figure 4.13 is provided according to Table 4.7. 
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Function Z= sin(X " Y) Prediction Problem 

The function Z= sin(X - Y) is a prediction problem. The data set has 3 continuous 

attributes XE [0,3], YE [0,3] and ZE [-1,1], where Z is the target attribute. 

To create the training set, we symmetrically selected values of X and Y with the 

interval 0.136, and calculate Z using function Z= sin(X " Y) associated with each 

combination of values of X and Y. Therefore, the training set contains 529 data 

examples. Similarly, we choose the interval 0.065 to create the test set, so that it 

contains 2209 data examples. Because the model is learned by using the training 

set with much smaller number of data examples than the test set, it requires that 

the model has to contain a good generalization to solve this problem. The original 

function Z= sin(X " Y) is plotted in Figure 4.14. 

I 

Figure 4.14: The original function Z= sin(X " Y) 

For the prediction problem, "{ f1 }" contains a pair of numbers separated by "-" 
. 

The left number of "-" is the number of fuzzy sets in the target attribute, and the 

right number number of fuzzy sets equally used for each remaining attribute in the 

database. For example, "5-6" represents that the model uses 5 fuzzy sets for the 

target attribute and 6 fuzzy sets for each remaining attribute. The results are listed 

in Table 4.8. To compare these results with the original function Z= sin(X " Y) 

plotted in Figure 4.14, we plot two graphs with respect to these results of "5-10" 
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Fuzzy Decision Tree Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules 

{ fs} dep Leaf Training Test 5 Rules Training Test 

5-6 2 31 90.66 % 90.68 % 0.3 29 -º 17 92.35 % 92.40 % 

5-8 2 57 94.54% 94.46% 0.3 57--º34 96.25% 96.42% 
5-8 2 57 94.54 % 94.46 % 0.4 51 -º 30 94.24 % 94.39 % 

5-10 2 82 95.36 % 95.33 % 0.3 82 -º 44 95.69 % 95.90 % 

5-10 2 82 95.36 % 95.33 % 0.4 77 -º 41 94.80 % 95.07 % 

5-12 2 122 97.16 % 97.03 % 0.3 122 -º 55 96.02 % 96.44 % 

8-12 2 122 97.16 % 97.03 % 0.3 122--+ 72 97.01 % 97.24 % 

13-13 2 145 97.89 % 97.66 % 0.2 145--+ 107 98.02 % 98.04 % 

Table 4.8: The function Z= sin(X " Y) prediction problem 

in Figure 4.15 and "13-13" in Figure 4.16. In addition, the results of the function 

Z= sin(X " Y) prediction problem given in Table 4.8 are plotted in Figure 4.17. 
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{ 

U5 

-n 

Figure 4.15: The result of test set using "5-10" fuzzy sets 

UL 

Figure 4.16: The result of test set using "13-13" fuzzy sets 
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Conclusion of Experiments 

From these results, we can conclude that our model achieves the two purposes in- 

troduced in Section 4.2.3. 

Firstly, if the accuracy of the training set using simple fuzzy logic rules is rear 

sonably close to the accuracy of the training set using fuzzy decision tree, where 

these rules are discovered from the fuzzy decision tree, then the accuracy of the test 

set using simple fuzzy logic rules is reasonably close to the accuracy of the test set 

using fuzzy decision tree or even better. Therefore, we can use the set of simple 

fuzzy logic rules discovered from a fuzzy decision tree to interpret the information 

of the tree, if the training set accuracy of simple fuzzy logic rules is reasonably close 

to the accuracy of this decision tree. 

Secondly, compared with other models, simple fuzzy logic rules are simple, trans- 

parent and containing linguistic explanation power. These rules discovered from a 

fuzzy decision tree have a reasonable accuracy with less complexity (the number of 

rules). Therefore, using fuzzy decision tree is an effective method to discover the set 

of simple fuzzy logic rules with good accuracy. 

4.3 Fuzzy Association Rules Discovered on Effective Re- 

duced Database Algorithm 

Fuzzy association rules can deal with continuous (numerical) attributes in database, 

and hence provide alternative new approach for their applications, such as supermar- 

ket basket analysis. This new approach can not only find the relations of continuous 

attributes, but also discrete (nominal) attributes by using crisp sets as special fuzzy 

sets. Moreover, it can combine both types of attributes together to get good rules 

for analysers. 

However, compared with traditional models, fuzzy models generally have space 

and time complexity problem. We therefore develop the effective reduced database 

algorithm, which effectively form a transparent and knowledge based fuzzy model - 
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reduced database table with less space and time complexity, so that we can simply 

discover fuzzy association rules from the reduced database table. 

4.3.1 Introduction 

Association rules are a useful machine learning model used to represent commonly 

found patterns in original data [1]. Compared with traditional association rules, 

fuzzy association rules provide linguistic explanation and overcome the sharp bound- 

ary problems [64] in continuous (numerical) attributes, and also can be used to 

analyse the mixture relations both in discrete (nominal) attributes and continuous 

attributes. However, the space and time complexity problem is one of the big issues 

of fuzzy models. To solve this problem, we discover fuzzy association rules whose 

credibility is reasonably high from the reduced database table by using the effective 

reduced database algorithm. 

Reduced database table (RDBT) [7,12,13,113 is a joint probability distribution 

over "words", which is inferred from the original database. It is represented in the 

form of a table in which each line represents a combination of particular attribute 

values of each attribute with its associated probability. It is also a knowledge based 

transparent fuzzy model, and can be used to discover other fuzzy models, such as 

fuzzy association rules. 

Effective reduced database algorithm (ERDB) [7,12,13,113] proposed by Bald- 

win is an efficient algorithm to effectively form the reduced database table which 

only reflects the main characteristics and ignores information which rarely occurs. 

It therefore overcomes the space and time complexity problem of fuzzy models in 

soft computing. 

4.3.2 Fuzzy Association Rules Based on Simply Shaped Fuzzy Sets 

Models 

Association rules represent the interesting relationships in data. The format of as- 

sociation rules is X=Y (IF X THEN Y) with support and credibility (confidence) 
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[2]. In fuzzy association rules, X and Y are either fuzzy variables that take fuzzy 

sets as values for continuous attributes, or non-fuzzy variables that take crisp sets 

as values for discrete attributes. This makes fuzzy association rules more powerful 

than traditional association rules. 

In this section, we use either equal space fuzzy sets (ES-FS) model in Defini- 

tion 3.6 in Section 3.4.2 or equal data points fuzzy sets (EDP-FS) model in Defi- 

nition 3.7 for continuous (numerical) attributes in fuzzy association rules, both of 

which are based on Ruspini fuzzy partition [90] defined in Definition 3.5 in Sec- 

tion 3.4.1. In addition, we still use crisp sets as a special case of fuzzy sets for 

discrete (nominal) attributes [18,113]. 

Supposing there are k attributes in total and the jth attribute is on the right 

side of a fuzzy association rule, the rule based on fuzzy sets models in Section 3.4.2 

is of the form shown in Rule 4.12: 

Rule 4.12. IF (Al is small) AND ... AND (A, ß_1 is small) AND (A,, +1 is medium) 
AND ... AND (Ak is large) THEN (A,, is large) 

where the set of terms between IF and THEN is the left side of the fuzzy 

association rule and the term after THEN is the right side of the rule, and the 

clauses of the terms are words of attributes defined by fuzzy sets. Similar with the 

support and credibility of simple fuzzy logic rule defined in Definition 4.4 and 

Definition 4.5 respectively, each fuzzy association rule has its support and 

credibility defined in Definition 4.8 and Definition 4.10 respectively as well. 

Definition 4.8 (The Support of Fuzzy Association Rules). The joint proba- 

bility pr = Pr(Ai is small n ... A Aj_i is small A A3 is large A A3+1 is medium 

A ... A Ak is large) is the support of the fuzzy association rule in Rule 4.12. [113] 

The support of a fuzzy association rule represents the frequency of occurrence 

of the particular combination of attribute values in this rule in the data set. 

Definition 4.9 (The Credibility of Fuzzy Association Rules). Let p= Pr(Al 

is small A ... A AJ_1 is small A Aj+1 is medium A ... A Ak is large) = 
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EAj is large Pr(Al is small A ... A Ak is large), then the value of r- is the credibility 
(confidence) of the fuzzy association rule in Rule 4.12. [113) 

The credibility of a fuzzy association rule represents how often it is likely to be 

true. 

Only the fuzzy association rule whose credibility is greater than or equal to the 

credibility threshold b are chosen. These rules are likely to be true, if 6 is reasonably 

high. The credibility threshold 6 is given by user. 

If the right side of the rule contains more than one attribute, p will be the joint 

probability of all attributes except for these attributes appearing the right side using 

Definition 4.8. 

4.3.3 The Properties of Fuzzy Association Rules 

Fuzzy association rules and simple fuzzy logic rules have the same form of knowledge 

representation, but they are used for the different purposes. Fuzzy association rules 

are used to solve the association rules problem introduced in Section 2.1.2, which 

is unsupervised. Simple fuzzy logic rules are used to solve the classification and 

prediction problems. Their main difference is that simple fuzzy logic rules have to 

define the target attribute, but fuzzy association rules do not need to specify the 

target attribute and can choose any attribute or a combination of attributes in each 

side of the rules. 

For example, fuzzy association rules can have the following two rules together, 

however these two rules are impossible for simple fuzzy logic rules. 

Rule 4.13. IF A THEN B 

Rule 4.14. IF B THEN A 

On the other hand, because two models both belong to fuzzy logic rule-based 

model, fuzzy association rules also have the same properties in unification and con- 

sistency as simple fuzzy logic rules introduced in Section 4.2.2. 
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If fuzzy association rules with the same fuzzy sets on the right side of rules are 

satisfied with one of attributes on the left side of rules containing all fuzzy sets and 

the other attributes containing the same fuzzy sets, these fuzzy association rules can 

be combined into one rule. 
For example, assuming 3 attributes X, Y, Z with 3 fuzzy sets in each, 3 fuzzy 

association rules shown in Rule 4.15, Rule 4.16 and Rule 4.17 below 

Rule 4.15. IF (X is small) AND (Y is small) THEN (Z is large) 

Rule 4.16. IF (X is medium) AND (Y is small) THEN (Z is large) 

Rule 4.17. IF (X is large) AND (Y is small) THEN (Z is large) 

are therefore equivalent to a single fuzzy association rule shown in Rule 4.18: 

Rule 4.18. IF (Y is small) THEN (Z is large) 

We generally keep the single unified fuzzy association rule, instead of 3 separated 

rules. 
If any two fuzzy association rules have the same left sides of the rules but the 

fuzzy sets of the related attribute on the right side are conflict, then these two rules 

are inconsistent. Our experiments are based on consistent fuzzy association rules. 

For example, fuzzy association rules in Rule 4.19 and Rule 4.20 are inconsistent, 

because Rule 4.19 includes IF (X is large) (Y is small) THEN (Z is small) which 

is conflict with Rule 4.20. 

Rule 4.19. IF (X is large) THEN (Z is small) 

Rule 4.20. IF (X is large) (Y is small) THEN (Z is medium) 

If a high enough credibility threshold is used during the procedure of discovering 

fuzzy association rules, the set of rules will be consistent. The demonstration is 

shown in Section 4.3.8. 
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4.3.4 The Motivation of Reduced Database Table and Effective Re- 

duced Database Algorithm 

Soft computing [3,117,121], unlike conventional (hard) computing, can represent 

and reason with vague and uncertain information in the real world, which provides 

good performance in control, modelling, and decision making in complex systems. 

However, these soft models face two main problems: space and time complexity, and 

transparent knowledge representation. 

For example, to build the fuzzy model of a commercial database with 100 at- 

tributes, assuming we can take 3 possible values each attribute which could be fuzzy 

sets or linguistic sets, there will be 3100 5.15 x 1047 possible combinations. Suppos- 

ing we use 1 byte to store 1 combination, it requires 5x 1038 gigabyte space to store 

these combinations, and would take about 7.5 x 1030 years to read these combinations 

using 2 GHz CPU. This is impossible for any present personal computer. 

On the other hand, some fuzzy models using a black box learning approach, 

such as fuzzy neural network, might give better accuracy, but users have no idea 

why the system generates such a result. In most practical cases, users would like the 

system to be so transparent for the generalizing and reasoning that they are able to 

explain the results to their customers or managers, even though the accuracy might 

be slightly worse than using black box models. 

Reduced database table (RDBT) is a knowledge based and transparent fuzzy 

model to solve these problems. Effective reduced database algorithm (ERDB) is 

an efficient algorithm to form the reduced database table with less space and time 

complexity. In this section, we use this model to discover fuzzy association rules, 

which drops these rows in the reduced database table whose joint probabilities are 

less than the threshold p without losing main information. 

4.3.5 Reduced Database Table (RDBT) 

The reduced database table (RDBT) [7,12,13,113] discovered from original database 

is a joint probability table over "words". It includes two parts. The part on the left 
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side is a table which has a column for each data attribute and the rows containing the 

relevant combinations of attribute values. These values of attributes can be words 

defined by fuzzy sets, linguistic sets, discrete sets, and so on. The other is the joint 

probability distribution, and each one is associated with a particular combination 

in each row on its left side. 

For only one line of original database with K attributes and triangle fuzzy par- 

tition If; } of kth attribute Ak, as input x=g the joint probability Pr30j t in one 

row of a reduced database table is calculated by Equation 4.10. 

K 

Prj. int = Pr(Al A A2 A... A Ak A ... ) _ Xki(9k) (4.10) 
k=1 

where kE {1,... K} and Xki(gk) = Pr(fkilgk) 

For example, assuming we already know Pr(fkilgk) shown on the right of Fig- 

ure 4.18, the joint probability Pr1,, i, it_2 associated with fuzzy sets combination 

{small, small, medium} in the second row of the reduced database table on the 

left of Figure 4.18 is calculated as Prroi�t_2 = Pr(A 1A B87 1AC,, iedium) _ 

Pr(smallIgA) - Pr(small1 gB) " Pr(mediumlgc) = 0.6 x 0.3 x 0.1 = 0.018 

Reduced Database Tab 

attributes A8C 

le 

Jo1nt 
Probability 
Distibution 

small small smal 0 

small small medium 0.018 

small small large 162 0 fuzzy sets . 
combinations small medium small 0 

small medium medium 0.042 

small medium large 0.378 

large large large 0 

sum =1 

Pr(smallI g,, )- 0.6 

attributA : 
Pr(medium I g, %)-0.4 

Pr (large I g#. ) -0 

---------------------------- 
Pr (small I g, )- 0.3 

attributB : Pr (medium g1)-0.7 

Pr (large I g, ) -0 

---------------------------- 
Pr (small I ga)-0 

attribut C: Pr (medium I go) - 0.1 

Pr (larg eIg, ) - 0.9 

Figure 4.18: The example of reduced database table (RDBT) 
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For m lines of original database in general cases, the joint probability Prj,;,, i of 

reduced database table is equally likely: 

Prjoint = Pr(Al A A2 A ... A Ak A ... ) = 
Em Ilk Xki(9k) 

(4.11) 
m 

The joint probability distribution of each reduced database table with full rows 

should add up to 1. 

4.3.6 Effective Reduced Database Algorithm (ERDB) 

Compared with traditional models, fuzzy models generally have more complexity, 

which corresponds to the number of fuzzy sets required in the model. We therefore 

develop an algorithm to effectively form a reduced database table and hence to dis- 

cover fuzzy association rules, which uses the idea of dropping these entries (rows) in 

the reduced database table whose joint probability is less than a reasonably threshold 

p. It is called the effective reduced database algorithm [7,12,13,113). 

Definition 4.10 (The Threshold in Effective Reduced Database Algorithm). 

Any entry with Prr,,; nt <p in the reduced database table is eliminated by the effec- 

tive reduced database algorithm (ERDB), where p is a reasonably threshold. The 

threshold p is given by user. 

The joint probability threshold p could be either a certain value for each reduced 

database table, or the maximum probability of each reduced database table with a 

certain percentage. We call the former probability threshold, and the latter maximum 

probability threshold. Because the maximum probability threshold is adjusted with 

joint probability of the table, it has no problem with the curse of dimensionality for 

large number of attributes. 

The effective reduced database algorithm (ERDB) [7,12,13,113] is stated in 

Algorithm 4.2: 
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Algorithm 4.2 Effective Reduced Database Algorithm (ERDB) 
Calculate all one attribute only reduced database tables, 

Choose that one with least rows, 

while all attributes are extended do 

o Form all new reduced database tables extended one more attribute for at- 

tributes not already chosen, 

o Drop any entry with Prj0;,, t <p in all new reduced database tables, 

o Choose one with least rows, 

end while 

Output the final reduced database table. 

When a reduced database table extends a new attribute, the rows of attribute 

values in the new reduced database table formed will initially be all combinations of 

the rows of attribute values in the previous reduced database table plus the extended 

attribute's one attribute only reduced database table. Then we calculate the joint 

probability distribution of the new table. Finally forming the new reduced database 

table will be fully completed, after dropping the rows whose joint probabilities are 

less than the threshold p. The example of the effective reduced database algorithm 

(ERDB) in Figure 4.19 shows the procedure of extending all one attribute only re- 

duced database tables to form the final reduced database table shown in Figure 4.18. 

Note: the joint probability distribution of each new reduced database table 

is not simply multiplied with probabilities in reduced database tables formed in 

previous loop, but calculated from the original database every time. 

If there are K attributes and equally I fuzzy sets of each attribute, entries (rows) 

of reduced database table will be IK, such as 33 = 27 entries in Figure 4.18. However, 

these entries with small joint probability are removed to help to reduce noisy rules. 

The removed entries will not be extended to form the next new reduced database 

table with one more attribute. 
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A 
Joint 

Probeblky 
Distrb bon 

small 0.6 
medium 0.4 

-{egg-- --{}--- 

A 

Jolt 
B Prob ab#Ry 

DlstrlbuNon 

small 0.3 
medium 0.7 

Jail 
BI Probabily 

INalriv MM 

rrooamy 
DWrbutlon 

-smell-- --0--- 
meditm 0.1 
large 0.9 

small small 
small medium 

--aedi --stnelr - ----- 
medium mediun 

-I Jok, t 
ABC Probeblly 

Dlstrlbutlot 

small small meditm 

Figure 4.19: The example of effective reduced database algorithm 

4.3.7 Less Space and Time Complexity, Transparency, Knowledge 

Based 

Effective reduced database algorithm provides the advantage of forming reduced 

database tables with less space and time complexity. 

As what we discussed in Section 4.3.4 and Section 4.3.6, there would be 1K 

possible entries in a reduced database table in total, which will be huge number in 

practice. However, the effective reduced database algorithm can significantly reduce 

space and time complexity without losing too much information. For example, 

in the example of supermarket basket analysis application in Section 7.3, because 

there are 11 attributes in database and 3 fuzzy sets in each attribute, the possible 

combinations in total would be 311 = 177,147. It is a huge hypothesis space to 

search the right set of fuzzy association rules. However, there are only 9 entries left 

to generate fuzzy association rules by using the effective reduced database algorithm. 

The reduced database table formed by using the effective reduced database algo- 
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rithm is transparent for users. Each combination of words on its left side represent a 

rule discovered from original database, and the joint probability distribution on its 

right side will tell users how often the related combination of words in the same row 

occurs in the original database. And we can also work out more measurement of 

these rules according to the joint probability distribution, such as credibility of these 

fuzzy association rules. These words associated with joint probability distribution 

are also very easy to understand for a human being. 

The reduced database table can also be known as a knowledge based table con- 

tained the main information of original database, and it can be further used to 

discover other fuzzy models in the soft computing and machine learning, such as 

fuzzy association rules [113], fuzzy decision tree [131, fuzzy Bayesian net [12,11], 

etc. 

4.3.8 Fuzzy Association Rules from Reduced Database Table 

After we get the final reduced database table by using the effective reduced database 

algorithm, we need to determine attributes to be on the right side of rules as so to 

form the set of fuzzy association rules, and then drop these rules whose credibility 

is less than credibility threshold b from the reduced database table. 

For example, if we assume the joint probability threshold p is 0.01 and select 

attribute C as the attribute on the right side of rules, we can respectively form Rule 

4.21 from the 2nd row and Rule 4.22 from 3rd row in the reduced database table in 

Figure 4.18: 

Rule 4.21. IF (A is small) AND (B is small) THEN (C is medium) 

Rule 4.22. IF (A is small) AND (B is small) THEN (C is large) 

As the nature of the reduced database table, the support of each fuzzy association 

rule is the joint probability associated with the row to form the rule on the right 

side of the reduced database table. Therefore, 

SUT4XrtRule4.21 = PTjoint-2 = 0.018 
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8U77JOrtRule4.22 = Prjo{nt-3 = 0.162 

According to the Definition 4.10, 

p= Prjojnt-1 + Prjant_2 + Prjant_3 =0+0.018 + 0.162 = 0.18 

therefore 

credibilit 
priop e .2=0.1 31Ru1e4.21 = 

credibilityRule4.22 = 
Pr'°p e-3 = 0.9 

If the credibility threshold 6 is 0.9, we only keep Rule 4.22 in the end. This procedure 

is also applied to the right side of rules containing more than one attribute. 

4.3.9 A Simple Demonstration of Fuzzy Association Rules from 

Reduced Database Table 

In this simple experiment, we create a 3-attribute 289-example original dataset (at- 

tributes X, YE [0,8]), in which values of attributes X, Y are symmetrically selected 

with the interval 0.5 and values of attribute Z are inferred using the original set of 

consistent fuzzy association rules from Rule 4.23 to Rule 4.26, where every attributes 

use 3 equal space fuzzy sets defined in Definition 3.6: 

Rule 4.23. IF (X is small) THEN (Z is small) 

Rule 4.24. IF (Y is large) THEN (Z is medium) 

Rule 4.25. IF (NOT (X is small)) AND (Y is small) THEN (Z is large) 

Rule 4.26. IF (NOT (X is small)) AND (Y is medium) THEN (Z is medium) 

Then, we discover another set of fuzzy association rules from the original dataset 

formed previously, by using the effective reduced database algorithm with probability 

threshold p=0.035 and credibility threshold 8=0.5. After unifying the set of rules 

we discovered, we get the exactly same set of fuzzy association rules as the original 

set of rules shown in Rule 4.23, Rule 4.24, Rule 4.25, and Rule 4.26. 
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4.4 The Improvement of Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules Us- 

ing Boosting 

The simple fuzzy logic rules introduced in Section 4.2 can also be discovered from 

the reduced database table (RDBT) introduced in Section 4.3.5, using the effective 

reduced database algorithm (ERDB) introduced in Algorithm 4.2. In addition, using 

these simple fuzzy logic rules, we are investigating if boosting can increase the ac- 

curacy in this section. For the investigation, we derive a general boosting algorithm 

based on AdaBoost algorithm, which can deal with the multi-class classification and 

prediction problems. 

4.4.1 Introduction to Boosting Algorithm 

Boosting has been shown to be able to improve the accuracy of any given unstable 

learning algorithm [20]. One of successful algorithm is AdaBoost algorithm devel- 

oped by Freund and Schapire in 1995 [39,93]. 

To improve the accuracy of simple fuzzy logic rules introduced in Section 4.2, 

we derive a general boosting algorithm from AdaBoost, which is associated with the 

effective reduced database algorithm (ERDB) introduced in Algorithm 4.2 in Sec- 

tion 4.3.6. However, the AdaBoost algorithm is limited to the binary classification 

case, and can not solve the prediction poblem. Therefore, we extend the AdaBoost 

algorithm in our general boosting algorithm to deal with the multi-class classifica- 

tion and prediction problems. Before we explain our general boosting algorithm in 

Section 4.4.3, we briefly introduce the AdaBoost algorithm [39,93] in Algorithm 4.3. 

4.4.2 Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules Discovered from Reduced Database 

Table 

The model of simple fuzzy logic rules introduced in Section 4.2 is a simple and 

transparent fuzzy model to solve the classification and prediction problems. In this 

section, we discover the set of simple fuzzy logic rules from the final reduced database 
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4.3 The 
Given: (xl, yl ), ... , (x�s, y�, ) where xi E X, yt EY=1, +1 

Initialize Di(i) = 1/m, 

fort=1,..., Tdo 

o 'Rain weak learner using distribution Dt, 

o Get weak hypothesis ht :X i-º {-1, +1} with the error eg calculated by 

Equation 4.12, 

et = , 
Pr [ht(xi) 0 y, ] (4.12) 

i-De 

o Choose at = In (o 

Update using Equation 4.13, where Zt is a normalization factor (chosen so 

that De+l will be a distribution): 

Dc+i(i) = 
Dt(i) 

x 
e-lt if he(x: ) =Vi 

= 
Dt(i)exp(Zaeyjht(x. )) (4.13) 

Zt e° if ht(xi) yt 

end for 

Output the final hypothesis H(x) in Equation 4.14: 

T 
H(x) = sign atht(x) (4.14) 

t=ý 
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table (RDBT) introduced in Section 4.3.5, using the effective reduced database al- 

gorithm (ERDB) introduced in Algorithm 4.2. In addition, we drop these rules 

whose credibility is less than a credibility threshold 5. The two model parameters 

- joint probability threshold p and credibility threshold 5 are respectively the same 

as p defined in Section 4.3.6 and S in Section 4.2.1. Finally, we output the set of 

remaining rules, after we make the unification and check the consistency of these 

rules introduced in Section 4.2.2. 

For example, given the final reduced database table in Figure 4.18 in Sec- 

tion 4.3.5, and assuming the attribute C is the target attribute, if we set up the 

joint probability threshold p=0.01, then we can respectively form Rule 4.27 from 

the 2nd row and Rule 4.28 from 3rd row in the final reduced database table. The 

calculation of supports is similar with the example in Section 4.3.8, therefore 

SUPT OrtRule4.27 = Prjoint-2 = 0.018 

SUJJOt'tRule4.28 = Prjoint-3 = 0.162 

Rule 4.27. (C is medium) IF (A is small) AND (B is small) 

Rule 4.28. (C is large) IF (A is small) AND (B is small) 

According to the Definition 4.10, 

p= Prjoi, u-1 + Prjoint-2 + Prja; nt_3 =0+0.018 + 0.162 = 0.18 

therefore 

P`'°'"`-' 
ule4.27 =p=0.1 credibilitYRcredibilityR�te4.28 

= 
P`' P `-3 = 0.9 

If the credibility threshold 8 is 0.9, then we only keep Rule 4.28 in the end. 

4.4.3 The General Boosting Algorithm for Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules 

To apply the boosting algorithm to simple fuzzy logic rules for solving the classifica- 

tion and prediction problems, we have to modify the calculation in Equation 4.11 of 
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the joint probability distribution in the previous reduced database table (RDBT), 

which is introduced in Section 4.3.5. The new formula in Equation 4.15 is then de- 

veloped to associate the joint probability Prj0;,, t in the improved reduced database 

table with the distribution of weights Dt in the boosting algorithm. 

For M training examples and K attributes, 

Prj, i, at = Pr(Al A A2 A ... A Ak A ... ) = 
(Dt(m) 

" fl Xki(9mk) (4.15) 
Mk 

where kE 11.... K}, mE {1, 
... 

M}, and Dt(m) is the weight on mth data example 

and tth model in the boosting algorithm. 

Therefore, we derive the general boosting algorithm from AdaBoost algorithm 

introduced in Algorithm 4.3, which is used to improve the accuracy of simple fuzzy 

logic rules using the effective reduced database algorithm (ERDB). In the algorithm, 

the training set S with m examples is also represented by (x1, yl), ".., 
(x,,,, y .. ). In 

these pairs, each xi belongs to instance space X, and each target value y; belongs to 

the set Y, which is either containing discrete labels for the classification problem or 

fuzzy sets for the prediction problem. Dt represents a distribution of weights over 

the training set S, and Dt(i) is the weight of Dt on the ith training example and the 

tth model, where i=1,2, ... ,m and t=1,2.... , T. In addition, T represents the 

number of loops of boosting, and the tth model relates to the the tth loop. In each 

model t, the predicted target value yi is classified or predicated by using the tth set 

of simple fuzzy logic rules on xi, where yi is the same as ht(x; ) in Algorithm 4.3. 

The weighted error et modified in Equation 4.16 and Equation 4.17 is associated 

with y and y, and it is used to calculate parameter at by Equation 4.18. Then, 

we update the distribution Dt+l for the next model t+1 using Equation 4.19 and 

Equation 4.20. The final predicted target value yi* is the final output from all models, 

which is calculated by Equation 4.21, Equation 4.22 and Equation 4.23 according to 

parameters al, 2,..., T. 

Given these notations, the general boosting algorithm is then introduced in Al- 

gorithm 4.4. 
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Algorithm 4.4 The General Boosting Algorithm for Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules 
Given training set S: (xj, yl ), ... , 

(x�,, y,,, ) where xi E X, yj E Y, and Y is either 

a set of discrete labels or fuzzy sets, 

Initialize Di(i) = 1/m in the 1st model, where iE {1, 
... , m} 

for t=1,..., T do 

o Discover the set of simple fuzzy logic rules from the effective reduced database 

algorithm (ERDB) on S using distribution Dt, 

o Use these rules to classify or predict y; ' on x;, 

o Calculate weighted the error et associated with y; and yi', 

o Choose parameter at according to et, 

o Update weight distribution Dt+l, 

end for 

Output the final predicted target value yi* calculated from parameters a1,2,..., T" 

The calculations related with Algorithm 4.4 are introduced in the following of 

paragraphs. 

The Modified Weighted Error et 

The weighted error et is measured with respect to Dt in each model t=1,.. ., 
T, 

in order to choose parameter at which will affect the distribution Dt+l in the next 

loop. 

For the classification problem, the error et equals to the sum of the weights of 

incorrectly classified examples described in Equation 4.16. Multi-class classification 

uses the same formula below, where y, , -A y; represents misclassified examples. 

et = tPrA 
[y,: i yi] _ Dt(i) (4.16) 

i: L{4lli 

For the prediction problem, because the predicted target value y is continuous, 

we have to set up a threshold 9 in percentage to measure the error ct in the boosting 

algorithm. It is then similar to calculating the number of misclassified examples in 
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the classification problem, that we count the number of wrong predicted examples 

whose E(y) > ýp as the error et in Equation 4.17. The error threshold ýO is given 

by user, where we suggest co E [5%, 10%] for the function Z= sin(X " Y) prediction 

problem. 

Ft = 
, 
Prrt [E(ye) > v] _ Dt(i), where E(yz) = 

rI angP(Y) 
(4.17) 

i: E(yý )> G 

Choosing parameter cat 

We choose parameter at using Equation 4.18 derived from the original equation in 

Algorithm 4.3. 

Figure 4.20: The graph of at with respect to Et 

at =A- In 
(1- Et (4.18) 

Et 

where A is a constant, and we suggest to choose A= 1/y empirically in general case, 

where y is either the number of classes in the target attribute in the classification 
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problem or the number of fuzzy sets in the target attribute in the prediction problem. 
For example, there is \= 1/2 for yEY= {-1, +1} in the binary-class case in 

Algorithm 4.3. The graph of at (y-axis) with respect to et (x-axis) is plotted in 

Figure 4.20. 

As we can see, if Et > 0.5 then at < 0, which means the set of simple fuzzy logic 

rules generated in this model does not lose generality using at [39]. 

Updating the distribution Dt+l 

AdaBoost calls a given weak or base learning algorithm repeatedly in a series of 

models t=1, ... ,T 
[93]. In each model, the weights of examples misclassified 

or wrong predicted are increased, and hence these weights of examples correctly 

classified or predicted are decreased on the contrary. The following set of simple 

fuzzy logic rules trained on the new distribution of weights is then forced to focus 

on the hard examples in the training set. According to this idea, we build general 

formula of updating weights in Equation 4.19 and Equation 4.20, where yi 0 yj 

represents the misclassified examples and E(y; ) >c represents the wrong predicted 

examples. 

For the classification problem, 

D Dt(i) 
x 

e'°0 if y' = yz 
t+i(i) _ (4.19) 

Zt 
ea` if ?!; i ya 

For the prediction problem, 

Dt(i) e-at if E(yi) <_ cp De+l (i) =x (4.20) 
Zt 

eat ifE(&1j)>V 

Zt is a normalization factor to keep Dt+l to be a distribution. 

The Final Predicted Target Value ys 

The final predicted target value y; is a weighted majority vote of all T models, where 

at is the parameter of the tth model. It is also the procedure to identify the target 
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class for the classification problem, or to defuzzify the target value for the prediction 

problem. 

For the classification problem, we modify Equation 4.14 into Equation 4.21 to 

deal with multi-class, by adding up weighted vote at on ith example with respect to 

each class y; where yti r= Y. Therefore, the final predicted target value y; is classified 

by choosing the class with the maximum weighted vote. 

yi* = arg maxyiEY E at (4.21) 

t: v; =v{ 

where "arg max" is the function to choose the class y; with the maximum weighted 

vote. 

For the prediction problem, it is difficult to use boosting, because we have to use 

voting parameter at in defuzzification as well as to keep consistency of defuzzified 

value. We propose a solution to use a normalization factor At to change at into 

distribution instead of taking maximum in Equation 4.21. There are two ways to 

implement this proposition. One way is to defuzzify the target value y jt in each 

model first, and then calculate the final predicted target value ys using parameter 

at by Equation 4.22. It is called the pre-defuzzification approach. The other way 

is to use at to calculate the final inference Oj* by Equation 4.24 with respect to the 

jth fuzzy set first, and then make the defuzzification to calculate the final predicted 

target value y= by Equation 4.23. It is called the post-defuzzification approach. 

" The pre-defuzzification approach 

The final predicted target value y; on ith example is calculated in Equation 4.22. 

Et(yt - at) wxu+x1 yi = At , where ytt =2 (4.22) 

where 

XU =MAX{ej}Emj. Oj 
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xi = MIN{el} Em, 
" Bj 

and where there is q51 < 9j <1 for all j and >, 9j =1 defined in Definition 4.7. At 

is a normalization factor associated with at. 

" The post-defuzzification approach 

The final predicted target value y; on ith example is calculated in Equation 4.23. 

xü + xý 
1 (4.23) y-2 

where 

x�=MAX{o. }mJ. O 

xt = MIN{B3} mj 6j 

and where there is 0, * < Bj <1 for all j and E, 0,1 =1 defined in Definition 4.7. 

The the final inference Oj* with respect to the jth fuzzy set is calculated by Equation 

4.24. 

`=E 
(0'c 

at) 
O(4.24) jAt 

At is a normalization factor associated with at. 

As we can see from these equations, the pre-defuzzification approach is equivalent 

to the post-defuzzification approach, and both lead to the same result. 

4.4.4 The Experiments of Verification Using Boosting 

To evaluate our models, we choose some typical databases from UCI Machine Learn- 

ing Repository [104) introduced in Section 4.2.6 for the classification problem, and 

the function Z= sin(X " Y) for the prediction problem. The training sets and test 

sets of these problems are the same as these data sets we used in Section 4.2.6. 

In addition, we use the same training set and test set in each experiment of one 

problem, to make the results comparable. 
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For the classification problem, the accuracy of a training set or test set is calcu- 

lated by Equation 4.8 in Section 4.2.6. For the prediction problem, the accuracy is 

calculated by Equation 4.9. 

The comparisons between an enhanced model using the general boosting algo- 

rithm and a single model not using boosting are respectively shown in Table 4.9, 

Table 4.10 and Table 4.11 for each problem. To give a reasonable comparison, we 

list the accuracy of using the single model without boosting in the first row of each 

table, whose T hence equals to 1. 

In these tables, "{f=}" represents the number of fuzzy sets we used for each 

attribute of database. All of these fuzzy sets are using equal data points fuzzy 

sets (EDP-FS) model defined in Definition 3.7. "p" and "d" respectively represents 

the joint probability threshold and credibility threshold, which are two system pa- 

rameters to discover simple fuzzy logic rules using the effective reduced database 

algorithm (ERDB) introduced in Section 4.4.2. A is a constant designed in Sec- 

tion 4.4.3 to calculate parameter at, which enable the general boosting algorithm to 

solve the multi-class classification problem and prediction problem. We suggest to 

choose A= 1/y empirically in general case, where y is either the number of classes 

in the target attribute in the classification problem or the number of fuzzy sets in 

the target attribute in the prediction problem. T represents the number of loops 

of boosting, and the tth model relates to the the tth loop, where t=1,2,. - -, 
T. 

Finally, "Training" and "Test" respectively list the accuracy of the training set and 

test set in the percentage format. 

Pima Indian Diabetes Classification Problem 

The Pima Indian Diabetes classification problem introduced in Section 4.2.6 is an 

example with binary class, which is suitable to use original Adal3oost algorithm. 

We can consider .\= 1/2 in the general boosting algorithm for this problem. The 

results are listed in Table 4.9. 

As we can see in Table 4.9, compared with the result of using the single model in 
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{f; } p 6 A T Training Test 

3 0.001 0.5 1/2 1 73.96 % 72.53 % 

3 0.001 0.5 1/2 5 77.08% 73.57 % 

3 0.001 0.5 1/2 10 77.87 % 73.83 % 

3 0.001 0.5 1/2 20 77.86 % 71.48 % 

3 0.001 0.5 1/2 30 77.60 % 72.01 % 

3 0.001 0.5 1/2 50 77.86 % 72.01 % 

4 0.0002 0.52 1/2 1 90.36 % 74.48 % 

4 0.0002 0.52 1/2 5 97.92 % 70.44 % 

4 0.0002 0.52 1/2 10 99.48 % 69.01 % 

Table 4.9: The Pima Indians Diabetes classification problem 

the first row, the results of boosting only make progress in the training set. Though 

boosting significantly improves the accuracy of training set, it only improves the 

accuracy of test set slightly, even makes the result worse after using more 20 models. 

Therefore, the best result is using 10 models in this problem, which improves 3.9% 

accuracy on training set and 1.3% on test set. However, there is an overfltting 

problem when we start to use 4 fuzzy sets, because the accuracy of the training set 

is much better than the accuracy of the test set. It represents that the models lose 

generality in this situation. 

Iris Data Classification Problem 

The his data classification problem introduced in Section 4.2.6 is an example with 

multi-class. As proposed in Section 4.4.3, we suggest to use A= 1/y for the multi- 

class classification problem, where y is the number of target classes. Therefore, we 

compare the results using A= 1/3 with using A= 1/2 and A=1 respectively in 

Table 4.10. 

As it can be seen in Table 4.10, the results using ,\= 1/y = 1/3 are better than 
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{ f$} p 5 A T Training Test 

3 0.01 0.5 1/3 1 96.00 % 96.00 % 

3 0.01 0.5 1/3 5 97.33 % 96.00 % 

3 0.01 0.5 1 /3 10 97.33 % 96.00 % 

3 0.01 0.5 1 /3 20 97.33 % 96.00 % 

3 0.01 0.5 1 /3 30 97.33 % 96.00 % 

3 0.01 0.5 1/3 50 97.33 % 96.00 % 

3 0.01 0.5 1/2 5 96.00 % 96.00 % 

3 0.01 0.5 1/2 10 96.00 % 96.00 % 

3 0.01 0.5 1/2 20 97.33 % 96.00 % 

3 0.01 0.5 1/2 30 97.33 % 96.00 % 

3 0.01 0.5 1 /2 50 97.33 % 96.00 % 

3 0.01 0.5 1 10 92.00 % 89.33 % 

Table 4.10: The Iris data classification problem 

the results using A= 1/2 and A=1 respectively. Therefore, we choose A= 1/y 

empirically, where y is the number of classes in target attribute in the classification 

problem. 

Function Z= sin(X " Y) Prediction Problem 

It is difficult to solve the prediction problem using boosting, because these previous 

equations of boosting are originally designed for the classification problem. There- 

fore, we modify these equations into new equations introduced in Section 4.4.3. For 

the prediction problem, we suggest to use A= 1/y to calculate parameter at, where 

y is the number of fuzzy sets in the target attribute. To calculate the error Et, we 

introduce the error threshold cp to determine which data example is wrong predicted. 

In this case, we consider E(y) > cp for the prediction problem is similar with y#y; 

for the classification problem. 
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The function Z= sin(X - Y) is a prediction problem introduced in Section 4.2.6. 

In this problem, we use a pair of numbers separated by "-" in "{ fi}" column to 

represent the number of fuzzy sets. The left number of "-" is the number of fuzzy sets 

in the target attribute, and the right number number of fuzzy sets equally used for 

the remaining attribute in the database, such as "5-8" and "5-10". Compared with 

results of two single model T=1, the results using boosting are list in Table 4.11. 

As we can see in Table 4.11, the results using A= l/y = 1/5 are better than 

the results using A= 1/2. Therefore, we choose A= 1/y empirically, where y is the 

number of fuzzy sets in the target attribute in the prediction problem. 

In the results of using "5-8" fuzzy sets, the general boosting algorithm averagely 

improves 1.3% accuracy on the training set and 1.1% on the test set. But it only 

averagely improves 0.7% accuracy on the training set and 0.5% on the test set, by 

using "5-10" fuzzy sets. The best result is uisng "5-8" fuzzy sets, 10 models and 

10'7c, error threshold, which is plotted in Figure 4.21. 

5-3-8 fumy set; boosting 10 models 

L 

5,0 

Figure 4.21: The function Z= sin(X - Y) prediction problem using boosting 

Conclusion of Experiments 

According to the comparisons of these results, we find the general boosting algorithm 

can not significantly improve the accuracy of simple fuzzy logic rules. Considering 
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the similarity between tree-based and rule-based fuzzy models, we do not recommend 

to extend boosting to other fuzzy models. The methods of modification of AdaBoost 

in this section are suitable to inspire research people to develop other new approaches 

of boosting, which are able to solve the multi-class classification problem and the 

prediction problem. 
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{f} p 6 ). T cp Training Test 

5-8 0.005 0.5 1/5 1 94.56 % 94.73 % 

5-8 0.005 0.5 1/5 5 1% 94.05 % 94.20 % 

5-8 0.005 0.5 1/5 5 5% 94.83 % 95.10 % 

5-8 0.005 0.5 1/5 5 10 % 95.83 % 95.86 % 

5-8 0.005 0.5 1/5 10 1% 93.89 % 94.01 % 

5-8 0.005 0.5 1/5 10 5% 94.94 % 95.17 % 

5-8 0.005 0.5 1/5 10 10 % 95.83 % 95.88 % 

5-8 0.005 0.5 1/5 20 10 % 95.83 % 95.88 % 

5-10 0.003 0.5 1/5 1 95.45 % 95.86 % 

5-10 0.003 0.5 1/5 5 1% 95.42 % 95.77 % 

5-10 0.003 0.5 1/5 5 5% 96.10 % 96.34 % 

5-10 0.003 0.5 1/5 5 10 % 95.57 % 95.93 % 

5-10 0.003 0.5 1/5 10 1% 95.33 % 95.68 % 

5-10 0.003 0.5 1/5 10 5% 96.12 % 96.34 % 

5-10 0.003 0.5 1/5 10 10 % 95.58 % 95.96 % 

5-10 0.003 0.5 1/2 5 1% 95.45 % 95.86 % 

5-10 0.003 0.5 1/2 5 5% 95.59 % 95.97 % 

5-10 0.003 0.5 1/2 5 10 % 95.24 % 95.69 % 

5-10 0.003 0.5 1/2 10 1% 95.45 % 95.86 % 

5-10 0.003 0.5 1/2 10 5% 95.59 % 95.97 % 

5-10 0.003 0.5 1/2 10 10 % 95.24 % 95.69 % 

Table 4.11: The function Z= sin(X " Y) prediction problem 
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Chapter 5 

Fuzzy Prototype Model and 

Semantic Distance 

For clustering problem, clusters can be described by either a set of cluster centres or 

data mining and machine learning models. The latter form is called a prototype in 

this thesis. A fuzzy prototype is a fuzzy model of a cluster providing a description 

of the relevant properties of the data in the cluster. The fuzzy model can be a fuzzy 

decision tree, simple fuzzy logic rules, etc. Therefore, the fuzzy prototype model is 

the collection of fuzzy prototypes formed from the data set. 

Because clusters can be discrete or fuzzy, there are two methods to make an 

inference of each fuzzy prototype. The first method is to classify a new data example 

as a certain fuzzy prototype, and the second is to give the new example a membership 

of belonging to each fuzzy prototype. Compared with the previous model [15] only 

available for the first method, the improved fuzzy prototype model introduced in 

Section 5.1 is suitable for both methods. 

After forming the improved fuzzy prototype model, if we consider these fuzzy 

prototypes as the target attribute, then we can use the model to predict the pro- 

totype label or the membership of each prototype, given a new data example. The 

former is the classification problem and the latter is the prediction problem. 

Since the extensive use of computers, interpreting abstract rough data into un- 
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derstandable and useful information for human beings has become a big problem in 

the world. Designing semantic models with the idea of computational linguistics is 

one approach to solve this problem. It is a key point for these semantic models to 

create a reasonable measurement to distinguish the similarity between two objects 

in the semantic level, where these objects can be words, data vectors, probability 

distributions, or fuzzy sets. Therefore, we propose the concept of semantic coor- 

dinate and the calculation of semantic distance [7] introduced in Section 5.2, to 

measure the semantic similarity between these two objects. If the semantic distance 

between semantic coordinates of two objects is smaller than a reasonable threshold, 

we consider these two objects are identical in the semantic view. 

Using both the improved fuzzy prototype model and semantic distance, we can 

design a hybrid fuzzy expert system to infer a new example, for which there is no 

previous knowledge provided. For example, the intelligent product recommenda- 

tion system introduced in Section 7.4 can provide intelligent suggestions for new 

customers without any shopping history. 

5.1 Fuzzy Prototype Model 

The fuzzy prototype model has advantages of fuzzy models, such as fuzzy decision 

tree in this section, to provide the fuzzy descriptions in terms of the properties of the 

data in each prototype. It is more robust, accurate and describable model to solve 

various types of problems in the real world. However, the previous model proposed 

in Baldwin's paper in 1999 [15] is only limited to infer a new data example to a 

certain fuzzy prototype. Therefore, we propose an improved fuzzy prototype model, 

which is able to make an inference for a new example giving a membership degree 

for each fuzzy prototype, and which still keeps the function of the previous fuzzy 

prototype model. 
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5.1.1 Introduction and Motivation 

Clustering is a fundamental problem in data mining and machine learning fields. 

There are two ways to represent the clusters in clustering problem. One way is to 

simply describe clusters by the cluster centres, such as {cj} introduced in fuzzy c 

means in Algorithm 5.1 in Section 5.1.2. Alternatively, the other way is to form some 

data mining and machine learning models to represent the clusters, such as decision 

tree, Bayesian network, fuzzy logic rules, etc. These clusters are called prototypes 

P({xk}), where Xk is the kth attribute in each example {xk} in the data set. 

Because non-fuzzy prototype models [103] cannot easily deal with continuous 

attributes, Baldwin and co-workers proposed the fuzzy prototype model [15,114] 

to describe the clusters using fuzzy models. However, the previous fuzzy prototype 

model is limited to discrete fuzzy prototypes, where the overlapping among proto- 

types is not allowed. This limitation restricts the model and cannot take the full 

advantage of fuzzy logic, and hence the type of problems that the model can solve 

is limited in a certain range. 

Therefore, we develop an improved fuzzy prototype model FP({xk}) defined in 

Section 5.1.3, which makes an important improvement from the previous model to 

infer a new example giving a membership degree for each fuzzy prototype. It allows 

the overlapping of fuzzy prototypes. In addition, the model can still be used for 

the discrete fuzzy prototypes, by choosing the prototype with the maximum mem- 

bership. This improved model is initially formed by fuzzy clustering introduced in 

Section 5.1.2, and then each fuzzy prototype is respectively represented by a corre- 

sponding fuzzy decision tree introduced in Section 4.1. The set of fuzzy decision trees 

are obtained from both the original data set and the membership matrix formed in 

fuzzy clustering. Using the inference methods of fuzzy decision tree, the inference 

of fuzzy prototypes for a new example is a different membership matrix introduced 

in Section 5.1.4, where each row corresponds to each data example and each col- 

umn corresponds to the degree of membership that the new example has with each 

prototype. 
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One reason to use the membership matrix in the inference is that the model can 

use both inference methods introduced in the first paragraph of this chapter. The 

other reason to use the membership matrix is that most of the objects in the real 

world may have some probability to match the property of other different prototypes, 

even though these objects are hardly assigned into these prototypes. 

Example 5.1 (Why to Use Membership Matrix in The Inference of The 

Improved Fuzzy Prototype Model). For example, junk eaters like junk food, but 

it does not mean that they never buy healthy food and other food in their shopping 

baskets. These food types may often appear in the basket with other different sorts 

of customers, such as fish, meat, fruits and vegetables. If we only allow the fuzzy 

prototype model to classify each data example as a certain class, there would be a 

big inconsistency problem in the model unable to be solved for this example. 

One useful application of the inference of the improved fuzzy prototype model 

is to produce the semantic coordinates of data examples and hence to calculate the 

semantic distance between these two examples, which is introduced in Section 5.2. 

5.1.2 Fuzzy Clustering with Fuzzy C Means 

Clustering is an unsupervised learning [35] method applied in data mining and ma- 

chine learning field, which is a technique to divide the examples without target class 

in a data set into natural groups. A cluster is then the collection of data objects 

that are similar to one another. The hard clustering algorithms allow each data 

example to belong to only one cluster, so that there is sharp boundary problem 

between clusters in many practical applications. [23,36] 

Fuzzy clustering employs fuzzy partitioning to allow that each data example can 

belong to all clusters with various membership degrees between 0 and 1 instead of 

crisp partitions of the data to clusters. The fuzzy clustering algorithms not only can 

deal with overlapping problems but also give a better result than hard clustering 

algorithms. 
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Fuzzy c means (FCM) is one of popular fuzzy clustering algorithms, which is 

developed by Dunn [36] in 1973 and improved by Bezdek [23] in 1981. Its aim is to 

find cluster centres that minimize the objective function in Equation 5.1. 

NC 

EE ((Pij)- - 11xi, - cj I I, ) (5.1) 
i=1 j=1 

where for N data examples and C clusters, µtß E [0,1], i E {1,. 
.., N}, jE {1,.. 

., 
C}, 

and µ; j is the membership value of xi in the jth cluster, xi is the ith example in 

the data set, c3 is the centre of the jth cluster, mE (1, oo] and m is the fuzziness 

parameter to influence the distribution of the (N x C) sized membership matrix 

{µ; j }, and 11...... II is the Euclidean distance calculation. 

The fuzzy c means algorithm is stated in Algorithm 5.1: 

5.1 Fuzzy U Means 
4 system parameters into the model: a training data set S with 

the number of clusters CE [2, N), the fuzziness parameter mE (1, co], where N, 

C, m are integer number, 

Initialize a (N x C) sized membership matrix µ to random value, where 
ji µßj =1 

while the condition in 3) is satisfied do 

1) Calculate cluster centres c3 using Equation 5.2, for j=1, ... , c, 

C. =E1 
((Nýij)m . xi) (5.2) 

J-N �º L. 
i=1 k1 3; 

2) Update the membership matrix {µ; 3} according to Equation 5.3, where if 

11x: - call =0 then set µ; j = 1, 

1 (5.3) µ+ý =s 
c( ýk=1 

xi-ck 
J 

3) If improvement over previous loop is smaller than a threshold, such as 

jjjpjj}1- {µ; j}1-111 < e, then stop the while loop, 

end while 
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The verification of fuzzy c means algorithm to form the fuzzy prototype model 

is described in Section 5.1.5 

5.1.3 The Definition and Learning Algorithm of The Improved Fuzzy 

Prototype Model 

To enable the fuzzy prototype model to use two inference methods introduced in 

the beginning of this chapter, we develop an improved model using the set of fuzzy 

decision trees to represent their corresponding fuzzy prototypes. According to the 

inference methods introduced in Section 4.1.4, this improved model defined in Defi- 

nition 5.1 can classify a new data example as a certain fuzzy prototype, and also give 

the new example a membership of belonging to each fuzzy prototype. In addition, 

each fuzzy decision tree provides the description of properties of the data in each 

fuzzy prototype. 

Definition 5.1 (The Improved Fuzzy Prototype Model). In this model, we use 

a set of fuzzy decision trees {FDTj} to describe the clusters {cf} formed by fuzzy 

clustering, which are called fuzzy prototypes {FPf}. Each fuzzy prototype FP,, is 

represented by a corresponding fuzzy decision tree FDT1 that means FPf a FDT,. 

The branch nodes of the fuzzy decision tree are constructed from the values of 

attributes presented in the data set, and the leaf nodes contain the fuzzy sets to 

measure the degree of membership Mj with which each example {xk} in the data 

set belongs to that fuzzy prototype FP,,. The definition is described in Equation 

5.4. 

Mj a FPS({xk}) a FDTJ({xk}), where Mj E [0,11 (5.4) 

For N new examples and J fuzzy prototypes, there exists a (N x J) sized membership 

matrix {M 1} inferred from Equation 5.4, where nE {1, ... , N} and jE {1, ... , J}, 

As the improved fuzzy prototype model is formed initially by fuzzy clustering 

and is represented by using a set of fuzzy decision trees introduced in Section 4.1, 

the model learning algorithm can be stated in Algorithm 5.2: 
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Lm 5.2 The Fuzz 
t2 parameters for the learning 

of fuzzy prototypes J, 
:a training data set S, the number 

1) Apply the fuzzy c means introduced in Algorithm 5.1 to get the membership 

matrix { pj3 } of S, 

for (j=1; j<J; j=j+1)do 

2) Form a different training data set S3 for learning the fuzzy decision tree 

FDT,, corresponding to the jth fuzzy prototype FPS, 

3) Produce the fuzzy decision tree FDT3 using Algorithm 4.1, 

4) Use the fuzzy decision tree FDTJ to represent the jth fuzzy prototype FP,,, 

FP, a FDTj, 

end for 

5) Get the final fuzzy prototype model {FPS }. 

There are two main stages in Algorithm 5.2: the first step is to apply the fuzzy 

c means introduced in Algorithm 5.1 to get the membership matrix uij, where each 

column contains the membership associated with each prototype (cluster) and each 

row represents a data example in the data set. The second step is a J-time loop 

repeating to form J fuzzy prototypes. In each loop, a different training data set Sj 

is initially formed for learning the fuzzy decision tree FDTT using Algorithm 4.1 in 

Section 4.1, corresponding to the jth fuzzy prototype FPS. Each of the training sets 

is made up by the original data set S and the corresponding column in the previous 

membership matrix {µ; j}. As we explain in Definition 5.1, the values of attributes in 

the original data set are used to construct the branch nodes of the fuzzy decision tree, 

and the membership associated with that prototype is the target attribute of the 

training set. In the end, each of training sets produces a fuzzy decision tree, which 

is used to represent a fuzzy prototype, FPS a FDTj. The final fuzzy prototype 

model is the collection of fuzzy prototypes {FP,, }. 

Therefore, the definition and learning algorithm of the improved fuzzy prototype 

model is illustrated in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1: The fuzzy prototype model 

5.1.4 The Inference of A Fuzzy Prototype for New Examples 

Giving a membership matrix to the inference of the fuzzy prototype model is a good 

approach to allow the overlapping among prototypes. As we define in Equation 5.4. 

the inference of the jth fuzzy prototype FPS for a new data example {, rk} is the 

degree of membership M., with which the new example belongs to that prototype 

FPS. 

In order to calculate M,, we take the new example {XA. } into the fuzzy deci- 

sion tree FDTj associated with the jth fuzzy prototype FP,, which is previously 

established by using the fuzzy prototype learning algorithin in Algorithm 5.2. And 

then, we use the inference method of fuzzy decision tree for the prediction problem 

introduced in Definition 4.3, to get inferences {o, } of the example for fuzzy sets 

{ fi} in the target attribute of the fuzzy decision tree. The result. of inference is 

Mj =Fj(mi"0ti) 

Making inferences of N data examples from .1 prototypes, we repeat the process 

of the previous paragraph to obtain the (N x . 1) sized final membership matrix 

{FPS : Mj} where nE {1,..., N} and jE {1,..., J}. 

The membership matrix {FPS . M,, } is useful for solving practical problems 

with uncertainty, such as the new application introduced in Section 7.4. In addition, 

we define each row of the membership matrix, for example {M1; }, as the semantic 

coordinate of its corresponding data example. This semantic coordinate is used to 

calculate the semantic distance, which is introduced in Section 5.2. 
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For discrete fuzzy prototypes, we take the label of the fuzzy prototype with the 

maximum membership MAX({M3}) that a new example belongs to, to classify the 

new example as this fuzzy prototype. 

Note: the membership matrix {Mj} inferred from fuzzy prototypes and the 

membership matrix pq generated from fuzzy c means are two different matrices in 

the respective stage of the model. However, because the set of fuzzy decision trees 

used in the inference are learned from the latter membership matrix, the former 

matrix should theoretically match the latter. 

5.1.5 The Simple Example to Verify the Improved Fuzzy Prototype 

Model 

The verification of a machine learning and data mining model is used to check and 

ensure the model with a reasonable accuracy in the outcome of algorithms. To 

verify our fuzzy prototype model in a simple way, we choose a typical data set - Iris 

data set in UCI Machine Learning Repository [104]. It has 4 numerical attributes 

excluding the target attribute, 3 classes in the target attribute, and 150 examples. 

We separate it into a training set and test set with 75 examples each by selecting 

them randomly, and then use the same training set and test set to calculate the 

accuracy respectively by Equation 5.5, Equation 5.6, and Equation 5.7 each time. 

The verification is separated into two stages according to the model: in the first 

stage, we only verify the membership matrix generated from fuzzy c means by using 

the classification method; and in the second stage, we entirely verify the inference 

of the fuzzy prototype model based on the set of fuzzy decision trees, by using both 

classification and prediction methods. 

The results are separately listed in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 below, according to 

two system parameters: 

1. The number of fuzzy sets used for the target attribute with respect to the 

column "{ ftnrget}", where the target attribute is the membership M1 of each 

prototype and M, E [0,11. 
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2. The number of fuzzy sets used for the other attributes of the data set with 

respect to the column "{ fother. 
ttr{butee}" 

The Verification of Fuzzy C Means 

In the first verification, we use the classification method to verify the accuracy of the 

membership matrix generated from fuzzy c means. Because the membership matrix 

of test set is not related with fuzzy c means, we only use the training set in this 

verification. Therefore, we get rid of the target attribute of the training set, and 

cluster data examples of the training set with the rest of 4 attributes into 3 clusters, 

corresponding to 3 classes in the previous target attribute. Then we classify each 

example by taking the label of the cluster with the maximum membership, where 

the label is used to compare with the class in the previous target attribute. The 

accuracy to verify the membership matrix is calculated by Equation 5.5 below. If 

the number of misclassification is reasonable small, we can guarantee that the model 

is keeping the right information into the next stage. 

A TQcifuzzy 
Nlassified 

(5.5) 
ameans -- Ntota! 

where Nda, ai fled is the number of data examples successfully classified and Ntd,, j is 

the total number of data examples in the data set. The data set is only the training 

set. 

The result is that there are 4 misclassified examples in the total 75 examples, so 

that the accuracy in Equation 5.5 is 94.67%. 

The error occurred in fuzzy clustering is passed as noise into the different data 

set for learning a fuzzy decision tree representing a corresponding fuzzy prototype. 

Since the absolute right clustering is impossible in the real world, the fuzzy prototype 

model that is good at dealing with noise data is required for these applications. The 

verification in next stage is therefore required to accept the verification result in the 

first stage with a slight error. 
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The Verification of The Fuzzy Prototype Model 

In the second verification, we use the same training set without the target attribute 

as the first verification to form the fuzzy prototype model, and infer these new 

examples in the test set by using these corresponding fuzzy decision trees. The 

membership matrix {M, } is then inferred from the model, where each column 

corresponds to each prototype. Both classification and prediction methods are used 

in this verification. 

For the classification method, we classify each new example in the test set by 

taking the label of the cluster with the maximum membership MAX({M5}), where 

the one-line only membership matrix {M3 } is inferred from the fuzzy prototype 

model for that new example. The label is then used to compare with the class in 

the target attribute of the test set. Therefore, for the classification problem, the 

inference method of a fuzzy prototype is exactly the same as the inference method 

of the corresponding fuzzy decision tree introduced in Definition 4.2. The accuracy 

of test set is calculated by Equation 5.6 below, and its result is listed in the column 

of "Test set" in Table 5.1. To guarantee the model keeping the right information, we 

also calculate the accuracy of the training set using the same method, whose result 

is also listed in the column of "Training set" in Table 5.1. 

/ ACCILTaCJclassificatian 
= 

Ndassi f ied 
(5.6) Ntotat 

where Nda�ilied is the number of data examples successfully classified and Ntotat is 

the total number of data examples in the data set. The data set can be either the 

training set or test set. 

The result for the classification problem is shown in Table 5.1, where "{(target}" 

represents the number of fuzzy sets in the target attribute, "{ fother. attributes}" repre- 

sents the number of fuzzy sets equally in other attributes, and "etraining" and "etest" 

respectively represents the number of misclassified examples in training set and test 

set. The accuracy in the percentage format is calculated by Equation 5.6. 

In addition, the result in Table 5.1 is illustrated in Figure 5.2. 
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{ftarget 
J 

{Jother_attributes 
J etrnining Training Set ef,., a, Test Set 

3 3 3 96.00 % 6 92.00 

4 4 4 94.67 % 7 90.67 °/ 

4 5 4 94.67 % 6 92.00 "/r 

5 5 4 94.67 % 5 93.33 % 

Table 5.1: The verification of fuzzy prototypes u sing classification method 

I tTraining set -(-Test set 
97.00% 

96.00% 

95.00% 

94.00% 
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92.00% 
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90.0095 

89.00% 

Experiments 

Figure 5.2: The result in Table 5.1 

Since all inferences from fuzzy prototypes are real numbers from 0 to 1. we have 

to verify the model using the prediction method as well, besides the classification 

method above. However, because iris data belongs to the classification problem, 

we only can verify whether the membership matrix {M 
3} inferred from fuzzy pro- 

totypes is matching the membership matrix {µjß) generated from fuzzy c mean in 

the prediction method. The matching has been discussed in the last paragraph of 

Section 5.1.4. In this purpose, we only take data examples in the training set, for the 

verification, because the membership matrix from fuzzy c mean is only associated 

with the training set data. The accuracy of training set is calculated by Equation 

5.7 below, and its result is listed in the column of "Training set" in Table 5.2. 
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ACCUraCyprediction 
Tin f erence -Tf uzzy.. c. rneana 

1 
(5.7) =1- 

range(T) 

where the range of membership range(T) =1 because membership value TE [0,1], 

T{nference and Tfuzzysjneans are respectively the membership values in the member- 

ship matrix inferred from fuzzy prototypes and the membership matrix from fuzzy 

c mean, each of which is in the same position of each matrix. 
The result for the prediction problem is shown in Table 5.2, where "{ ftarget}" 

represents the number of fuzzy sets in the target attribute, "{ fother.. attributes}" rep- 

resents the number of fuzzy sets equally in other attributes, and "Leaf nodes" lists 

the number of leaf nodes in the fuzzy decision tree representing the complexity of 

each model. The accuracy in the percentage format is calculated by Equation 5.7. 

Prototype label { ftarget} {fother.. 
attributee} Leaf nodes Training Set 

Prototype 13 3 7 93.76% 

4 4 7 98.38% 

4 5 17 95.64% 

5 5 21 95.64% 

Prototype 23 3 7 80.88 % 

4 4 10 83.83% 

4 5 5 87.12% 

5 5 9 90.51 % 

Prototype 33 3 7 87.14 % 

4 4 10 90.39% 

4 5 5 91.37% 

55 32 93.98% 

Table 5.2: The verification of fuzzy prototypes using prediction method 

In addition, the result in Table 5.2 is illustrated in Figure 5.3. 

As it can be seen in Table 5.2, the accuracy is not so good as the classification 
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Figure 5.3: The result in Table 5.2 

method, because to predict a particular numerical value is harder than to classify 

the classes in the data sets with similar complexity. 

Nevertheless, as we can see in both verifications, the fuzzy prototype model has 

a good generalization and less complexity. In addition, the model is proved to be 

capable to use the two inference methods introduced in the beginning of this chapter. 

5.2 Semantic Coordinate and Semantic Distance 

It is a complex problem to extract useful knowledge from abstract rough data and 

describe them as understandable information to human being. Developing semantic 

models, such as semantic network, semantic web, and text mining models, is one 

way to solve that problem. However, the performances of these models do strongly 

rely on a reasonable measurement to distinguish the similarity between two objects 

in the semantic level, where these objects can be words, data vectors, probability 

distributions, or fuzzy sets. Therefore, considering some previous works [87,28, 

86], we define semantic coordinate SC and semantic distance SD introduced in 

Section 5.2.1 as the measurement [7]. 
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5.2.1 The Definition of Semantic Coordinate and Semantic Dis- 

tance 

The semantic coordinate of a data example is defined in the form of fuzzy set. To 

be able to combine semantic distance with the fuzzy prototype model, we form this 

fuzzy set by using the membership distribution of that example inferred from fuzzy 

prototypes in this thesis. 

For the fuzzy prototype model introduced in Section 5.1, each fuzzy prototype 

provides the membership MM of that prototype for a new example xk. It is obvious 

that the outcome of the one-line only membership matrix {M3} for a new example 

shows how the example is respectively close to each prototype centre c3, which give 

a distance of the semantic representation between the example and that prototype. 

We therefore define a semantic coordinate SC in Definition 5.2 from the mem- 
bership matrix {M, sj} for N examples and J fuzzy prototypes, which is the form of 

fuzzy set [171 defined in Definition 3.1 in Section 3.3.2. 

Definition 5.2 (Semantic Coordinate). A semantic coordinate SC is a sequence 

of label-membership pairs separated by "+" sign. In addition, each pair is separated 

by "/" into the left part that is the label of each prototype FPS and the right part 

that is the membership of that prototype M1. The semantic coordinate SCnth of 

the nth example {xk} is 

SCnth = ß''P1/M1 + FP2/M2 +... + FPj/Mj +... 

where Ali G FP, ({xk}) and jE {1, ..., J}. 

Moreover, we define the semantic distance SD proposed by Baldwin [7] in Def- 

inition 5.3, to measure the semantic similarity between two semantic coordinates 

SClst and SC2,, d with respect to two data examples. 

Definition 5.3 (Semantic Distance). Giving J prototype centres {c, }, two se- 

mantic coordinates SClat and SC2nd, the semantic distance SD between SCI, t and 
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SC2, ld is calculated by Equation 5.8 below: 

SD = e({C1}, sc1at, sC2nd) (5.8) 

where the calculation 6 based on the mass assignment theory is introduced in Sec- 

tion 5.2.2. 

If the semantic distance between two examples is smaller than a threshold SD < 

e, then we consider that these two examples have the semantic identity (SD sts 0). 

Therefore, these two examples contain the same semantic representation, and are 

therefore sharing the same membership distribution of fuzzy prototypes. From this, 

we can make a deduction as we explained in Example 5.2. 

Example 5.2 (Semantic Identity). Given two examples x and y, there is an event 

e occurred in the example x, but not appeared in the other example y. In addition, 

e has a certain probability in a fuzzy prototype FP. Then, we consider that if x 

and y have the semantic identity, then y has the same probability of repeating the 

event e in that prototype FP as the example x. 

Note: The semantic distance SD has no transitivity, because it is not a distance 

measure in mathematics (e. g. geometric distance). In addition, the property of 

semantic identity is not transferable as well. For example, if there is SDAB %ýs 0 

for two examples A and B and also SDBC -- 0 for two examples B and C, then 

this does not imply that it is always true to give SDAC sr 0. Therefore, we have to 

note that semantic distance is NOT the same as geometric distance (e. g. Euclidean 

distance) at all. 

The following examples in Figure 5.4 demonstrate the difference between the 

semantic distance and geometric distance: 

Assuming the boundary of all prototypes is circle for two-dimensional data set in 

Figure 5.4. If these data examples only can belong to one prototype in Figure 5.4.1, 

then every data example in each concentric circle of the boundary of that prototype 

has the same semantic coordinate. Therefore, the semantic distance between any 
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Figure 5.4: The semantic coordinate and semantic distance 

two examples in a concentric circle is 0. However, the geometric distance (e. g. 

Euclidean distance) of any two of these data examples whose semantic distance is 0 

does obviously not equal to 0. 

If these data examples can belong to two prototypes together in Figure 5.4.2, 

then each pair of data examples symmetric with the line between two prototype 

centres, such as x and y, has the same semantic coordinate so that the semantic 

distance between them is 0. 

If these data examples can belong to the overlapping area of three or more than 

three prototypes in Figure 5.4.3, such as z, then every data example has a unique 

semantic coordinate. But if the semantic distance between any two examples is 

smaller than a threshold SD < e, we can consider SD 0. 

5.2.2 The Calculation of Semantic Distance Between Two Semantic 

Coordinates 

The calculation of semantic distance between two semantic coordinates proposed 

by Baldwin [7] in Equation 5.8 is based on the mass assignment theory [15,17, 

19] briefly introduced in Section 3.3. Given semantic coordinates of two examples 

and prototype centres, we can calculate the semantic distance between these two 

examples using mass assignment theory, and the result of that measurement can be 
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either a real number or a fuzzy set. The process of the calculation is illustrated in 

Figure 5.5. 

MI +FP2 ! M2 distance matrix table 
I -r ... Trrj I irij ý mass 

1ts errantir c oordui ate 

k-oý 
assigment 

semantic distance 2nd semantic ': orrlinate 
real number 

probability distnbution 
fuzzy set over distances 

Figure 5.5: The flow graph to calculate the semantic distance 

For example, given 3 inputs J prototype centres {cj} and the semantic coor- 

dinates of two examples SC1,4t and SC2, d, we can form a distance matrix D= 

{d(x, y) : Pr(x, y) } shown in the calculation table Table 5.4. In that table, d(x, y) 

is a distance function between prototype centres x=c;, and y= cj, where i and j 

E {1,2.... 
, 
J}. The various distance functions [771 can be chosen from Table 5.3, 

but we normally use Euclidean distance for d(x, y). 

Distance Function Formula 

Euclidean distance d(x, y) = Ei_, (xi - y2) 

Hamming (city block) distance d(x, y) = ýxi ; t/ 

Tchebyschev distance d(x, y) = maxi= 1,2,..., n Xi - yi 
Minkowski distance d(x, y) II 

(xý - ? /ý)p, where p>0 = 

Canberra distance d(x, y) xi+yi , where x; >0 and y; >0 

Angular separation d(x, y) -- 
= Xi y` 

j 
x2 2j 

Lýi=1 i 
Ei=1 y, 21 

Table 5.3: Various distance functions between x and y 

In addition, the associated Pr(x, y) is calculated from SC1st, and SC2nd using 

mass assignment theory. Therefore, the semantic distance SD between these two 
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examples is obtained from the probability distribution for the sequence of various 
distances in the distance matrix D. 

The algorithm to calculate semantic distance is briefly stated in Algorithm 5.3: 

Algorithm 5.3 The Algorithm To Calculate The Semantic Distance Between Two 

Semantic Coordinates 
Input 3 parameters: J prototype centres {cj}, the semantic coordinates of two 

data examples SC1st and SC2,, d, 

1) Respectively calculate the least prejudiced probability distributions lpolst of 

SCI, t and lpd2ii of SC2,, d, using mass assignment theory, 

2) Calculate the set of Euclidean distance {d(x, y)} according to {cj}, 

3) Use the calculation table shown in Table 5.4 to form a distance matrix D= 

{d(x, y) : Pr(x, y)}, 

4) Sum up the probability with the same distance d(x, y), and get the probability 

distribution for the sequence of various distances in the distance matrix D, 

5) Get the semantic distance SD either in the form of real number or a fuzzy set 

from the probability distribution. 

As we explained in Algorithm 5.3, given two semantic coordinates 
SCI, t = FPi/M1BL_i + FP2/M1, t_2 +... + FP1/Mi, ta 

and 

SC2�d = FPl/M2,, d_1 + FP2/M2, ld-2 +... + FPS/M2,, da 

we can respectively calculate the least prejudiced probability distributions ac- 

cording to each semantic coordinate using mass assignment theory, which are 

lpdi, t = FPl : Pri8t-i, FP2 : Prig 
, ..., 

FPS : Prieto 

and 

lpd2�d = FPl : Pr2nd_1, FP2 : Pr2�d-2, 
... , FP; : Pr2nda 

And then give that prototype centres {cj } of J prototypes, we can calculate the 

set of Euclidean distance {d(x, y)}. 
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The calculation of the distance matrix D is then described in Table 5.4, where 
the product of each two probability Prl, t, " Pr2nd_V is associated with the Euclidean 

distance d(x, y) between prototype centres c, and cy. 

We add up these products associated with each of the same distance to form 

a new probability distribution for the sequence of various distances, such as dl : 

Pi, d2 : p2, .... d, : pi. 

The semantic distance SD between SCI, t and SC2�d is then calculated using 

the defuzzification method in Equation 5.9. 

SD=d1"pl+d2"p2+... +d; "p;, (5.9) 

so that SD E {RealNumber} 

Instead using numerical value to measure the semantic distance, we also propose 

to use a fuzzy set for its representation, such as Equation 5.10. 

SD = di/mi + d2/m2 +... + di/m; (5.10) 

where m2 is calculated from corresponding probability p; in Equation 5.9 using mass 

assignment theory. 

The purpose to use the form of fuzzy set to represent the semantic distance 

is to give an uncertainty and ambiguity in the measurement of semantic distance, 

so that it can fit in with the applications in the real world more than to use a 

certain numerical value. Furthermore, the linguistic explanation power is given 

automatically to the semantic distance by using the form of fuzzy set. This purpose 

is considered in our future research work. 
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5.2.3 The Unbiased Dice Example 

In the unbiased dice example designed by Baldwin [7], we demonstrate how to cal- 

culate the semantic distance between two fuzzy sets: 

f, ,,,, al = 1/1 + 2/0.8 + 3/0.2 

and 
finedium = 2/0.4 + 3/1 + 4/1 + 5/0.4 

where each label of dice {1,2, ... , 6} can be considered as one-dimensional fuzzy 

prototype model introduced in Section 5.1. 

According to the calculation methods in the mass assignment theory in Sec- 

tion 3.3, the transformation from these two fuzzy sets into probability distributions 

is respectively shown below: 

ma,,,, Ql1 = 1: 0.2, {1,2} : 0.6, {1,2,3} : 0.2 

lpd,,, iQlt =1 : 0.5667,2: 0.3667,3 : 0.0667 

and 

mamedium = {3,4} : 0.6, {2,3,4,5): 0.4 

lPdmedium =2: 0.1,3 : 0.4,4: 0.4,5: 0.1 

so that the calculation of the distance matrix D is described in Table 5.5. 

As the result of Table 5.5, the probability distribution for the semantic distance 

between two fuzzy sets f�noZt and finedium is 

0: 0.0634,1 : 0.2368,2: 0.3801,3: 0.2634,4: 0.0567 

and the defuzzified value therefore equals to 2.014 (SD = 2.014). The fuzzy set to 

represent the semantic distance is 

0/0.3103 + 1/0.8305 + 2/1 + 3/0.8837 + 4/0.2835 

by using the mass assignment theory. 
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, 
fama. tt 1 2 3 

(medium 0.5667 0.3667 0.0667 

2 0.1 1: 0.0567 0: 0.0367 1: 0.0067 

3 0.4 20.2267 10.1467 0: 0.0267 

4 0.4 30.2267 20.1467 1: 0.0267 

5 0.1 4: 0.0567 3: 0.0367 2: 0.0067 

Table 5.5: The calculation table of distance matrix D in the unbiased dice example 

5.3 The Applications of Fuzzy Prototype Model and Se- 

mantic Distance 

The improved fuzzy prototype model makes an inference for new examples by giving 

a membership matrix corresponding to each fuzzy prototype, so that it can effectively 

solve the similar complex problems introduced in Example 7.3 in the application. 
The semantic distance is a good measurement to distinguish the similarity be- 

tween two objects in the semantic level, where these objects could be words, data 

vectors, probability distributions, or fuzzy sets. It can be used to develop various 

semantic models, such as semantic network, semantic web, and text mining models. 
In addition, because the membership matrix for a new data example inferred 

from the improved fuzzy prototype model is also its semantic coordinate, the cal- 

culation of semantic distance can be connected to the improved fuzzy prototype 

model. Therefore, the hybrid fuzzy expert system using both the improved fuzzy 

prototype model and semantic distance is developed to provide a measure of the 

appropriateness for new descriptions in the applications, such as the supermarket, 

manufacturing, industrial analysis, and so on. The demonstration of this system is 

introduced in Section 7.4, to give some ideas for the further development. 
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Chapter 6 

Intelligent Fril/SQL 

Interrogator 

Intelligent Fril/SQL interrogator is an object-oriented and knowledge-based support 

query system, which is implemented by the set of logic objects [115] linking one 

another. These logic objects integrate SQL query [97], support logic programming 

language - Fril and Fril query [17,69] together by processing them in sequence in 

slots [115] of each logic object. This approach therefore takes advantage of both 

object-oriented system and knowledge-based system. 

The fuzzy logic data mining and machine learning toolkit [115] built in the 

intelligent interrogator can automatically provide a knowledge base or rules to assist 

a human to analyse huge data sets or create intelligent controllers. Alternatively, 

users can write or edit the knowledge base or rules according to their requirements, 

so that the intelligent interrogator is also a support logic programming environment 

where users can write and run various Fril programs through these logic objects. 

Natural language query and graphic fuzzy partition interfaces in the demon- 

stration version provide a nice human-computer interfaces. The user manual of 

intelligent Fril/SQL interrogator is attached in Appendix A of this thesis. 
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6.1 Introduction to Intelligent Fril/SQL Interrogator 

Query system helps the user to extract and explore the useful information from 

database, which is preferable to the rough data that is hard to understand. However. 

the traditional query systems either use non-procedural query statement. SQL in 

a procedural language structure, which is not a good fit. and can not deal with 

knowledge base problems, or use Prolog so as to lose the advantage of SQL which 

can easily access and manipulate most databases. And both of these approaches 

cannot solve uncertainty problems even though they are very common in the real 

world. 

We therefore develop an object-oriented support query system intelligent 

Fril/SQL interrogator, which not only integrates SQL with support logic program- 

ming language Fril, but also is embedded with fuzzy logic machine learning toolkit, 

fuzzy partition graphic interface, natural language interface, data visualization tool, 

knowledge base customization editor, etc. Because the demonstration version of in- 

telligent interrogator is developed in Java, we run SQL through JDBC [109] and Fril 

through JFril [69] in the system. The system flow graph is illustrated in Figure 6.1. 

Figure 6.1: Intelligent Fril/SQL interrogator flow graph 

Fril (Fuzzy Relational Inference Language) is an artificial intelligent. logic pro- 
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gramming language, which takes Prolog as a subset of the language, but which also 

allows both probabilistic uncertainties and fuzzy sets to be included [17]. Fril also 

provides knowledge-based support logic query, which gives the answer with proba- 

bility interval - support pairs. Furthermore, the fuzzy sets, knowledge bases and 

rules are transferred into Fril format in every logic object in intelligent interrogator, 

and are prepared for Fril query or reused by other logic objects. 

The logic object proposed in intelligent interrogator takes advantage of both 

object-oriented system and logic programming based system. The complex system 

can be implemented by linking various logic objects together and these logic objects 

can be reused by other objects and hence the system complexity is significantly 

reduced. 

Intelligent interrogator is also designed as a knowledge-based query system, in 

which the knowledge base either can be automatically learned by a built-in fuzzy 

logic data mining and machine learning toolkit, or written or edited by users as 

required. The toolkit provides one way to use the computer to assist people to 

effectively analyse huge amounts of rough data sets, and produces the set of rules 

to infer new cases. 

The natural language queries and fuzzy partition graphic interface provide a nice 

human-computer interfaces, in order to help people to use the system. 

Intelligent interrogator has various kinds of applications in engineering, science, 

business, medicine, and so on. We make a simple example of flight routes query 

systems in Section 6.4.7 for the introduction, and also provide several examples in 

Chapter 7 for the demonstration. 

6.2 Support Logic Programming Language - Fril 

Logic programming is the art of knowledge representation through objects and the 

relations between them [66], which is one of important topics in data mining and 

machine learning. Compared with procedural programming, logic programming 

allows the user to only specify the problems to be solved rather than how they are 
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to be computed. It is a big advantage [66,99] of logic programming to program with 

logic, so that the program complexities are significantly reduced in many cases and 

examples. To show this advantage, the route searching and factorial examples are 

demonstrated in Chapter 2 of Fril book [17], and an example of flight routes query 

system is also provided in Section 6.4.7. 

However, there is a disadvantage in traditional logic programming, which is no 

uncertainty involved, neither the probabilistic uncertainty nor fuzzy uncertainty. 

Therefore, the result of queries for the knowledge base in logic programming has to 

be a binary case, which is either 0 or 1. It can not cover directly many artificial 

intelligence applications with uncertainty in real life at all. 

Fril (Fuzzy Relational Inference Language) is a support logic programming lan- 

guage based on Baldwin's mass assignments theory [17,19], which includes Prolog 

[99,66] as a subset of the language. Prolog is a typical logic programming language, 

which has three basic statements [99] in the language: facts, rules and queries. In 

addition, Feil can handle two types of uncertainty in modelling introduced in Sec- 

tion 3.3.1, which are the probabilistic uncertainty in the form of support pairs and 

the possibilistic uncertainty (fuzzy uncertainty) in the form of fuzzy sets. Com- 

pared with traditional logic programming language Prolog, the main advantage is 

that Fril has many uncertainty-handling features, which make it particularly useful 

for developing systems to deal with real life problems. 

6.2.1 Support Logic Programming in Fril 

Support logic programming [8,16,17] is one approach of logic programming with 

uncertainty using support pairs. 

Definition 6.1 (Support Pair). A support pair [16,17] is a probability interval 

associated with a fact or rule of the knowledge base in Fril, indicating the probability 

of the fact or rule being true between the lower limit and upper limit of this support 

pair. 

In Fril, a support pair is represented by a pair of two elements separated by a 
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blank space in the bracket associated with a clause, where the clause can be the fact 

or rule defined in Prolog [99]. The first element is called the necessary support, and 

the second element is called the possible support. Each element is a real number in 

the range from 0 to 1, and the necessary support is always less than or equal to the 

possible support. A clause can associate with either a single support pair or two 

support pairs. 

In support logic programming, Fril combines the support pairs for all possible 

proof paths to give an overall support pair for the conclusion. The calculation of 

this solution is based on the Jeffrey's rule [107]. A simple example of support logic 

programming is shown in Example 6.1. 

Example 6.1 (A Simple Example of Support Logic Programming and The 

Calculations). For example, assuming we have the following two Fril clauses: 

((customer X young)) : (0.8 0.9) 

((customer X likes crisps) (customer X young)) : ((0.9 1) (0 0.3)) 

The first clause can be read as "Any customer has a probability between 0.8 and 

0.9 being young". The second clause can be read as "If any customer is young, then 

there is a probability between 0.9 and 1 of they liking crisps; otherwise if they are 

not young, then they have a probability between 0 and 0.3 of liking crisps". 

The information expressed by the two Feil clauses can be interpreted as the 

following probabilities: 

Pr(customer X is young) lies in [0.8,0.9] 

therefore, Pr(customer X is not young) lies in [0.1 0.2] 

Pr(customer X likes crisps ý customer X is young) lies in [0.9 1] 

Pr(customer X likes crisps customer X is not young) lies in [0 0.3] 

Using the Jeffrey's rule, we can say: 
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Pr(customer X likes crisps) 

= Pr(customer X likes crisps customer X is young) " Pr(customer X is young) 
+ Pr(customer X likes crisps I customer X is not young) " Pr(customer X is 

not young) 

= [0.9 1] x [0.8 0.9] + [0 0.3] x (0.1 0.2) 

= [0.72 0.931 

If we instantiate a customer as X=a and use the Fail query qs, then Fill returns 

the same answer below: 

qs((customer tom likes crisps)) 

((customer tom likes crisps)) : (0.72 0.93) 

6.2.2 Fuzzy Sets in Fail 

Fuzzy sets provide linguistic explanation and good discretization in continuous vari- 

ables. Fril allows the user to define fuzzy sets. A fuzzy set for the continuous 

attribute in Fril is a list of value and its membership pairs separated by spaces and 

is enclosed in square brackets. The implementation of this fuzzy set in Fril is i- type 

[17], such as [10: 0 20: 1 30: 0], where membership values are derived on a continuous 

scale by linear interpolation between points specified. 

A fuzzy set enclosed in curly brackets represents a crisp sets for the discrete 

attribute as the special fuzzy set. The elements of this special fuzzy set in Fril may 
be numbers or variables, such as {a: 0 b: 0.2 c: 0.8 d: 1} or 110: 0 20: 1 30: 0}. 

The simply shaped fuzzy sets models written in Fril format can be seen in Def- 

inition 3.6 and Definition 3.7 in Section 3.4.2. Moreover, an example of querying 

knowledge base with fuzzy sets in Fill is explained in Section 6.4.6. 
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6.2.3 Fril Rules 

In addition to the Prolog rule [99] in Fril, Fril allows three types of uncertainty rules 

for knowledge representation [17] : 

1. The basic Fril rule - (h cl c2 ... cn) : ((x y) (s t)) 

2. The general Fril rule - (h (general (bl b2 ... bn)) ((ul vl) (u2v2) 
... (un vn)) 

): ((x y) (s t)) 

3. The evidential logic rule - (h (evlog f (cl nj c2 n2 .. c� n�))) ((x y) 

(3 t)) 

The basic Fril rule is a special case of the general Fril rule. These two types of 

rules use an inference procedure based on Jeffrey's rule. In addition, both basic Fril 

rules and general Fril rules can be used for fuzzy control or rule-based systems. 

The general Fril rule is also alternative form of knowledge representation of fuzzy 

decision tree, which is introduced in Section 4.1.3. 

The evidential logic rule uses a different inference procedure based on evidential 

logic. It can be used for case-based reasoning, pattern recognition type problems 

and those problems for which the neural nets are applicable. 

The terms in these three types of rules can contain fuzzy sets, and then the point 

semantic unification [17] and interval semantic unification [17] built in Fril can be 

applied to produce results. 

6.2.4 Knowledge Bases and Fril Queries 

A Fril program consists of a set of clauses known as the knowledge base [17), where 

the clauses can be the facts and rules defined in Prolog or various Fril rules intro- 

duced in Section 6.2.3. The Fril knowledge base containing Fril rules can be used 

to represent various kinds of fuzzy models, such as fuzzy logic rules, fuzzy deci- 

sion trees, fuzzy Bayesian networks, etc. Therefore, it provides the rich knowledge 

representations in support logic programming. 
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Executing such knowledge base is the process of checking whether a particular 

piece of information is in the knowledge base either explicitly or implicitly, i. e. the 

process of deduction using the facts and rules in the knowledge base. This is known 

as querying the knowledge base (171. 

Fril query is the knowledge based support logic query, which gives the answer 

with support pairs. It indicates that the process of extracting an answer to a query 
is equivalent to a logic inference procedure - the knowledge base corresponding to 

a set of axioms, and the query corresponding to a theorem to be proved from the 

axioms. 

In Fril the basic query evaluator for support logic queries is the predicate supp_query 
[16) by which the support pairs can be picked up in the answer. In addition, there 

are several other utilities for support logic queries which are built-in predicates of 

Fril system. For example, query wh used in slot 3 in Section 6.4.5 corresponds to 

a "which query" that provides all solutions but only prints the information speci- 

fied by the user, so that the support pairs can be printed with other values in each 

solution. 

6.2.5 JFri1 and CFril 

Though Fril has obvious advantages in some fields, it is not the entire world so that 

we have to use procedural programming and logic programming together in a lot of 

cases. JFril and CFril [69] are the respective interface to allow Fail to be called from 

a Java or C, C++ application. 

As it is shown in Figure 6.1, the demonstration version of intelligent interrogator 

developed in Java is using JFril to call Fril, when the object needs to process the 

fuzzy sets, knowledge bases and Fril queries in Fril system. The solutions in Fril 

are also transferred into data or strings which are able to be used in Java, by using 

methods provided from JFril. 
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6.3 Query Systems 

Intelligent interrogator is a query system, which includes standard SQL queries to 

easily access and manipulate the original database, Fril queries based on knowledge 

base to give support pairs for the conclusion, and natural language queries to help 

people to use the query system, and which also combines fuzzy logic data mining 

and machine learning toolkit with the query system. 

6.3.1 Standard SQL Queries 

SQL (Structured Query Language) [97] is a standard computer query language to 

access and manipulate relational databases, such as Oracle [88], MySQL [73], Access 

[50], etc. SQL queries to databases represent the reused information as relations, 

and are referred to a non-procedural language [66]. 

The big advantage of SQL is that nearly all of relational database management 

systems (DBMSs) [32] in the world directly support the standard SQL queries, and 

it is also the only way to access and manipulate different databases in programming. 

Therefore, SQL becomes the first process in every logic object, which are introduced 

in Section 6.4, in intelligent interrogator. 

The interface between high level programming language and database manage- 

ment systems, JDBC [109] and ODBC [68], makes it possible to write a single 

database application by simply calling SQL in the programming code of high level 

language, such as Java [34], C++ [67], VB [21], etc. 

6.3.2 Fril Queries 

There are two main problems when we are going to use SQL to develop a query 

system [66]: 

" Because SQL query is not the knowledge-based query, the query systems devel- 

oped by SQL lack deductive capabilities. All information is stored explicitly. 

There is no way to represent some rules other than through all instances of 
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these rules. 

" Normally, an entire database application cannot be developed using only SQL, 

and it has to embed SQL statements into a conventional programming lan- 

guage, which is mentioned in Section 6.3.1. However, to embed a non-procedural 

query statement among the procedural constructs of conventional program- 

ming is not a good fit. 

The support logic programming language - Fril introduced in Section 6.2 is 

therefore the best choice to work with SQL, and the Fril queries introduced in 

Section 6.2.4 are also able to give an either explicit or implicit deduction through 

the facts and rules in the knowledge base. 

We therefore design the slots introduced in Section 6.4.5 in the logic objects 
in intelligent interrogator to provide a certain form of Fril program and queries 

embedded with SQL. 

6.3.3 Natural Language Queries 

The intelligent interrogator provides natural language queries to help people to use 

the system. These natural language queries are the set of sentences or questions in 

human language (only English in demonstration version). 

To make them work, we need set up some keywords representing the semantic 

meaning of the last query in each logic object introduced in Section 6.4. Once a 

natural language query is selected, the related logic objects are listed in the ascending 

order according to their relativity scores, which are calculated by the number of 

keywords. The user can therefore easily choose the right logic object and use its 

SQL and Fril queries without any technical skill, according to the relativity score 

and brief introduction of each object. 

The detail of the natural language queries interface is introduced in Appendix 

A. 6. 
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6.3.4 Combining with Fuzzy Logic Data Mining and Machine Learn- 

ing Toolkit 

These fuzzy models introduced in this thesis for data mining and machine learning 

purpose can be easily transferred into the facts and rules in the knowledge base in 

Fril format. It makes the intelligent interrogator system more easily combined with 

these fuzzy models. We therefore develop the fuzzy logic data mining and machine 

learning toolkit introduced in Section 6.6 for the intelligent interrogator. 

6.4 Logic Object 

Logic object combines the different types of queries in the slots in a certain form 

introduced in Section 6.4.5, for which intelligent interrogator provides a good user 

interface to easily write queries and Fril program in the slots. Each object can be 

reused by linking to the other objects, whose linking relations are managed in the 

viewer introduced in Section 6.5. An example of flight routes query system only 

contains a single logic object as introduced in Section 6.4.7. 

6.4.1 Definition and Advantages 

A logic object defined in Figure 6.2 is a collection of serial processes to retrieve and 

output the relations and knowledge required by the user, according to the inputs of 

this object. It includes inputs, output, slots, and fuzzy partitions. The slots contain 

main processes of the object, which are proceeded in sequence. Each slot represents 

a corresponding process, such as SQL query, fuzzy logic data mining and machine 

learning toolkit or Fril program written by user, and Fril query. The inputs are used 

to provide the data and knowledge base for these processes in the slots, the output 

is the result of last process. Fuzzy partitions are defined for the Fril program or Fril 

query. 

Because the logic object is derived from object-oriented conception introduced 

in Section 2.3, it inherits the following advantages [29,31]: 
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Inputs List Fuzzy Partition List Output List 
1 Database tables 
2 Output tables from other objects 1 

FP2 
either 1 Output table 
or 2 Knowledge base 

3 Knowledge bases from other objects 

slot' SQL query using tables in the inputs list 

slot 2 Machine learning toolkit to generate Fril 
knowledge base, or Fril method written by user 

slots Fril wh query given by rule with result as head 

Figure 6.2: Logic object in intelligent Fril/SQL interrogator 

" Reusable - the output of an object can he used as the input of other objects. 

It can significantly reduce the system complexity. 

" Structural - the procedure of every object is same, and each property of the 

object has the certain position in the graphic user interface. Those make the 

object can he reused more easily. 

" Adaptable - once the original data is changed, every object is sequentially 

refreshed to guarantee that each output is exactly from the current data. 

" Processes hiding - to use an object. users do not need to worry about how 

those processes are operating and how the output is produced, because it is 

enough to use the object whose only input, the type of output and topic are 

given after the object is created. 

9 Reliable - since the processes are hidden, it avoids incorrectly changing by 

user's mistake. 

Every logic object is operated in series, the parallel processing objects is not 

allowed in the intelligent interrogator. When an object is started for its processes, 

the intelligent interrogator will initialize the memory for Fril, therefore Fril processes 

in the different objects are unable to affect each other. 
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6.4.2 Inputs 

There can be three types of inputs in a logic object: 

1. Database table, which is an original relational database table in a relational 

database. 

2. Output table, which is the output from another object. The format of output 

table is the same as relational database table, whose columns represent the 

related attributes and rows represent the entities of relationships among all 

attributes. 

3. Knowledge base, which is the output from another object and is saved as Feil 

format. 

The first two types of inputs are proceeded by SQL query first. Then, the result 

of SQL will be passed through the slots of the object in sequence, as the flow graph 

illustrated in Figure 6.4. The knowledge base input is directly passed to Fril system 

as the prepared background knowledge for the object. So are the fuzzy partitions 

defined by user interface introduced in Section 6.4.4. 

The output table and knowledge base are also the inputs of other objects. 

6.4.3 Output 

The output of a logic object is either the result of the last query in the object, or 

the knowledge base generated by the toolkit, or the Fril program written by users. 

It is one of the following two types: 

1. Output table, 

2. Knowledge base. 

Therefore, the output of each logic object is either an output table or knowledge 

base. Giving the output of a logic object to other objects, we can links this object 

to others for reuse, which is introduced in Section 6.5. 
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The output is saved in order to be reused by other objects, so that we do not 

need to run the object every time unless the original data changed in database tables 

or any of inputs is changed. It makes objects reusable, adaptable and reliable. But 

if the original data changes, then we have to reprocess all slots in each associated 

logic objects to give the correct output. 

The output table is designed to save as a database table with other tables to- 

gether in the original database, so that it is convenient for SQL in the first slot of 

each object to retrieve all required data at once. 

6.4.4 Fuzzy Partition User Interface 

Fuzzy partition is a set of fuzzy sets associated with each attribute. In the intelligent 

interrogator, we use Ruspini fuzzy partition (90]. The graphic user interface of a 

fuzzy partition shown in Figure 6.3 is provided to help non-fuzzy people to easily 

define and modify fuzzy sets by simply dragging the vertex of each selected fuzzy 

set. 

The intelligent interrogator also provides several types of built-in fuzzy sets mod- 

els which are introduced in Section 3.4.2. As the system is developed in the principle 

of software engineering (52,95], it is easy to add a new fuzzy sets model into the 

system as a component of user interface. 

All of fuzzy partitions either defined by user or generated from built-in fuzzy 

sets models are stored in Fril format introduced in Section 6.2.2, to be used for Fril 

methods or queries in the slots of the object. And their names are listed in the fuzzy 

partition list of the logic object for review or edit. 

6.4.5 Slots 

Slots contain all processes of every object, which make the object structural and 

reliable. There are three slots in each object in total, and each slot contains a type 

of process in the object: 

1. Slot 1- SQL query to access database tables or output tables in the input 
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Membership 

Values 

Fuzzy P tiion Name : obgectl sugar 

The Number of Fuzzy Sets 3 

Mirwnum Vewe of This Attrilxte : 0.0 

Mebnium Vekre of This AHribite : 58.4 

Currert Selected Fuzzy Set : medium 

Type Simply Triangular Symmetric Shape v 

Rage : (0.0: 029.2: 158.4: 01 

Database Table or Object Name : Product Numerical Attribute Name : Sugar DOUBLE 

I Reset Fuzzy Peruion Save jL Cancel 

Figure 6.3: Fuzzy partition graphic user interface 

list. 

2. Slot 2- Fril knowledge base generated by fuzzy logic data mining and machine 

learning toolkit, or Fril program written by user. 

3. Slot 3- Fril wh query given by the facts and rules in the knowledge base with 

result as head, where the word wh is omitted. 

As the flow graph is shown in Figure 6.4, the processes in slots are separately 

operated in sequence. Firstly, the SQL query in slot 1 extracts data from inputs 

of the object, which include database tables and output tables stored in original 

database, to form a temporary Fril knowledge base of clauses. And secondly, the 
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Figure 6.4: The object's slots flow graph 

temporary knowledge base introduced in Section 6.4.6 is passed down to slot 2 for 

either fuzzy data mining and machine learning toolkit or Fril program written by 

user. Finally, the Fril query operates by using this temporary knowledge base, fuzzy 

partitions and knowledge base passed down from slot 2 together, and the result of 

query is put into output table. 

Except slot 1, other slots can he empty. If both slot 2 and 3 are empty, the 

result set from SQL is directly outputted as output table. If only slot 2 is empty, 

the temporary knowledge base formed by slot 1 is passed down to slot 3 instead of 

slot 2, and the result is an output table. If slot 3 is empty but slot 2 is not, the 

object takes knowledge base as the output instead of output table. 

Slot 2 provides a flexible approach to implement Fril program, where users can 

choose to either use fuzzy data mining and machine learning toolkit to automatically 

generate rules as Fril knowledge base, or write methods or theorems in Fril format 

by themselves. To use toolkit, the result set of SQL query in slot 1 is automatically 

transferred into the training set instead of temporary knowledge base. Furthermore, 

the knowledge base to output can be edited using editor as user's requirement. 
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As the system is designed using principles of software engineering [52,95], the 

other additional processes can be added as slot 4,5 ... etc. if system requires later. 

6.4.6 The Example of Temporary Knowledge Base and Fril Query 

To make data computable in Fril, we extract data from the result table of SQL 

query in slot 1 to form a temporary Fril knowledge base of clauses, before using Fril 

program in slot 2 and Fril query in slot 3. 

Name Weight (kg) Hight (cm) 

John 74 170 

Bill 78 192 

Pat 60 166 

Tom 81 181 

Table 6.1: The original database table for temporary Fril knowledge base 

For example, if we obtain an original database table of personal details in Ta- 

ble 6.1, then the temporary Fril knowledge base is listed as below: 

((case 1 John 74 170)) 

((case 2 Bill 78 192)) 

((case 3 Pat 60 166)) 

((case 4 Tom 81 181)) 

In this temporary knowledge base, case is the predicate of temporary Fril knowl- 

edge base, and the integer number in the next column is the index of clauses in 

temporary Fril knowledge base, which can help Fril program to search each partic- 

ular clause. 

Assuming we define the fuzzy set light for the attribute "Weight" as below: 

(light [60: 1,70: 0.7,80: 0]) 

The FYiI query in slot 3 defined as below then operates using this temporary 
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knowledge base, where the query is equivalent to a wh query, but the word wh has 

been omitted. 

(X (findall (NAME SUPPORT) ((supp_query ((case R NAME light HIGHT)) 

(SUPPORT P)) (less 0 SUPPORT)) X)) 

The solution in Fril format is a list of lists, where the result of Tom is deleted 

because its support is 0: 

((John 0.42) (Bill 0.14) (Pat 1)) 

Finally, the result of query is put into the output table shown in Table 6.2. 

Name Support 

John 0.42 

Bill 0.14 

Pat 1 

Table 6.2: The output table of the example 

6.4.7 A Simple Example of Flight Routes Query Systems 

In this section, we make a simple example of the flight routes query system in 

a single logic object. The query system is used to find all possible flight routes 

between two cities, the total number of stops and their total distances. The example 

demonstrates those basic functions of intelligent interrogator having the advantage 

of implementing the AI-based system with less complexity. 

Assuming we have all possible flight routes illustrated in Figure 6.5, where the 

departure airport is Edinburgh and the destination is Beijing. And then, we form 

the original database by giving each pair of connected cities. 

To list all possible routes from Edinburgh to Beijing, their total distances and 

the total number of stops, we design object 1 shown in Figure 6.6 in the "flight" 

viewer in the intelligent interrogator. In object 1, slot 1 contains SQL to query the 
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Figure 6.5: Flight routes 

original database and pass the data in the form of temporary Fril knowledge base 

into slot 2, and slot 2 contains only two-line simple Fril program to implement the 

searching and summing up process, finally slot 3 contains Fril query to give the 

result shown in Figure 6.7. 

(') Flight Route List, Total Distance, Total_Stop 

SELECT DISTINCT DepartureAirport, Destination, Distance FROM Flight 

((travel DEPAR DEST SI TOTALDIS TOTALSTOP TOTAL_STOP (DEPAR I (DEST I O))) 

(case INDEX DEPAR DESTDIST) 
(sum S1 DIST TOTAL_DIS) ) 

((travel DEPAR DEST Si TOTAL_DIS S2 TOTAL_STOP (DEPAR I ROUTE_LIST)) 
(case INDEX DEPAR Z DIST) 
(sum Si DIST SD) (sum S2 1 ST) 
(travel Z DEST SD TOTAL_DIS ST TOTAL STOP ROUTE_LIST) ) 

(X (findall (ROUTE_LIST TOTAL_DISTANCE TOTALSTOP) 
((travel Edinburgh Beijing 0 TOTAL-DISTANCE 0 TOTALSTOP ROUTE_LIST)) 

X)) 

Figure 6.6: The logic object 1 of flight routes query systems 

In the two-line code, travel is a recursive predicate in Fril, which contains 7 

parameters, and the first travel is the terminating condition of the recursion. The 

first two parameters respectively represent departure place and destination, and 

they are instantiated as Edinburgh and Beijing in the Fril query in slot 3. The third 

parameter inputs initial value of the total distance, and the fourth produces the sum 
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of distance calculated. Similarly, the fifth and sixth parameters are used to calculate 

the total number of stops. The seventh parameter is a list in Fril, which is used to 

save each possible route discovered. 

It is obviously that using conventional programming languages, such as C++ 

[67], Java [34], VB [21], etc, has to cost more code than the two-line simple code 

above in this example. No SQL can implement this example just using two-line 

simple code. This is a big advantage to use Fril compared with other programming 

languages. 

After proceeding Fril query in slot 3, we get all possible routes associated with 

their total distance and total number of stops listed in Figure 6.7. 

Edinburgh Amsterdam Beijing 8504 1 
Edinburgh Frankfurt Beijing 8835 1 
Edinburgh London Beijing 8696 !1 
Edinburgh London Hongkong Beijing 12293 [2 
Edinburgh London Paris Beijing 9116 2 
Edinburgh Paris Beijing 9112 1 

Figure 6.7: The output table of object 1 

6.5 Linking Logic Objects and The Viewer 

The complex systems can be implemented by linking logic objects one another, where 

these objects can he reused by linking to different objects. 

6.5.1 The Definition of Linking Logic Objects and A Simple Exam- 

ple 

Definition 6.2 (Linking Logic Objects). If a logic object, such as object 2, uses 

the output of object 1 as one of its inputs, then we define that object 1 is linking to 

object 2 and object 2 is linked by object 1. 
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The linking relationship can be one to one, one to many, many to one or many 

to many. 

Because we need to refresh object's output if the original data changed in 

database tables or any of inputs is changed, the linked objects have to be refreshed 

in sequence through each link, and the refreshing processes should start from ones 

in the beginning of every link. The priority of refreshing is only given according to 

the link, it does not matter to refresh the paralleling objects in the order or not. 

For example, in the demonstration system of intelligent interrogator further in- 

troduced in Section 7.2, we have two sets of linking logic objects in Figure 7.2, one 

of which is object 1,2,3. As we can see in Figure 7.2, object 2 uses the output of 

object 1 as one of its inputs, so that we say object 1 is linking to object 2. Similarly, 

object 1 is also linking to object 3. Object 1 is hence reused by two objects in this 

system. Because the logic object is reusable, we do not need repeat to implement 

the same object in the system, when it is linked by more than one object. 

If the original data in the input of object 1 is changed, we need refresh the output 

of object 1 for updating the result. And then, we have to refresh object 2 and 3, 

after object 1 is refreshed in advance. But if only the data in the input of object 

2 is changed, not object 1, then we do not need to refresh its paralleling object - 

object 3. 

More complex systems are respectively introduced in Chapter 7. 

6.5.2 The Viewer of Linking Logic Objects 

For the complex system in the real application, we probably have to use a hundred 

of logic objects or more. Managing the linking relations among those logic objects 

becomes an important issue. Therefore, we design a viewer of linking logic objects 

illustrated in Figure 6.8, to display those relations of objects in a table. 

In the relations table of the viewer illustrated in Figure 6.8, the head of table 

column displays the index number of each logic object, whose following of cells in 

the table may contain a letter to represent the type of inputs for that object. The 
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Figure 6.8: The viewer of linking logic objects 

head of table row displays the same set of logic objects. which are used to provide 

their outputs as the input of the logic object displayed in the corresponding column. 

Therefore, if a cell is not empty, then it means that the logic object in its row head 

is linking to the logic object in its column head. There are three capital letters to 

respectively represent the three types of inputs introduced in Section 6.4.2, 

"D- the database table 

"T- the output table 

"K- the knowledge hasse 

Because inputting a database table into an object, is not the linking relation between 
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two objects, we put "D" into the cell with the same object both in its row head and 

column head. The operation manual of the viewer is provided in Appendix A. 3. 

For example, object 6 is linked by object 4 and 5 in Figure 7.2, where the output 

of object 4 is the output table and the output of object 5 is a knowledge base. In 

addition, object 6 uses another database table in its inputs. Therefore, the cell with 

object 4 in row head and object 6 in column head is filled with "T", the next cell 

with object 5 in row head is filled with "K", and the cell with object 6 both in row 

head and column head is filled with "D". 

6.6 Fuzzy Logic Data Mining and Machine Learning 

Toolkit 

General data mining and machine learning methods can be used to discover knowl- 

edge or models from a database of examples, which are used to solve classification, 

prediction, clustering or association rules mining problems. IF 
... 

THEN ... rules, 

neural nets, Bayesian networks, and decision trees are examples of such models. 

To be able to handle imprecision and uncertainty of the representation of con- 

cepts and words in the real world, most machine learning models have been united 

with fuzzy logic introduced by Zadeh in 1965 [119]. These fuzzy models overcome 

the sharp boundary problems [64], and hence provide a soft controller surface and 

good accuracy in dealing with continuous attributes and prediction problem. We 

therefore develop some fuzzy models to solve these problems, which are based on 

the mass assignments theory [17,19], such as fuzzy decision tree [13,18,80], simple 

fuzzy logic rules [18], fuzzy association rules [18], fuzzy Bayesian networks [11,12], 

and fuzzy prototype [15]. Most of those models are implemented in the fuzzy logic 

data mining and machine learning toolkit illustrated in Figure 6.9, in order to au- 

tomatically generate knowledge or rules in Fril format for intelligent interrogator. 
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Ori2, inal Database 
iA 

Bayesian Net 
"' ýý Fuzzy clusters 

Effective Reduced Database 

Fuzzy ID3 Decision Tree 

Fril general rule Fril general rule 
Fuzzy ID3 Decision Tree Fuzzy Logic rules 

Fril general rule Fuzzy Logic rules 
Fuzzy clusters prototypes 

Fuzzy Association rules Evidential logic rules 

Figure 6.9: The fuzzy logic data mining and machine learning toolkit 

6.6.1 Fuzzy Models in the Toolkit 

The fuzzy logic data mining and machine learning toolkit embedded in the demon- 

stration version of the intelligent interrogator has six models at moment: 

1. nizzy decision tree [18] 

2. Simply fuzzy logic rules discovered from fuzzy decision tree [181 

3. Fuzzy association rules discovered on effective reduced database algorithm 
[113) 

4. Fuzzy c means clustering [114] 

5. Fuzzy prototype model [114] 

6. Semantic coordinates and semantic distance [1141 

Fuzzy decision tree developed by Baldwin is an efficient model in data mining and 

machine learning. It can solve both classification problem same as the traditional 

tree-based models and prediction problem, where the target attribute is respectively 
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discrete or continuous. A fuzzy decision tree can be represented as the set of Feil 

general rules, where each rule represents a branch of the tree. 

IF ... THEN ... simple fuzzy logic rule is a simple transparent fuzzy model and 

can be easy to understand. The set of simple fuzzy logic rules effectively discovered 

from fuzzy decision tree not only have good accuracy, but also can be used to 

interpret the information of the fuzzy decision tree. 

Compared with the traditional association rules, fuzzy association rules provide 

linguistic explanation and can deal with continuous attributes. The effective reduced 

database algorithm with less space and time complexity can effectively form the 

transparent and knowledge based fuzzy model - reduced database table, where 

fuzzy association rules are simply discovered. 

Fuzzy c means (FCM) is a typical fuzzy clustering algorithm, which is a unsu- 

pervised learning technique to divide the examples without target class in a data set 

into natural groups. It employs fuzzy partitioning to allow that each data example 

can belong to all clusters with various membership degrees between 0 and 1 instead 

of crisp partitions of the data to clusters. The result of fuzzy c means gives a mem- 

bership matrix, where each row corresponds to each data example and each column 

corresponds to the degree of membership that the example has with each cluster. 

The improved fuzzy prototype model in this toolkit is the collection of fuzzy 

prototypes, which are fuzzy models of clusters providing descriptions of the relevant 

properties of the data respectively in these clusters. The fuzzy prototype model is 

initially formed by fuzzy clustering, and then each prototype is respectively repre- 

sented by a corresponding fuzzy decision tree. To make an inference of the fuzzy 

prototype model for a new example, we give a membership degree for each fuzzy 

prototype. It is helpful to dealing with applications in the real world, which is 

discussed in Section 5.1. 

Semantic coordinate and semantic distance are designed to distinguish the simi- 

larity between two objects in the semantic level, where these objects could be words, 

data vectors, probability distributions, or fuzzy sets. The semantic coordinate of a 
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data example is the form of a fuzzy set to represent the membership distribution 

of that example inferred from fuzzy prototypes, which is the one-line membership 

matrix of this example inferred from the fuzzy prototype model. And then, we 

calculate the semantic distance between the semantic coordinates of two examples 

using the mass assignment theory. If the semantic distance in the form of num- 
ber is smaller than a threshold, then we consider that these two examples have the 

semantic identity. 

Besides these fuzzy models above, the following fuzzy models can be easily added 

into toolkit as new components if users require. 

7 Fuzzy Bayesian networks [11,12] 

8 Inductive logic programming (ILP) [47] 

6.6.2 The Knowledge Base from Toolkit 

All of these fuzzy models in the toolkit provide an approach to automatically gen- 

erate knowledge or rules in Fril format for the intelligent interrogator, which can 

help the user to effectively analyse huge amounts of data and extract the useful 

information which people can easily understand. 

To make the data computable in Fril, we transfer the result table of SQL into 

the temporary knowledge base introduced in Section 6.4.6. 

For these fuzzy models in the toolkit, there are several built-in fuzzy sets models 

provided to automatically form fuzzy sets according to the training data set. These 

fuzzy sets are saved in the knowledge base in Fril format, so that we can easily reuse 

them in Fil by using the command "reload". 

As we introduced in Section 4.1.3, a fuzzy decision tree can be equivalently 

transferred into a set of general Fril rules. Therefore, we use these general Fril 

rules to represent the corresponding fuzzy decision tree formed by toolkit, and then 

the Fril query can make the inference of data example represented by temporary 

knowledge base using these general Fril rules. 
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Either a simple fuzzy logic rule or fuzzy association rule can be represented as 

the basic Fril rule without support pairs, which is associated with its fuzzy sets. 

The cluster centres, membership matrix and the list of semantic distances are 

respectively saved in the form of Fril knowledge base, so that we can write Fril 

program or use Fril query to analysis the results from these fuzzy models. 

Fril program can be saved in the knowledge be of each logic object as well, 

therefore the logic object includes all advantages of support logic programming lan- 

guage introduced in Section 6.2 by using the knowledge base containing Fril program. 

Moreover. that Fril program can be reused by linking other logic objects. 

6.7 The Usability of Intelligent Fril/SQL Interrogator 

The usability of intelligent interrogator for the demonstration version is displayed 

in the level of reusing a single encapsulated logic object or a group of logic objects, 

by giving the information of their inputs and outputs. These logic objects can be 

collected into a user library, which provides a list of descriptions of functionality of 

these logic objects and their inputs and outputs. Given this library, knowing the 

functionality, the user can get the expected output by only providing the required 

input, and do not need to worry the complex process taking in the object. 

Object 4 Object 7 

I H--ý 
Output table 4 

Customer 
Output table Transaction 

Object 4 

SQL 4 SQL 7 

Customized rules 

Fril query 7 

Figure 6.10: The object 4 and object 7 

For example, a customer evaluation system introduced in Section 7.2.2 can be 

implemented by two logic objects - object 4 and object 7 illustrated in Figure 6.10. 
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To reuse these two logic objects to rank new customers, the user needs to understand 

their following descriptions. 

The description of object 4 is: 

. Functionality: object 4 adds the total price of all items in each shopping basket 

of each customer in Transaction database table, and provides the date of the 

transaction, customer ID and his total spending in the output table. 

" Input: 'kansaction (database table). 

" Output: an output table, which has attributes - DateOlTrans, CustomerlD 

and TotalPrice. 

The description of object 7 is: 

" Functionality: object 7 ranks new customers in Customer database table, ac- 

cording to the fuzzy logic rules defined by experienced expert. To evaluate 

new customers, these rules require their shopping frequency and total spend- 

ing, which are calculated from the output table of object 4. 

" Input 1: Customer (database table). 

" Input 2: object 4 (output table). 

" Output: an output table, which has attributes - FirstName, Surname and 
New_R, ank. 

" Additional information: the rule is IF average-spending is high THEN customer-rank 

is high 

In this example, the description implies that object 4 is linking to object 7, 

because object 7 uses the output table of object 4 as its input. But this linkage can 

be one to one, one to many, many to one or many to many in the different examples, 

which is introduced in Section 6.5. For example, the same object 4 illustrated in 

Figure 7.2 in Section 7.2 can be linking to both object 5 and object 7. 
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Understanding these descriptions, the user can easily reuse object 4 and object 

7 to rank some new customers, by appending these customers in Customer database 

table and their different shopping baskets data in Transaction table in the database. 

To get the expected output, the user does not need to worry the complex processes 

taking in these objects. The simple operation is only to press the button to re- 

fresh the output table of each object in sequence, which is introduced in Appendix 

A. 4. The final output table is the same form of the table shown in Figure 7.12 in 

Section 7.2.2. 

Furthermore, given a practical user interface for managers, the intelligent inter- 

rogator can be extended from the demonstration version into the commercial version. 

The implementation of this practical user interface is very complex and the skills 

used are in the different topics with this thesis, so that they are not included in the 

work of this thesis. 
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Chapter 7 

Supermarket Basket Data 

Analysis Examples 

The advantage of the intelligent interrogator is to develop an AI-based system in a 

simpler way than other traditional approaches. In addition, it also has the advan- 

tage of the object-oriented system and knowledge based system. It can be used to 

implement advanced expert systems and query systems in various kinds of applica- 

tions, such as risk analysis, fraud detection, intelligent engineering design system, 

intelligent library for gene, face or fingerprint, etc. There are two ways for the im- 

plementation: one way is to use the intelligent interrogator alone as a particular 

expert system or query system, the other is to integrate it with other systems and 

treat it as AI part of these systems, such as business intelligent (BI) system [42], 

enterprise resource planning (ERP) system [41], customer relationship management 

(CRM) system [22], e-commerce and e-business [78], etc. 

In the first demonstration, we prepare a simple example in the supermarket 

application. It is used to demonstrate how the intelligent interrogator works and 

what the advantages are, so as to give the user more idea to develop new applications. 

Fuzzy association rules can be used to summarise the information of original 

database in some applications, such as information retrieval, document content 

management, etc. In the second demonstration, we propose a new approach of 
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supermarket basket analysis using fuzzy association rules. 

In the third demonstration, we propose a hybrid fuzzy expert system using both 

the fuzzy prototype model and semantic distance, to design an intelligent product 

recommendation system for aiding product suggestion in supermarket retail. The 

system is used to recommend a list of products that a new customer is likely to buy, 

who has no previous shopping history. Moreover, these products are not in their 

current basket yet. This implementation is also expected to give an inspiration to 

discover more applications for industrial and business companies in the future. 

7.1 Supermarket Basket Database 

For the demonstration, we provide a supermarket basket database as the example 
database, which is created and managed by Microsoft Access 2000 [50]. But the 

intelligent interrogator is not limited in the type of databases, so that we can use 

various databases according to the applications, such as Oracle [88], MySQL [73], 

MS SQL server [98], IBM DB2 [51], etc. 

7.1.1 The Example Database and Database Table 

The supermarket basket database contains three database tables, which are customer 

table, transaction table and product table. The relationships and attributes of 

these three tables are illustrated in Figure 7.1. The attribute "CardNumber" in 

Customer table is the prime key, which is linking to the foreign key "CardNumber" 

in Transaction table. Similarly, The attribute "UPC" in Product table is the prime 

key, which is linking to the foreign key "UPC" in Transaction table. 

1. Customer table contains the personal details of customers, such as name, sex, 

age, postcode, etc. 

2. Product table contains the commercial and nutritional information published 
in the website [92], such as energy, fat content, sugar content, etc. these 

contents of each product are measured in per 100 gram. 
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FirstName 
Surname 
Sex 
Age 
City 
PostCode 

Time 

UPC 
ScanType 
ItemQuatity 
TotalPriceOFTheltem 
ProductDescription 

UPC 
ProductName 
Category 
Price 
Size 
Measure 
Vegetarian 
Energy 

Figure 7.1: The supermarket basket database example 

3. Transaction table contains supermarket basket scanner panel data, which 

is randomly generated by data generator according to several certain shop- 

ping behaviours of customers. It includes UPC (universal product code), the 

number of items purchased, total price, and so on. 

In Transaction table, each row represents a single transaction, which only con- 

tains the information of the product purchased. Each shopping basket identified by 

the customer and date contains a number of transactions. 

Each of these three tables in the database can be considered as a data set for 

the data mining and machine learning purpose, and a specified data set can also be 

formed using SQL query from these three basic database tables. 

7.1.2 The Data Generator 

A data generator implemented in Java is used to randomly create supermarket basket 

scanner panel data for Transaction table in the supermarket basket database intro- 

duced in Section 7.1.1. Given the values of foreign keys respectively from Customer 
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and Product table, the generated data is able to build the relationships illustrated 

in Figure 7.1. 

To simulate shopping behaviours of customers, we design the following 6 param- 

eters of the data generator: 

1. Few favourite contents in Product table, 

2. The percentage thresholds of selected favourite contents, where if the value of 

any selected favourite content of a product is smaller than the multiplication 

of the percentage threshold and the maximum value of that content, then we 

do not choose that product to create a transaction, 

3. Few favourite categories in Product table, 

4. The probability to choose the reduced products, 

5. The maximum number of transactions in each basket, 

6. The shopping frequency of a given customer. 

Given these parameters, the data generator randomly selects a product from 

Product table. If the product matches the criteria of the first three parameters, it is 

then selected to create a transaction in Transaction table, otherwise it is dropped. 

The values of the remaining attributes of that transaction are generated according to 

the selected customer and the product. The fourth parameter is used to determine 

how often the price of that transaction is the reduced price. Finally, the last two 

parameters determine the number of transactions respectively associated with each 

basket and each customer. 

7.2 The Demonstration of Intelligent Fril/SQL Inter- 

rogator 

In the demonstration version, we prepare two examples in the supermarket basket 

analysis application. The first example is marketing segmentation and customer 
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personalization, which is also used to demonstrate how the intelligent interrogator 

works and hence to give users more idea about new applications. The second example 

is customer evaluation, which is used to demonstrate how to use the toolkit and 

define new rules in the intelligent interrogator. 

We therefore develop an example of the query system shown in Figure 7.2 using 

the supermarket basket database in Section 7.1, which is implemented in logic object 

1-7 in the "supermarket-demo" viewer in the intelligent interrogator. The object 1, 

2,3 on the left side can be used to implement marketing segmentation and customer 

personalization applications, and the object 4«7 on the right side can be a customer 

evaluation part of the customer relationship management (CRM) system. 

Object 2 

II Output table 2 
Object 1 

SQL 2 

Object 1 

Product FPl Output table I 

SQL 1 

Fril query 1 

Object 3 

Transaction 
Output table 3 

Object 1 

SQL 3 

Customer 
Object 4 
Object 5 

Output table 6 

SQL6 

Customizcd knowlcdgc 

Fril query 6 

Figure 7.2: The linking logic objects for the demonstration of intelligent interrogator 
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7.2.1 Marketing Segmentation and Customer Personalization 

The food contents, such as sugar content, can be used to analyse customer behaviours 

and favourites associated with purchase records in effect [1131, so that we design 

object 1,2,3 illustrated in Figure 7.2 to measure how a customer or a group of 

customers favour the low sugar content food. 

To implement object 2,3, we needs to design object 1 shown in Figure 7.3 to 

give the membership of items whose sugar content being low in the example at 

first. The input of object 1 is product table only, and SQL query in slot 1 takes 

values of UPC (universal product code), product name, price, and sugar content 

from Product table, to form a temporary Fril knowledge base which is passed to 

Fril query in slot 3. The Fril supp_query gives the list of non-zero membership of 

fuzzy set objectl_sugar_low defined in fuzzy partition objectl_sugar in the middle 

of top by using graphic user interface shown in Figure 6.3 in Section 6.4.4, which is 

the value of support attribute in the output table. The result of Fril query is the 

list of lists, each of which correspond to a row of values of attributes in the output 

table. Finally, the output table of object 1 is saved in the database to be reused for 

object 2,3. 

objectl_sugar 
UPC, Produc 
Price, Sugar, 

SELECT UPC, ProductName, Price, Sugar FROM 
Product ORDER BY UPC 

(findall (UPC PRODUCTNAME PRICE SUGAR SUPPORT) 

ipp_query ((case R UPC PRODUCTNAME PRICE 

ectl_sugar_low)(ease R UPC PRODUCTNAME PRICE 
GAR)) (SUPPORT P)) (less 0 SUPPORT)) X)) 

Figure 7.3: Object 1- the membership of sugar content being low 

Object 2 is representing a case to sum up the number of items sold from 01/10/2004 
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to 10/10/2004, their total price and total price originally labelled (because of dis- 

count, the price < the price originally labelled), according to the distribution of 

support of object 1, where the support is the membership of that sugar content 

being low. This process can be simply implemented using SQL shown object 2 in 

Figure 7.4. 

Transaction Items, SaleTotalPriec, 
Objectl LabelTotalPrice, Support 

SELECT Sum(Transaction. ItemQuantity) AS NumOfItems, 
Sum(Transaction. Tota1PriceOf'IbeItem) AS SaleTotalPrice, 
Sum(Transaction. ItemQuanuty*FocusOutputTable_1. Price) AS LabelTotalPrice, 
FocusOutputTable_1. Support FROM Transaction INNER JOIN 
FocusOutputTable_1 ON Transaction. UPC=FocusOutputTable_1 UPC WHERE 
Transaction. Date<#10/10/2004# And Transaction. Date>#1/10/2004# GROUP 
BY Focus OutputTable_I. Support ORDER BY FocusOutputTabl e_1. Support 

Figure 7.4: Object 2- the summary according to the distribution of support 

Supposing the output table of object 2 is shown in Figure 7.5, it can be plotted 

as two types of bar chart shown in Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7. 

i<oýfItss SildotalPrics L6olTotalPric. Sort 

1 2.37 2.96 0.1849 

11 16.39 16.39 0.7979 

2 3.78 5.78 0.8493 

1 0.17 0.27 0.9931 

11 62.25 70.71 0.9966 

1 1.09 1.68 1 

Figure 7.5: The output table of object 2 

As it can be seen in Figure 7.6, we plot the support distribution corresponding to 

the price in order to form a fuzzy set, which is able to infer the membership of that 

sugar content being low by giving a certain total price in this case. Furthermore, we 

provide alternative multi-bar chart in Figure 7.7 to discretize the support in x-axis 
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so that the number of items, total price sold and total price labelled can be inferred 

by giving support. 

I 

0.9 

0.8 

0.7 

t 0.6 

0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0 

Figure 7.6: The object 2 output table bar chart 1 

so 

70 

60 

50 

40 
ö 30 

20 

10 

0 

F- Numh., of Items 
Total Price Sold 

aas 111111 Total Price Labelled 

Figure 7.7: The object 2 output table bar chart, 2 

We use SQL in object 3 to repeat the process in object 2 but specified in an 

individual or a group of customers with their personal information, such as name. 

age, post code, etc., so that we are able to find customers' favourites by individual or 

groups. The similar two types of bar chart are also plotted according to the output 

table. 

In the end, we can form a graphic report illustrated in Figure 7.8 about cus- 

tomer behaviour and favourite of either an individual customer or a certain group 

of customers, by plotting the list of ordering support figures similar with Figure 7.6 
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and Figure 7.7 with respect to the fuzzy sets of product energy, sugar content, fat 

content, and price, discount, etc. 

Fuzzy sit ':, Energy Protein Fat 

low 

medium 

high 

Sugar .. " Price 

Figure 7.8: Marketing segmentation or customer personalization report 

7.2.2 Who Is The Best Customer 

The customer evaluation is an important part of a customer relationship manage- 

ment (CRM) system [22]. The evaluation made by the experienced staff is more 

accurate than machine learning methods, but the cost and time consumption is 

much more as well. To solve this problem, we use fuzzy data mining and machine 

learning toolkit in the intelligent interrogator to discover rules based on the training 

set formed by experienced staff, and evaluate best customers by using these rules. If 

users require, these rules can be modified or combined with no conflicting new rules 

from other objects. The system is illustrated in Figure 7.2. 

Assuming we decide the best customers only according to their shopping fre- 

quency and average spending in a selected period and customer rank represents how 

likely one customer is the best, we form object 4 shown in Figure 7.2 to calculate 

frequency and average in original database to prepare the training set of object 5 

shown in Figure 7.2, where customer rank is adjusted by manager or senior analyser. 

And then, object 5 creates the training set and produces Rule 7.1 in Fril format to 

define the best customers by using fuzzy data mining and machine learning toolkit 

embedded. The output of object 5 is the rule interpreted in Rule 7.1, where high is 

the predefined fuzzy set. 
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I'] Customer Table FirstName Surname, [21 Object4 , New Rank 
13] Object5 Knowledge Base - 
SELECT Count(FocusOutputTable_4. CardNumber) AS ShoppingFreq, 

Avg(FocusOutputTable_4. TotalPrice) AS AvgSpending, 
Customer. FirstName, Customer. Surname, Customer. Rank 

FROM Customer INNER JOIN FocusOutputTable_4 ON 
Customer. C ardNumber=Focus OutputTable_4. C ardNumb er 

WHERE Customer. Rank is null 
GROUP BY Customer. FirstName, Customer. Sumame, Customer. Rank 

((term R SHF ASP) (case R SHF ASP FIRSTNAME SURNAME RANK) ) 

(X (findall (FIRSTNAME SURNAME NEW_RANK) 
( (supp_query ((rank is rank_fuzzy_set_2 R) 

(caseR SHF ASP FIRSTNAME SURNAME RANK)) 
(NEW_RANK P) ) 
(less 0 NEW-RANK)) 

X)) 

Figure 7.9: Object 6 using Rule 7.1 generated by toolkit 

Rule 7.1. IF shopping-frequency is high THEN customer-rank is high 

Object 6 in Figure 7.9 and object 7 in Figure 7.9 respectively represent two 

approaches to infer the rank of each new customer, which are continuous value 

from 0 to 1 to represent the degree of truth of that a new customer being the best 

customer. Their outputs are respectively shown in Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12. 

In the first approach, object 6 inputs Rule 7.1 automatically generated by toolkit 

and uses both Fril program and Fril query to infer the rank of each new customer. 

This approach can he used to implement various kinds of fiizzy system whose con- 

troller or rules are learned from fuzzy machine learning and data mining toolkit. 

Considering the flexibility of allowing experienced users to define rules or to write 

Fril program by themselves, we create object 7 to present the second approach, where 

slot 2 contains Rule 7.2 below and Fril program both of which are written by the 

user to infer the rank of each new customer. We can assume that Rule 7.2 is defined 

by the expert who does not believe Rule 7.1 learned by toolkit. 
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[') Customer Table FirstName, Surname, 
[2) Object4 New-Rank 

SELECT Count(FocusOutputTable_4. CardNumber) AS ShoppingFreq, 
Avg(FocusOutputTable_4. TotalPrice) AS AvgSpending, 
Customer. FirstName, Customer. Surname, Customer. Rank 

FROM Customer INNER JOIN FocusOutputTable_4 ON 
Customer. C ardNumber=FocusOutputTable_4. CardNumb er 

WHERE Customer. Rank is null 
GROUP BY Custorner. FirstName, Customer. Surname, Customer. Rank 

(avgspending_fuzzy_set_2 [ 47.108: 0 99.497: 1]) 

( (rank is rank_fuzzy_set_2 R) (term R X1 avgspending_fuzzy_ 
_ 

set 2) ) 
((term R SHF ASP) (case R SHF ASP FIRSTNAME SURNAME RANK) ) 

(X (findall (FIRSTNAME SURNAME NEW_RANK) 
((supp_query ((rank is rank_fuzzy_set_2 R) 

(case R SHF ASP FIRSTNAME SURNAME RANK)) 
(NEW-RANK P) ) 
(less 0 NEW-RANK)) 

X) ) 

Figure 7.10: Object 7 using Rule 7.2 defined by expert 

Rule 7.2. IF average spending is high THEN customer-rank is high 

It provides an alternative approach for users to predefine some background 

knowledge for learner or controller in other objects, or to make up rules using hu- 

man experience. The system therefore integrates artificial intelligence method with 

human intelligence and knowledge. 

.o 

Figure 7.11: The output table of object 6 
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Figure 7.12: The output table of object 7 

7.3 Fuzzy Association Rules Analysis by Toolkit in In- 

telligent Interrogator 

For supermarket basket analysis, association rules can he used to adjust store lay- 

outs, cross-selling, promotions, catalogue design and to identify customer segments 

based on buying patterns [116]. However, traditional rules are only restricted in the 

interested relations of certain groups of items consistently purchased together, so 

that the original database has to only use discrete attributes. This brings the big 

complexity problem, while analysing the relationship of hundreds of items or more. 

Fuzzy association rules can deal with continuous attributes in database. We 

therefore develop a new approach for supermarket basket analysis, where the exam- 

ple database containing supermarket basket data is introduced in Section 7.1. In 

Example 7.1. we discover the set of fuzzy association rules to describe customer's 

favourite by using the relations among spending or shopping frequency and nutrient 

contents. It therefore reduces the number of features or attributes to be analysed. 

In Example 7.2. we discover the rules using both discrete and continuous attributes 

that allows more important features to be included for analysis, compared with 

traditional association rules. 

The algorithm has been implemented in the fuzzy logic data. mining and machine 

learning toolkit in intelligent Fril/SQL interrogator introduced in Section 6.6. The 

following examples are also implemented in the logic object. 9 and 10 [115] in the 

"supermarket-demo" viewer in the intelligent interrogator. 

For mining fuzzy association rules using the effective reduced database algorithm 
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from prepared data set, we set up system parameter maximum probability threshold 

p as 0.15, which drops these entries whose joint probability is less than 15% of 

the maximum probability of each reduced database table, and system parameter 

credibility threshold 5 as 0.9. 

Example 7.1 (The Fuzzy Association Rules using Nutrient Contents in- 

stead of Items). We use SQL to select an customer shopping history to form 2 

data sets, which contains their total spending or the amount of items purchased in 

each day separately and 10 kinds of nutrient contents of products purchased in that 

shopping in total, to discover these fuzzy association rules representing the relation- 

ships among these nutrient contents with total spending or purchase amount. 

In the first data set, we discover 9 fuzzy association rules, and one of them is 

shown in Rule 7.3 below: 

Rule 7.3. IF (sum-of-energy is high) AND (sum-of-protein is high) AND (sum-of 

-carbohydrate 
is high) AND (sum-of-vitamins is medium) AND (sum-of-fat 

is high) AND (sum-of-sodium is high) AND (sum-of 
-sugar 

is medium) AND 

(sum of _f 
fibre is high) AND (sum-of-starch is high) AND (sum-of 

-iron 
is medium) 

THEN (total-spending is high) 

In the second data set, we discover 8 fuzzy association rules, and one of them is 

shown in Rule 7.4 below: 

Rule 7.4. IF (sum-of-energy is high) AND (sum-of-protein is high) AND (sumo f 

_carbohydrate 
is high) AND (sum-of-vitamins is medium) AND (sum-of-fat 

is high) AND (sum_o f 
, sodium is high) AND (sum-of-sugar is medium) AND 

(sum-of -fibre 
is medium) AND (sum-of 

-starch 
is high) AND (sum_o f 

-iron 
is 

medium) THEN (amount-of-items-purchased is big) 

We can use this method to analyse the favourite product or behaviour of a certain 

customer or a certain group of customers. The new approach of using nutrient 

contents instead of items in the relations gives much less complexity of association 

rules, especially to analyse hundreds or thousands of items in the supermarket. 
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Example 7.2 (The Fuzzy Association Rules using Both Discrete and Con- 

tinuous Attributes). We give another simple example in Rule 7.5 that includes 

both discrete and continuous attributes and that is discovered from the data set con- 

taining customer's sex, age and the sum of sugar content of products they purchased 

each time. 

Rule 7.5. IF (sex is male) AND (age is old) THEN (sum-of-sugar is medium) 

As it can be seen in Rule 7.5, if we use crisp sets as special fuzzy sets in fuzzy 

association rules, we still have the traditional association rules. 

Combining discrete attributes such as customer details (sex, postcode, city, etc), 
items and catalogue with continuous attributes such as nutrient contents, spending, 

price, stock, cost, and customer's age in the association rules is very helpful in various 

kinds of business analysis. It provides alternative new approach to find some good 

relations for analyser. 

7.4 The Hybrid Fuzzy Expert System for Recommen- 

dation to New Customers in Supermarket 

It is a challenge to provide an intelligent product suggestion for these new customers 

without previous shopping records in the supermarket application. Tb solve such 

a problem, we design a hybrid fuzzy expert system for recommendation using the 

improved fuzzy prototype model and semantic distance. Moreover, we implement 

a demonstration of the recommendation system by using intelligent Feil/SQL in- 

terrogator [115], which is an object-oriented and knowledge-based support query 

system containing the set of reusable logic objects linking one another. The results 

are evaluated by comparing the average product frequency of recommendations with 

the average frequency of non-recommendations. 
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7.4.1 The Introduction to Hybrid Fuzzy Expert System for Rec- 

ommendation 

It is a difficult problem to give a good recommendation for a new customer who has 

no previous shopping history. Moreover, it is also difficult to keep enough shopping 

records for every customer to precisely predict their favourites. Therefore, we design 

a hybrid fuzzy expert system to list intelligent product suggestions for these new 

customers, who have no previous shopping history records in the supermarket appli- 

cation. The system includes both the fuzzy prototype model and semantic distance, 

and is implemented by intelligent Fril/SQL interrogator, which is an object-oriented 

and knowledge-based support query system introduced in Chapter 6. 

Because we consider each of the shopping baskets as the fundamental unit of our 

model, we collect all shopping baskets {bold} of previous customers from the example 

database introduced in Section 7.1, where each historical basket bold is described as a 

list of average price and averages of 10 separated nutrient contents of these products 

purchased in that basket bold. Compared with the traditional analysis based on 

buying pattern, analysing these averages provides a simple and effective way to find 

the interesting relations among these baskets. 

The fuzzy prototype model {FPS} is learned from the training set including all 

shopping baskets {bold} of previous customers, and then it is used to infer these new 

baskets {b�e,,, } of each new customer. The one-line membership matrix of either 

a new basket or a historical basket inferred from the model is also its semantic 

coordinate. We calculate the list of semantic distances between the new basket bne,,, 

of the new customer and each of historical baskets bdd, according to their semantic 

coordinates. If the semantic distance SD in the form of number between them 

is smaller than a threshold SD < e, then we consider these two baskets have the 

semantic identity SD 0. These pairs of baskets without semantic identity are 

dropped. 

In addition, we define a set of system rules introduced in Algorithm 7.1 to give a 

good recommendation, where there are three system parameters - semantic distance 
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threshold e, popular rate threshold p and commonness threshold 6. These parameters 

can be either a certain value inputted by user or a percentage related with a minimum 

value (semantic distance) or a maximum value (popular rate and commonness). 

For the evaluation of the system, we prepare a supermarket basket database 

introduced in Section 7.1 by Microsoft Access to demonstrate the hybrid fuzzy expert 

system, where there are 10 customers' shopping records used to train the system 

model and another 3 new customers' shopping records totally apart from the training 

procedure used to test the performance of our system. There are 49 products, 401 

shopping baskets and 4176 transactions in the database in total. 

Finally, we propose an evaluation method for the results of recommendation sys- 

tem, by comparing the average product frequency of recommendations AF,. eo,,,, with 

the average product frequency of non-recommendations AF,,,, defined in Defini- 

tion 7.1 in Section 7.4.4. Because if we assume the products {p} in baskets associated 

with F,. had not been purchased yet, then we consider this new customer would 

be much more likely to buy these products {p}. Obviously, if AF,. e,,,,,,, > AF�o,,, 

then we consider that we evaluate the recommendation is good. 

7.4.2 System Rules and Parameters of The Recommendation Sys- 

tem 

The supermarket product recommendation system includes the fuzzy prototype 

model introduced in Section 5.1 and semantic distance introduced in Section 5.2, 

and its purpose is using these technologies to give an intelligent suggestion to a 

new customer cu without any shopping history. Therefore, for that new customer 

cu with a new basket bnew, we can define the product p is a good recommendation 

according to the following system rules in Algorithm 7.1, given the fuzzy prototype 

model {FP,, } and semantic distance SD between bnew and each of historical baskets 

{bold}- 

In Algorithm 7.1, the term popular in the third rule and common in the fourth 

rule can be measured by either fuzzy sets or numbers. In the demonstration system, 
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Algorithm 7.1 System Rules of The Recommendation System 
The product p is a good recommendation for a new customer cu with a new basket 

bne,,, IF 

(1) the membership NewMj with which b,,,,,, of cu belongs to the prototype 

FPS is high, 

AND (2) only the basket bold is selected for the GS where the semantic distance 

SD between b, ew and bad is smaller than the threshold, 

AND (3) the product p is popular in FP3, 

AND (4) p is NOT too common in all {FPS }, 

AND (5) p is NOT in the new basket bri,,,. 

we only use numbers to describe the popularity and commonness of the product p. 
To give the list of products as the good recommendation, we firstly train the 

fuzzy prototype model {FP,, } from the history of shopping baskets {bad} of previous 

customers. In the model, we use a set of fuzzy decision trees learned from different 

training sets {Sj} to represent fuzzy prototypes (FPJ a FDTj), which is introduced 

in Definition 5.1 and Algorithm 5.2. The branch nodes of the set of fuzzy decision 

trees take these averages in {S5 } as their values, and the leaf nodes of trees still 

take the fuzzy sets as their values, where these fuzzy sets are used to measure the 

degree of membership with which each basket belongs to that fuzzy prototype. In 

addition, one-line membership matrix {M2 } of a historical basket bdd inferred from 

the fuzzy prototype model is the semantic coordinate of that basket bad. The one- 

line membership matrix {Newts, } of a new basket b�,,,, inferred from the model is 

its semantic coordinate as well, where NewM3 used in the first rule of system rules 

in Algorithm 7.1 is associated with the jth fuzzy prototype FP,,. 

Secondly, we calculate the list of semantic distances in sequence between the new 

basket of the new customer and each of historical baskets, according to their semantic 

coordinates. As we proposed in Example 5.2 in Section 5.2.1, if the semantic distance 

SD in the form of number between the new shopping basket bnew and a historical 

basket bid is smaller than a threshold, SD < e, then we consider these two baskets 
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have the semantic identity SD . 0. We drop these pairs of baskets who have no 

semantic identity, which is corresponding to the second rule of system rules. 

To apply the third and fourth rule of system rules in Algorithm 7.1, we propose 

a popular rate poprate,, in Equation 7.1 to measure the popularity and commonness 

of a product p, where popratef is associated with the jth fuzzy prototype FPj. 

popratej = 
Ep Mjb 

" NewMj (7.1) 
ftotat 

where ftad is the total number of baskets having semantic identity with the new 
basket, which are selected from the second rule, NewMf is the membership of the 

new basket belonging to the prototype FPS and Mfp is the membership of each 

selected basket containing the product p belonging to prototype FPf. 

Example 7.3 (The Calculation of Popular Rate). For example, assuming we 

have 3 fuzzy prototypes, and the new basket bnew with the membership Newllt1 

belonging to the prototype FPl has the semantic identity with 10 historical bas- 

kets, where there are only 5 baskets of them containing the product p. If the 

set of membership of these 5 baskets with respect to the Ist prototype FPl is 

Mil, M12, 
... I 

M15, then 

popratel = 
M11+M12+... +MIS, NewM1 

10 

where popratel is associated with FPI. So do the rest of popular rates. 

In the result, we have j columns of popular rates corresponding to each product 
in the database. If all popular rates of product p are greater than a threshold 6 for 

commonness to avoid recommending common products, {popratej > 6, for all j}, 

then we consider product p is too common in all prototypes, so that p should not 

appear in the suggestion. Moreover, if not all poprate j> 6' (either 6' #6 or 6' = 6), 

then we consider the product p is fairly popular in FP1. Because the calculation 

of popratej in Equation 7.1 is already considering the membership Newltf1 of the 

new basket belonging to the prototype FPj, and hence the first and third rule of 
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system rules can be considered together, we simplify the procedure to only set up 

one threshold p for the maximum popular rate of each candidate product. Therefore, 

if MAXj(popratej) >p and {popratej < ö, for all j}, then we add the product into 

the recommendation list. 

The fifth rule of system rules in Algorithm 7.1 is used to avoid recommending a 

product already existed in the current basket of a new customer. 
Finally, these products in the list are recommended to the new customer. 

As we can see, there are 3 system parameters (thresholds) in the system: 

1. The semantic distance threshold e, to determine the semantic identity between 

the new basket and each of historical baskets with respect to the second rule 

of system rules, 

2. The popular rate threshold p, to select the popular product p with respect to 

the first, third and fourth rule, 

3. The commonness threshold ö, to select the not too common product p with 

respect to the first, third and fourth rule. 

These thresholds can be either the certain value inputted by user or the percent- 

age of the minimum (semantic distance) or maximum (popular rate and common- 

ness) value. 

7.4.3 The Recommendation System Implemented by Intelligent Fril/SQL 

Interrogator 

Intelligent Fril/SQL interrogator [115] introduced in Chapter 6 is an object-oriented 

and knowledge-based support query system to apply in artificial intelligence fields. 

It integrates the standard database query language SQL with support logic pro- 

gramming language Fril, and is also embedded with fuzzy logic data mining and 

machine learning toolkit, fuzzy partition graphic interface, natural language inter- 

face, data visualization tool, knowledge base customization editor, etc, to help the 

people who does not understand artificial intelligence techniques to use the system 
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easily. Therefore, we can easily implement the hybrid fuzzy expert system for the 

product recommendation in supermarket introduced in Section 7.4.1 by using these 

technologies in intelligent interrogator. The system is implemented in the "super- 

market-recommendation" viewer in the intelligent interrogator. 
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Figure 7.13: The linking logic objects to implement the fuzzy prototype model 

As we can see in Figure 7.13, the fuzzy prototype model of recommendation 

system proposed in Section 7.4.1 is implemented as the set of linking logic objects, 

where 3 fuzzy prototypes are proposed for the demonstration. 

Object I is designed to build the basket data set, where each basket is described 

as a list of average price and averages of 10 separated nutrient contents of these 

products purchased in that basket. The output table of object 1 contains these data 

and is used for fuzzy clustering and fuzzy decision tree as the training set. 

Object 2 applies fuzzy c means in the toolkit to output a knowledge base, which 

contains cluster centres and the membership matrix of historical baskets in the Fril 
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knowledge base format introduced in Section 6.2.4. 

As the prototype learning algorithm introduced in Algorithm 5.2 in Section 5.1.3, 

object 3,4 and 5 respectively form the training set for learning fuzzy decision tree, 

where the data in the target attribute is taken from the associated column in the 

membership matrix of object 2, and the rest is taken from object 1. 

In the end, object 6,7 and 8 respectively use the toolkit to form fuzzy decision 

trees, and each of objects represents each fuzzy prototype, which is corresponding 

to the respective fuzzy decision tree equivalently written as the set of Fril general 

rules [17,1151. These Fril general rules can be reused to infer the membership of a 

new basket by using Fril query in the separated logic object. The equivalent trans- 

formation between decision tree and general Fril rules is introduced in Section 4.1.3. 

To provide a list of intelligent product suggestions for new customers, we design 

the rest of system to implement the system rules defined in Algorithm 7.1 includ- 

ing 3 system parameters introduced in Section 7.4.2, by linking these logic objects 

illustrated in Figure 7.14. This implementation includes calculations of semantic 

distance, popular rates and commonness. 

Object 9 is used to transfer the membership matrix of historical baskets in object 

2 from the Fril knowledge base format into the original format, where each line of 

matrix is corresponding to the semantic coordinate of each historical basket, so that 

the semantic distance calculator in object 10 can use these data. 

We input the semantic coordinate of a new basket into the semantic distance 

calculator in object 10, and the list of semantic distance between the new basket 

and each historical basket is outputted as the Fril knowledge base. 

Object 11 combines these memberships of each historical basket with its associ- 

ated semantic distance, and then object 13 can compare these baskets calculations 

including their products frequencies calculated in object 12 with the semantic dis- 

tance threshold e. If SD < e, then we consider the new basket and the selected 

historical basket have semantic identity, SD 0. We drop these baskets that have 

no semantic identity with the new basket in object 13. 
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Figure 7.14: The linking logic objects to implement system rules and parameters 

Selecting these products not in the current new basket in object 15, object 14 cal- 

culates every popular rate of selected products according to Equation 7.1 by using the 

result of output table of object 13. Finally, we set up threshold F for the maximum 

popular rate and threshold b for commonness in object 15. If MAXS (poprate. ) >E 

and {popratej < 6, for all j}, then we add the selected product into the recommen- 

dation list. The output table of object 15 is the list of products for recommendation. 

7.4.4 The Experiment Results 

To evaluate our system performance, we choose another 3 new customers' shopping 

records, which were not used in the training processes before. In this experiment, 

we only randomly choose 5 baskets from these records of each new customer, and 

the remaining baskets are used to compare with the result of recommendation. If we 

assume the products in the remaining baskets had not been purchased yet, then we 
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can consider this new customer would be much more likely to buy these products. 

Therefore, we consider the comparison between the average product frequency of rec- 

ommendations and the average product frequency of non-recommendations defined 

in Definition 7.1 is a suitable evaluation method of the recommendation result. 

Definition 7.1 (The Average Product Frequency). During the evaluation, the 

product frequency F of a selected product p is the number of baskets containing a 

selected product p, where these baskets belong to a new customer but they are not 

their current shopping basket. 

For a recommendation Recom generated by the system, the average product 

frequency of recommendations AFre. in Equation 7.2 is the average of product 
frequencies {Fri} of these products {p,. e } in the recommendation list, where 

, =n E Recom. Pre 
Erecoýn Frecom 

(7.2) AFrecom = 
Nrecom 

where Nre. is the number of products {pTe. } in the recommendation list. 

Similarly, the average product frequency of non-recommendations AF, in Equar 

tion 7.3 is the average of product frequencies {F,,,. } of these products {pno�} not in 

the recommendation list Recom but in the remaining shopping records we provide, 

where p, o� V Recom. 

AF,,,, n = Enon F- (7.3) 
N, on 

where N, a� is the number of products {p n.... } not in the recommendation list. 

It is obvious that if AF,. ecom > AP, then we can say the recommendation 

Recom is good. 

For example, given the first new basket of new customer 1, the system provides 

the recommendation list shown in Table 7.5. 

elected MAX, (poprate3) represents the maximum popular rate of each sproduct, 

and Ffe.. is the product frequency of each selected products in the recom- 

mendation list, so that for this recommendation there is AFTe = 17.2 calculated 
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The List of Products MAX,, (poprate,, ) Freue 

Milk_Chocolate_400g 10.523382 23 

Seriously_Chocolatey_Cake 10.483816 12 

Cape_Cod_Potato_Chips_ teduced_Fat 8.880501 13 

Pringles_Potato_Snacks_Original50g 8.265406 18 

Beef_Braising_Steak_325g 7.777921 20 

AFrecom = 17.2 

Table 7.1: The list of products as the good recommendation for the new basket 1 of 

the new customer 1 

by Equation 7.2 in Definition 7.1. As the evaluation, we also calculate the aver- 

age product frequency of non-recommendations AF n.... = 16.333 by Equation 7.3 

in Definition 7.1. Because AF,. e,, �, = 17.2 > AF,,, = 16.333, we consider the 

recommendation in Table 7.5 is good. 

For each of 5 new baskets that we randomly choose from these shopping records 

of each new customer, we using the hybrid fuzzy expert system introduced in Sec- 

tion 7.4.1 to provide the good recommendation. To make a simple demonstration, we 

only give a certain value to these 3 system parameters - semantic distance threshold 

e, popular rate threshold p and commonness threshold b, where p=a. Nevertheless, 

in the real applications, each of thresholds can be set up as a percentage related 

with either a minimum value (semantic distance) or a maximum value (popular rate 

and commonness). Then, we respectively calculate the average product frequency 

of recommendations AFrecom by Equation 7.2 and the average product frequency of 

non-recommendations AFnb� by Equation 7.3 with respect to each recommendation, 

and the results are shown in Table 7.2, Table 7.3 and Table 7.4. According to Defini- 

tion 7.1, if AFTecý > AF,,,,, then we consider that we evaluate the recommendation 

is good. 

The new customer 1 has 53 baskets in total, and the evaluation result of 5 
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6n,,,, All M2 M3 E p 5 AFrecom AF, 
ao� 

1 0.026602 0.568889 0.436771 65 7.75 7.75 17.200 16.333 

2 0.029549 0.606257 0.303917 60 10.00 10.00 17.833 17.077 

3 0.014870 0.097079 0.918359 40 18.00 18.00 18.000 17.000 

4 0.016127 0.259566 0.787891 55 16.00 16.00 17.250 16.375 

5 0.213558 0.667778 0.044811 50 9.12 9.12 17.600 16.176 

Table 7.2: The result table of new customer 1 

All M2 M3 e p 8 AFrecom AF, 

1 0.096680 0.667227 0.118219 45 9.00 9.00 12.625 10.700 

2 0.388234 0.623896 0.045374 85 16.00 16.00 10.750 10.469 

3 0.014648 0.097469 0.918152 30 16.00 16.00 12.143 10.172 

4 0.326282 0.693792 0.044478 90 19.26 19.26 12.750 10.045 

5 0.511235 0.478752 0.047236 95 12.20 12.20 12.333 10.407 

Table 7.3: The result table of new customer 2 

b M1 Rf2 M3 p 5 AFrecom AFnon 

1 0.345184 0.594730 0.045748 80 14.9 14.9 6.667 6.444 

2 0.063981 0.698017 0.044424 60 17.5 17.5 6.750 6.364 

3 0.262546 0.623745 0.045376 60 8.5 8.5 8.500 6.848 

4 0.034293 0.606087 0.396226 60 9.0 9.0 9.670 7.044 

5 0.375590 0.629781 0.045299 65 8.5 8.5 7.500 6.810 

Table 7.4: The result table of new customer 3 
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random new baskets is shown in Table 7.2, where b7LP2,, lists the index number of 

5 new baskets, M1, M2 and M3 are respectively the inferred membership of a new 

basket belonging to each of 3 fuzzy prototypes. 

For example, for the first new basket of new customer 1 shown in Table 7.2, we 

use the fuzzy prototype model illustrated in Figure 7.13 to get its inference, which 

is the one-line membership matrix {0.026602,0.568889,0.436771}. Then, we set up 

thresholds F. = 65 and p=6=7.75. These products in the recommendation list 

shown in Table 7.5 are outputted from the recommendation system with respect to 

the new basket 1 of the new customer 1. Furthermore, we evaluate the result of the 

recommendation, by comparing AFrecO�L with AF,,,,. If AFreCOt77 > AFno,,, then we 

consider that this recommendation is good. 

The new customer 2 has 40 baskets in total, and the evaluation result of 5 random 

new baskets is shown in Table 7.3. 

The new customer 3 has 31 baskets in total, and the evaluation result of 5 random 

new baskets is shown in Table 7.4. 

In addition, the results in Table 7.2, Table 7.3 and Table 7.4 are illustrated in 

Figure 7.15. 
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7.4.5 The Comparison to A Simple Correlation Matrix Recommen- 

dation Engine 

To compare the performance of this intelligent recommendation system implemented 

by the hybrid fuzzy expert system, we implement a simple correlation matrix rec- 

ommendation engine by the statistical method, which recommends a list of products 

according to the high positive correlation. For this comparison, we use a data gen- 

erator introduced in Section 7.1.2 to create a training set containing 277 baskets of 

10 customers, and 3 different test sets respectively containing 53,40 and 31 baskets 

of 3 new customers. The different parameters introduced in Section 7.1.2 are given 

to the data generator, so that this training set and 3 test sets have different existing 

relationships and also some noise in the data. Furthermore, all these baskets in the 

data sets contain 49 different products in total. 

For a simple correlation matrix recommendation engine, we need to calculate 

the correlation matrix of these 49 products, which is one (49 x 49) symmetrical 

matrix. Each element of this matrix represents the correlation of two corresponding 

products. If one of these two products is appeared in the basket but not the other 

and their correlation is positive high enough, then the other product will be in the 

recommendation list. To provide a reasonable number of products in the recommen- 

dation list, we define a correlation threshold w. These products are selected for the 

recommendation, only if their correlations are equal to or greater than w. In this 

comparison, we have 4 different correlation matrices in total. The first one is cal- 

culated from the training set containing 277 baskets to form the simple correlation 

matrix recommendation engine, which can be seen in Appendix C. The other three 

are separately calculated from 3 test sets, which represent the existing relationships 

in the test set of each new customer, and which are also the reasonable references 

for comparing these two recommendation systems. These products are called the 

reference products. 

Then, we use these 277 baskets to form both two recommendation systems, and 

make recommendations according to each of 5 baskets of a new customer, where these 
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baskets are randomly chosen from the test set of this new customer. Therefore, there 

are two lists of recommended products respectively provided by the simple correla- 

tion matrix recommendation engine and hybrid fuzzy expert system. In addition, we 

treat the reference products selected by the correlation matrix of the test set of this 

new customer as the right recommendations of this customer. Finally, given each 

basket of a new customer, we compare how many products in each recommendation 

list are matching the reference products, and calculate the corresponding accuracy 

by Equation 7.4. 

Accuracy = 
AnOM 

(, T 4) 
Precom 

where P,,, at represents the number of recommended products matching the refer- 

ence products, and PTe represents the total number of recommended products. 

The comparison results are respectively shown in Table 7.6 for new customer 1, 

Table 7.7 for new customer 2 and Table 7.8 for new customer 3. In these tables, 

b,,,, represents the basket number of this new customer. Preference represents the 

number of reference products, which are selected by the correlation matrix of the test 

set of this new customer. PTecom-c represents the number of products recommended 

by the simple correlation matrix recommendation engine, and P,,, ntch, represents 

the number of recommended products matching the reference products. Accuracy, 

represents the corresponding accuracy calculated by Equation 7.4. Peeoº�h, Pnatchh 

and Accuracyh are respectively similar with Preemn 
, Pr�atch_c and Accuracye, but 

they are the results of using the hybrid fuzzy expert system. In Table 7.7, Pwrong 

represents the number of wrong products recommended by the simple correlation 

matrix recommendation engine, where these products are not included in the test 

set of new customer 2. 

For example, given the basket 1 of new customer 2 in Table 7.7, we can have two 

lists of recommended products respectively form two recommendation systems and 

also 5 reference products shown in Table 7.5. 
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As we can see in Table 7.5, there are only 2 of 5 products recommended by 

the simple correlation matrix recommendation engine matching the reference prod- 

ucts, and there are 3 of 8 products recommended by the hybrid fuzzy expert system 

matching the reference products. Therefore, there are Accuracy,, = 2/5 = 40% and 
Accuracyh = 3/8 = 37.5%. In Table 7.5, the symbol "*" represents the wrong rec- 

ommended product, because the simple correlation matrix recommendation engine 

recommends products that are not appeared in the test set of new customer 2. 

The new customer 1 has 53 baskets, which include all 49 products. For the 

comparison of two recommendation systems, we randomly choose 5 baskets, and 

the results are shown in Table 7.6. To provide the reasonable number of reference 

products in Preference, we set up the correlation threshold w=0.45. To provide 

the reasonable number of products recommended by the simple correlation matrix 

recommendation engine in we set up the correlation threshold w, = 0.2. 

New Customer Correlation Matrix Hybrid System 

bnew Preference Precom-c Pmatch.. c Accuracy, Precomh Pmatchh AcCuracyh 

1 7 9 2 22.2% 5 1 20% 

2 5 6 1 16.7% 6 2 33.3% 

3 6 8 0 0 6 0 0 

4 7 9 1 11.1 % 4 2 50% 

5 7 6 3 50% 5 1 20% 

Average 1.4 20 % 1.2 24.7 % 

Table 7.6: The comparison of new customer 1 

The new customer 2 has 40 baskets, which only include 37 products of all 49 

products. For the comparison of two recommendation systems, we randomly choose 

5 baskets, and the results are shown in Table 7.7. To make sure that there are more 

than 2 products available for either the reference products or the recommended 

products, we use the different correlation thresholds for each basket. 
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The symbol "*" in bnew in Table 7.7 represents that there are some wrong recom- 

mended products by the simple correlation matrix recommendation engine for this 

basket, because it recommends products that are not appeared in the test set of new 

customer 2. For example in Table 7.5, the simple correlation matrix recommenda- 

tion engine recommends wrong products Duck-Fillets and LambJVIince225g for the 

basket 1 of new customer 2, where these two products are not any of 37 products 
included in the test set of new customer 2. However, the hybrid fuzzy expert system 

does not provide these wrong recommendations. 

The new customer 3 has 31 baskets, which include all 49 products. For the 

comparison of two recommendation systems, we randomly choose 5 baskets, and 

the results are shown in Table 7.8. To provide the reasonable number of reference 

products in Preference, we set up the correlation threshold w=0.6 for basket 1,2, 

3 and 5. But we use w=0.5 for basket 4, because there are less than 2 products 

available for the recommendation if we use w=0.6 for this basket. To provide 

the reasonable number of products recommended by the simple correlation matrix 

recommendation engine in we set up the correlation threshold w, = 0.2. 

New Customer Correlation Matrix Hybrid System 

bnew Preference Precom-c Prnatch-c Accuracy, Precom-h Pmatch-h Accuracyh 

1 6 6 1 16.6% 3 0 0 

2 7 7 1 14.2% 5 1 20% 

3 9 8 2 25% 6 3 50% 

4 6 4 0 0 3 0 0 

5 6 5 0 0 8 1 12.5% 

Average 0.8 11.2 % 1 16.5 % 

Table 7.8: The comparison of new customer 3 

As we can see, using the hybrid fuzzy expert system including the fuzzy prototype 

model and semantic distance, we can design an intelligent recommendation system 
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to provide a good suggestion for these new customers without shopping history in 

the supermarket application. The result of this system is reasonable good as a 

simple statistical recommendation system, but it is more intelligent than the simple 

statistical system. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion and Future Work 

In this thesis, we propose several fuzzy models based on the mass assignment theory 

to solve various data mining and machine learning problems, which is also called 

fuzzy logic data mining and machine learning. These fuzzy models can not only 

handle imprecision and uncertainty in the real application, but also provide the easy 

linguistic interpretation of the models. Moreover, they overcome the sharp boundary 

problems in modelling, and provide a soft controller surface and good accuracy in 

dealing with continuous attributes and the prediction problem. 

Tree-based and rule-based fuzzy models are mainly used for some of typical 

problems introduced in Section 2.1.2. Fuzzy decision tree and simple fuzzy logic rules 

are simple, effective and transparent models to solve classification and prediction 

problems. All kinds of fuzzy decision trees can be changed into simple fuzzy logic 

rules. We therefore discover the set of simple fuzzy logic rules from a fuzzy decision 

tree based on the same fuzzy sets, after dropping these rules whose credibility is less 

than a reasonable threshold, only if the accuracy of the training set using these rules 

is reasonably close to the accuracy using fuzzy decision tree. The set of simple fuzzy 

logic rules satisfied with this condition is also used to interpret the information of 

the tree. 

Compared with traditional association rules, fuzzy association rules provide good 

linguistic explanation, and can deal with both discrete attributes and continuous 
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attributes. It provides an alternative new approach in the applications introduced 

in Section 7.3, which not only can be used to reduce the complexity of association 

rules, but also to cover more important attributes in the rules. In order to solve 

complexity problem of mining fuzzy association rules, we discover these rules by 

using the effective reduced database algorithm (ERDB). 

The reduced database table (RDBT) and effective reduced database algorithm 

are good methods to build a transparent and knowledge based fuzzy model with 

less space and time complexity. Afterwards it can be used to discover various kinds 

of fuzzy models, such as fuzzy association rules, fuzzy decision tree, fuzzy Bayesian 

net, etc. 

It is helpful to either use feature selection before running the effective reduced 

database algorithm or combine it with the algorithm, which can drop redundant and 

unimportant attributes to reduce the dimension of the final reduced database table. 

This improvement is for future work. 

In the end, we propose an enhanced simple fuzzy logic rules model using the 

general boosting algorithm, in order to improve the accuracy. The general boosting 

algorithm derived from AdaBoost algorithm can deal with multi-class classification 

and prediction problems. However, the results show that the enhanced model can 

only slightly improve the accuracy compared with the original model, so that we do 

not recommend to use boosting algorithm with fuzzy models. 

The fuzzy prototype model takes an advantage of giving the general descriptions 

of the prototypes in terms of a set of attributes, but the previous model can not solve 

the prediction problem where the inference contains numerical value. We improve 

the previous fuzzy prototype model to be able to solve the prediction problem, 

to make an inference for a new example by giving a one-line membership matrix 

corresponding to each prototype, instead of classifying the example to a certain 

prototype. 

In addition, we define the semantic coordinate and semantic distance to measure 

the semantic similarity between two objects, where these objects can be words, data 
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vectors, probability distributions, or fuzzy sets. If their semantic distance is smaller 

than a threshold, then we consider these two objects have the semantic identity. 

All of the above fuzzy models are included in the fuzzy logic data mining and 

machine learning toolkit introduced in Section 6.6. It can be used to automatically 

provide knowledge base or rules to assist humans to analyse huge data sets and 

extract the useful information and knowledge for easily understanding. In addition, 

we build this toolkit in intelligent Frii/SQL interrogator. 

Intelligent Fril/SQL interrogator is an object-oriented and knowledge-based sup- 

port query system, which is implemented by the set of logic objects linking one an- 

other. These logic objects integrate SQL query, support logic programming language 

- Fril and Fril query together by processing them in sequence in slots of each logic 

object. This approach therefore takes advantage of both object-oriented system and 

knowledge-based system. It is easy to implement a complex artificial intelligence 

system by linking or reusing logic objects. The knowledge base or rules can either 

be automatically generated by the built-in toolkit, or alternatively written or edited 

by users. Therefore, intelligent interrogator is also a support logic programming 

environment, where users can write Fril programs through logic objects. 

Furthermore, we demonstrate two examples for the development of AI-based 

systems using intelligent Fril/SQL interrogator. The first example is based on su- 

permarket basket data analysis application, which includes marketing segmentation, 

customer personalization and customer relationship management (CRM). This ex- 

ample is used to explain how the intelligent interrogator works and what the advan- 

tages are. The second example is to provide an intelligent product suggestion for 

these new customers without previous shopping records in the supermarket appli- 

cation. The system is a hybrid fuzzy expert system using both the fuzzy prototype 

model and semantic distance, which is implemented by intelligent interrogator. A 

set of system rules for the good suggestion is proposed in the system, and only these 

products satisfied with all system rules are added into the suggestion list. According 

to the set of system rules, there are three system parameters (thresholds) proposed 
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in the system, which are the semantic distance threshold, the popular rate threshold 

and the commonness threshold. These implementations are also expected to give 

an inspiration to develop more applications for industrial and business companies in 

the future. In the end of this thesis, we provide the user manual of the intelligent 

Fril/SQL interrogator, to demonstrate how to use the system. 

However, how to automatically choose and optimise these three system parame- 

ters in the second demonstration system is a difficult and complex problem, because 

the processes of searching suitable system parameters and optimising the results 

can significantly increase the system complexity. To solve this problem with less 

complexity is considered for future work. 
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Appendix A 

The User Manual of Intelligent 

Feil/SQL Interrogator 

This appendix is used to teach the user how to use the intelligent Fril/SQL in- 

terrogator introduced in Chapter 6. The content of this manual is based on the 

demonstration version of the intelligent interrogator, which is recorded in the CD 

attached with this thesis. The CD contains a Java JAR file Interrogator. jar to 

run the intelligent interrogator, a directory config including all system configura- 

tion files, Mil interface files, JDK 1.4.2 for Windows and Fril 4.982. 

A. 1 How to use it 

The demonstration of the intelligent Fril/SQL interrogator is available in the Win- 

dows 2000 or XP operating system. Before using it, the user has to install Java, 

Fril and Microsoft Access in the computer, and copy the directory Intelligent 

Interrogator with files into C disk. In addition, it is necessary to register all 

Access databases in ODBC Data Sources in Control Panel, where the data source 

names are the same as the database names. The registration detail can be found 

in the book "Microsoft Access 2000" [501. The intelligent interrogator also supports 

MySQL, but its registration is different [73]. 
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JFril interface for Windows contains two files JFril. class and JFrilLib. dll. For 

the different operating system, the user needs the corresponding JFril interface, 

which can be found in Fril resources under Prof. Trevor Martin's homepage [69]. 

The demonstration software is devolved in Java, and all . Java compiled files are 

bundled in a JAR file - Interrogator. jar. To run the intelligent interrogator, the user 

needs to get in the working directory "C: \Intelligent Interrogator" in DOS command 

line, and then type "java -jar Interrogator. jar". The tutorial of using Java JAR files 

can be found in the Sun's website [541. 

A. 2 The Main Window 

The first pop-up window is a login window shown in Figure A. 1 to distinguish 

different users. 

Intelligent Interrogator (Demo 1.0) 

User Name : user name 

Password: ******** 

Artkgence, Copyright (c) 2004 
Jim Baldwin, Dong (Water) Xb 

Figure A. 1: The login window 

Click the "OK" button, then go to the main window shown in Figure A. 2. The 

text field on the top of main window displays the user name. The first combo box 

on the left contains the list of available databases, where there are three databases 

in the list for the demonstration. The second combo box contains the list of viewers 

of the selected database. The detail of viewer is introduced in Section 6.5.2. One 

database may have several viewers for the different implementations, however, this 

function is not available in the demonstration version. A group of radio buttons on 
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the right side of the main window displays the types of databases that the intelligent 

interrogator currently supports. Microsoft Access is a default setting for Windows 

operating system. 

# intelligent FriM Interrogator Main Wi ndow   
File Mdv 

User Name . user name 

MYSOL 

Please choose a database : upermarket_demo and viewer : Not eveileble in De... gqw y)erynr y 

Superanrket Basket Database 
iK"" 

ý- 
escciption: 

UPC 1) Custoaer table contains the 

tanlD 
ProductNeme ersonal details of custoaeta. 

Date ý 
Category 2) Transaction table contains 

CardkiiihQ Time 
Price 

supermarket basket scanner panel 
FirstName 

TW1° 

ý 
t�lze data. 

UPC Yagetarian 3) Product table contains the Sex 
Age 

ScanType Energy coaaeccia1 and nutritional 

City 
ItemQuetitY Protein intonation published in web. 

Postcode 
TotaPriceOfThettem Carbohydrate 
ProductDescriptlon Vitarrins 

Fat 
S d o ium 
Sugar 
Fibre 
Starch 
Iron 

IDesavilbon 

Figure A. 2: The main window 

Choose a database and its type (Access or MySQL), and click the button "Show 

Viewer", we then go to the next window - the viewer of linking logic objects. 

A. 3 The Viewer of Linking Logic Objects 

As we introduced in Section 6.5.2, the viewer of linking logic objects is used to 

display and manage the linking relations among logic objects for a complex system. 

A sample of a viewer window is illustrated in Figure A. 3. 

The text field on the top of the viewer window shows the viewer name. In the 
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Figure A. 3: The viewer of linking logic objects 

middle of the window, there is a scroll panel to display the relations table, whose 

column head lists the index number of each logic object in each button. The detail of 

the relations table and relations represented by three capital letters are introduced 

in Section 6.5.2. To go to the window of a logic object, we click the corresponding 

button in the column head with the right index number. 

The function to create a new viewer is not provided in the demonstration. To cre- 

ate a new viewer, the user has to manually create a new viewer directory that has the 

same name as the database, and create a new configuration file EditorConf ig. txt 

in this directory to open the viewer window. The introduction of configuration files 

of the manual can be seen in Section A. 7. 
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On the bottom of viewer window, there are three buttons "Natural Language 

Queries" whose function is introduced in Section A. 6, "Add A New Logic Object" 

whose function is introduced in Section A. 4.5 and "Cancel". 

A. 4 Logic Object 

Name of the Object : Object6 

Selected Input List 

Customer 
Object4 4 

Objects 5 KB 

Fuzzy Partition List Output (Focus) Table Name 

FocusOutputTable 6 

LRefresh Output 

Add a New FP Edrt 
Show Output 

Re-select Input Select Defined FP Delete 

SQL 
Customer. CardNumber=FocusOutputTable_4. CardNumber WHERE 

Customer. Rank is null GROUP BY Customer. FirstName, 

Customer. Surname, Customer. Rank 

User Customizing (__) SQL=>KB 

Configure Machine Learning Toolkß 

object6 knowledgebase. txt KB Editor 

Fril Query (wh query) 
(X (findall (FIRSTNAME SURNAME NEW-RANK) ((supp_query ((rank is r 

ank_fuzzy_set_2 R)(case R SHF ASP FIRSTNAME SURNAME RANK)) (NEW_R 

ANK P)) (less 0 NEW-RANK)) X)) 

Key words : est, #customer, shopping, frequently, spending, average, highly, knowledge, base 

I Delete This Object Save & Output Cancel 

Figure A. 4: The logic object window example 1 
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Name of the Object : 

Selected Input List 

I Re-select Input 

Objectl0 

Fuzzy Partition List Output Knowledge Base 

5ct10_knowledgebase. txt 

Add a New FP Edit 

Select Defined FP Delete 

Refresh Output 

Show Output 

SQL 
Customer. CardNumber=Transaction. CardNumber) ON 
Product. UPC=Transaction. UPC GROUP BY Customer. FirstName, 
Customer. Sex, Customer. Age, Transaction. CardNumber, 

Configure Machine Learning Toolkit 

User Customizing ; SQL=}KB object10 knowledgebase. txt KB Editor 

Fril Query (wh query) 

Key words: 

LDelete This Object Save 8 Output Cancel 

Figure A. 5: The logic object window example 2 

The logic object window is one main interface in the intelligent interrogator, 

which is separated into several parts including inputs, outputs, slots, fuzzy partitions 

and key words for natural language queries. The text field on the top of the viewer 

window displays the name of the selected logic object. Two examples to show the 

logic object window are illustrated in Figure A. 4 and Figure A. 5. 
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A. 4.1 Inputs 

The part on the top left of the logic object window is the list of inputs of this 

object, which is introduced in Section 6.4.2. To select or edit the object's inputs, 

the user needs to click the button "Re-select Inputs", and then a window shown in 

Figure A. 6 to choose inputs is popped up. On the left of this window, all names of 

available database tables and reusable logic objects in this viewer are listed. If the 

input item is a database table, then it is represented by its name. If the input item 

is an output table, then it is represented by its logic object name followed by object 

index number. If the input item is a knowledge base, then it is represented by its 

logic object name followed by object index number and "KB". 

Al hput List 

n 
Transaction 

Objectl 1 
Object2 2 Re-select »> Object3 3 

W 
Object7 7 

Object8 8 

Obiect9 9 KB 

Selected Yjxi List 

Customer 
Object4 4 
Object5 5 KS 

1 04< 1 cu 

Figure A. 6: The window to select or edit an object's inputs 

For a single selection, the user just simply clicks an item in the list. But for 

multiple selections, the user has to hold the Ctrl key in the keyboard and click the 

items. After the user makes the selection, the user clicks the button "Re-select»>" 

to list all of the selected inputs on the right side of the window. In the end, the 

user needs to click the button "OK" if all inputs are correct. If the user clicks the 

"Cancel". the process of this selection will be cancelled and the previous inputs are 

still remaining. 
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A. 4.2 Fuzzy Partitions 

The part on the top middle of the logic object window is the list of fuzzy parti- 

tions, which is respectively introduced in Section 3.4.1 and Section 6.4.4. The fuzzy 

partition name is the lower case of its logic object name plus the attribute name. 

To create a fuzzy partition, the user needs to click the button "Add a New FP", 

and then define its name in the text field of the pop-tip window. Clicking "OK", 

the user can see a fuzzy partition definition window shown in Figure A. 7, which 

contains a text field and four combo boxes. The text field On the top displays the 

fuzzy partition name. 

The Fuzzy Pe, idon Name: objectl sager 

Choose a Database Table or Object Product 

Choose e Nurnericel Attribute: Sugar DOUBLE v 

Choose the Nunber of Fuzzy Sets: 3v 

Choose the Type of Fuzzy Sets: Simply Triangular Symmetric Shape v 

F-c----, -] 

Figure A. 7: The fuzzy partition definition window 

The first combo box lists all inputs in this logic object. Selecting a database table 

or output table in the first combo box, the user can find all attributes with their data 

types in the second combo box. To successfully create a new fuzzy partition, the 

user has to choose a numerical attribute containing numbers not characters, such as 

double and integer. The third combo box is used to select the number of fuzzy sets, 

and the fourth is used to select the type of fuzzy sets. There is only the equal space 

fuzzy sets (ES-FS) model available in the demonstration. After clicking "OK", the 
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user can go to the fuzzy partition user interface. 

Membership 

Values 

Fuzzy Partition Name : objectl sugar 

The Number of Fuzzy Sets :3 

Minimum Value of This Attribute : 0.0 

Maximum Value of This Attrib to : 58.4 

)atabese Table or Object Name : Product 

Reset Fuzzy Petition 

Attribute Values 

Currert Selected Fuzzy Set : medium 

Type: Smply Triangular Symmetric Shape 

Range: (0.0r02921 58.401 

I Save L Cancel 

Figure A. 8: Fuzzy partition graphic user interface 

V 

The fuzzy partition user interface is a graphical interface to define and edit fuzzy 

sets, which is illustrated in Figure A. 8. To edit a fuzzy set in the graphical panel, 

the user needs to select it by clicking its lines. The selected fuzzy set will change 

the black colour into red, and its naive on the top is also changed into red. Then, 

the user can change the selected fuzzy set by dragging the small blue square on its 

vertexes. In the following text fields, the user can find the properties of this fuzzy 

partition, such as the fuzzy partition name, the number of fuzzy sets, the iuininium 

and maximum value of this attribute, and so on. The text field "Range" is used to 
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list the Fril format of the selected fuzzy set. Therefore, the user can either use the 

graphical panel or this text field to edit the selected fuzzy set. The button "Reset 

Fuzzy Partition" can allow the user to go back to the fuzzy partition definition 

window, where the user can change the number of fuzzy sets. 

To edit a fuzzy partition, the user needs to select a listed fuzzy partition in the 

logic object window, and clicks the button "Edit" to go to the fuzzy partition user 

interface. 

To reuse the defined fuzzy partition in different objects, the user needs to click 

the button "Select Defined FP", and choose the defined fuzzy partition from another 

object in the window shown in Figure A. 9. Then, the name of this fuzzy partition 

will appear in both objects, but the system only needs to store one fuzzy partition. 

Select a Defined Fuzzy Partition Frone Objects 

Choose an Object: 'Objectl v 

Choose e Defined Fuzzy Peruion: obfectl _sugar 

Cenci 

Figure A. 9: The window to reuse the defined fuzzy partition 

Therefore, there are two ways to delete a fuzzy partition shown in Figure A. 10. 

One way is permanently to delete the selected fuzzy partition from all objects, by 

clicking "Yes" in the message panel for deletion. The other way is only to remove 

the selected fuzzy partition from this object not from other objects by clicking "No". 

A. 4.3 Slots and Key Words for Natural Language Queries 

Slots displayed in the middle of the logic object window contain various types of 

processes in a logic object, which are introduced in Section 6.4.5. There are three 

slots - SQL query, Fril knowledge base and Fril query in each object. All available 
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Are you going to delete this fuzzy partiton permanently? 
ýf Yes - It will be deleted permanently. 

No - It will be just removed from this object. 

Yes No j LCancel 

Figure A. 10: The window to delete a fuzzy partition 

processes in slots are operated in sequence. The flow graph of slots tail be seen in 

Figure 6.4. 

SQL query and Fril query are proposed to be written in the two text areas. The 

user has to notice that the input in any text area can not contain new-lilie character 

and any character unavailable in SQL and Fril. Otherwise, the process will go wrong. 

In the first slot for SQL, the user needs to write the names of output tables (not the 

logic object name) in input as the database tables to be queried according to SQL 

grammar. In the third slot of Fril query, the content of the text area is equivalent to 

a wh query but the word wh has been omitted. The manual of SQL can be found 

in the references [32,97,109], and the manual of Fril can be found in the references 

[16,17,69]. 

The part between SQL text area and Fril is the second slut - Fril knowledge 

base. Two radio buttons "Use Machine Learning Toolkit" and "User Customizing" 

on the left are used to show the process selection. As it can be seen in Figure A. 5, if 

"Use Machine Learning Toolkit" is selected, the knowledge base is then the result of 

using fuzzy logic data mining and machine learning toolkit. If "User Customizing" is 

selected as shown in Figure A. 4, then the knowledge base can be written by the user 

in Fril format. To select the former, the user needs to click the button "Configure 

Machine Learning Toolkit", which is also the way to go to the window of toolkit 

introduced in Section A. 5. To select the latter, the user just needs to choose its radio 

button. In addition, any of these two actions can make the user change the selection 

from "Use Machine Learning Toolkit" to "User Customizing". or vice versa. Then, 
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the name of the knowledge base file name is displayed in the text filed. Therefore, if 

the user wants to write a Fril program, the user needs to select "User Customizing" 

and clicks the button "KB Editor" to write the program in the Fril knowledge base 

editor window. If the user wants to edit or review the knowledge base, the user only 

needs to click "KB Editor" to go to the Fril knowledge base editor window shown 

in Figure A. 11. 

FrIl Knowledge One IdIlor NI 

The FRe of Knowbtlpe Base : oged8_krow$edgebese t1 

((rerbl is aeabl_tuzzy_ae c_4 R) (general (((trcr R X1 eveo[enecgy_tuzzy_nrt3 X3 X4 XS X6 X7 XB X9 X10 Xtt)(tecr R X3 

2 X3 X4 X5 aveoffat_fuzzy_aet_3 X7 X8 X9 X10 Xll)(teo R X1 X2 X3 eveotcarbohydrate_fuzey_3et_1 XS X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 

11)) ((term R X1 aveofeneray_fuzzy_set_3 X3 X4 XS X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11) (term P X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 aveoffat_fuzzy_set 3 X7 

8 X9 X10 X11)(term R X1 X2 X3 eveofeetbohydrate_fuzzy_set 2 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11) ((ten R X1 

aveofenetgy_fuzzy_set_3 X3 X4 XS X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11)(term R X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 aveoffet fuzey_sex; 
_3 

X7 X8 X9 X10 
11)(term R X1 X2 X3 eveofCarbohydrete fuzzy_set_3 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11))((term R X1 aveofener y_fuzzy_set_l X3 X4 
5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11)(term R X1 X2 X3 X4 XS aveoffet_tuzzy_set_1 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11))((term R X1 

eveofenetgy_fuzzy_set_1 X3 X4 XS X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11)(term R X1 X2 X3 X4 XS eveoffet_fuzzy_set_2 X7 X8 X9 X10 
11)) ((tern R X1 eveofenezgy_fuzzy_set_1 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11) (tern R X1 X2 X3 X4 XS eveoftet_fuzzy eet_3 X7 
8 X9 X10 X11))((tern R X1 aveofenergy_fuzzy_set_1 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11) (term R X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 

eveoffet tuzzy_set_4 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11))((term R X1 eveofenergy_fuzzy_set_2 X3 X4 XS X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11) (term R X1 X2 
3 X4 XS e. veoffet_fuzzy_set 1 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11))((teta R X1 eveofener y_fuzzy_sec 2 X3 X4 XS X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 
11) (term R X1 X2 X3 X4 XS eveoffat_fuzzy_set 2 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11)) ((tern R XI eveofenergy_fuzzy_set 2 X3 X4 XS X6 X7 
8 X9 X10 X11) (term R X1 X2 X3 X4 XS aveoffat_fuzzy_set_3 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11))((teta R X1 eveofenetgy_fuzzy_set_2 X3 X4 
5 X6 X) X8 X9 X10 X11)(term R XI X2 X3 X4 XS eveoffnt_fuzzy_aet_4 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11))((teza R X1 

aveofenetgy_fuzzy_set 3 X3 X4 XS X6 X7 XS X9 X10 X11) (term R X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 eveotfat_fuzzy_aet_1 X7 X8 X9 X10 
11)) ((ter. R X1 eveofenecgy_fuzzy aet_3 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11) (term R X1 X2 X3 X4 XS eveoftat_fuzzy_set 2 X7 
8 X9 X10 X11))((tern R X1 eveofenetgy_fuzzy_set 3 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11)(tern R X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 

eveoffet_fuzzy_set 4 X7 )(8 X9 X10 X11)))((0.02620848464454675 0.02620848464454675)(0.07552643310296814 
0.07552643310296814)(0.0121205216314265 0.0121205216314265)(0.35581382444462534 
0.35581382444462534)(0.6958486564193829 0.6956486564193829)(0.9537146731741126 0.9537146731741126)(0.9660450469430673 
0.9680450469430673)(0.66214220636517 0.66214220636517)(0.6992888435500076 0.6992888435500076)(0.398114740245635 
0.398114740245635)(0.08597165476143194 0.08597165476143194)(0.06555696265400195 
0.06555096265400195)(0.0630137825145772 0.0630137825145772)(0.0011896497855684502 0.0011896497855684502)))): ((1 1)(0 
0)) 

üueber of total breach of the tree - 21 */ 

rý CenCal 

Figure A. 11: An example of the knowledge base 

The radio button "SQL = KB" is used to change the data in the SQL result table 

into the form of Fril knowledge base, which makes the data stored in the database 

directly available to Fril. This function can be used for data preparation for other 

objects in creating a complex system. 

The demonstration does not provide the deletion or initialization function for 

the second slot. To delete the Fril knowledge base or empty the second slot, the 

user needs to manually delete its knowledge base directory and make empty the 
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line recorded by the knowledge base file name in the logic object properties file 

introduced in Section A. 7. 

The text field on the bottom of the logic object window is the key words for 

natural language queries. They are used to calculate the relativity score of this logic 

object for each natural language query. The usage of this function is introduced in 

Section A. 6. 

A. 4.4 Outputs 

The part on the top right of' the logic object window is the Output of t his object , 
which is introduced in Section 6.4.3. An output table in the system is shown in 

Figure A. 12, and the example of a knowledge base file is shown in Figure A. 11. 

Figure A. 12: An output table 

If the output is an output table, then it will be stored its it form of a database 
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table in the database, which is easy to be reused by other objects by SQL in their 

first slot. The output table name is displayed in the text field as FocusOutputTable_ 

followed by this object's index number shown in Figure A. 4, which is the same name 

in the database. If the user wants to query an output table in SQL, the user has to 

use this name instead of the logic object name. 

If the output is a knowledge base, then the text field will display the file name to 

store this knowledge base shown in Figure A. 5, which is the lower case of the object 

name plus -knowledgebase. txt. 

If any input of this logic object is changed, but the contents in slots are not 

changed, then the user simply needs to click the button "Refresh Output" to get 

the new output. The refreshing output function in this button makes all processes 

in the logic object entirely run once again. The button "Show Output" is used to 

show the output of this logic object. 

A. 4.5 Saving, Creating or Deleting a Logic Object 

If any part of the logic object is changed, the user needs to click the button "Save and 

Output" to save the changes of this object. It automatically includes the refreshing 

output function in the button "Refresh Output". If the user does not save the 

changes, then the logic object remains the previous processes and configuration. 

To create a new logic object, the user needs to go back to the viewer window, and 

clicks the button "Add A New Logic Object". Then, an empty logic object window 

is opened for initialization. Please, do not forget to save it after initialization. 

To delete a logic object, the user needs to click the button "Delete This Logic 

Object" on the bottom of the logic object window. After the object is deleted, all 

index numbers greater than the index number of this object will be reduced by one 

in the viewer window, so that the viewer can keep organized. After deletion, the user 

has to manually change the previous output table names in SQL in every objects 

whose index numbers are changed. If any object has the knowledge base, then the 

names of its knowledge base directory and file needs to be changed as well. 
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A. 5 Fuzzy Logic Data Mining and Machine Learning 

Toolkit 

The fuzzy logic data mining and machine learning toolkit introduced in Section 6.6 

can automatically generate knowledge or rules in Feil format for the intelligent inter- 

rogator. To use the toolkit, the user needs to click the button "Configure Machine 

Learning Toolkit" to go to the toolkit window. On the top of this window, the user 

can select one of following fuzzy models from the first combo box. 

1. fuzzy decision tree and simply fuzzy logic rules, 

2. fuzzy association rules, 

3. fuzzy c means, 

4. semantic distance. 

The rest of combo boxes on the top are fuzzy sets parameters of corresponding 

fuzzy models. The number of vertices of a fuzzy set is used to determine the shape 

of the fuzzy set. If it is three, then the fuzzy set is triangular. Or if it is four, then 

the fuzzy set is trapezoidal. 

The training set text field and the test set text field respectively contain their file 

names, where the training set file name is TrainingSet. txt in default. If the user 

does not need the test set, the user needs to write null in its text field. The logic 

object can automatically transfer the result table from SQL in the first slot into the 

training set for toolkit, if "Use Machine Learning Toolkit" is selected. Because the 

last three fuzzy models do not need test set, the test set is only available for the 

first selection in the top combo box, and the other models will ignore the file name 

written in the test set text field. 

The scroll panel contains the most of system parameters of each selected fuzzy 

model, which is changed into the corresponding interface after the user chooses any 

selection in the first combo box. 
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The big text area on the right of the window is the used to display the message 

and result using the selected fuzzy model. The text field on the bottom shows the 

file name of the knowledge base generated by the selected fuzzy model, which is 

also the result or knowledge representation of the fuzzy model in Fril format. The 

button "Show the File Content" can lead to the Fril knowledge base editor window 

same as the button "KB Editor". 

The button "Save Configuration" is used to save the changes in the toolkit 

window. If the user creates or edit a fuzzy model, the user needs to click this button 

first. The button "Show Fuzzy Partition" is only used to display the fuzzy partition 

but not produce the model. Including the function of the button "Show Fuzzy 

Partition", the button "Train (Test) the Fuzzy Model" produces the selected fuzzy 

model according to the parameters set up in the toolkit window, and the result is 

stored in the knowledge base file in Fril format. 

A. 5.1 Fuzzy Decision Tree and Simply Fuzzy Logic Rules 

The first selection in the top combo box includes two fuzzy models - fuzzy decision 

tree introduced in Section 4.1 and simply fuzzy logic rules discovered from the fuzzy 

decision tree introduced in Section 4.2. Two radio buttons on the bottom of the 

scroll panel are used to choose the output model. 

To use either fuzzy decision tree or simply fuzzy logic rules, the user needs to 
decide whether the training (test) data belongs to the classification problem or the 

prediction problem introduced in Section 2.1.2. Moreover, the user needs to configure 

the number of classes of fuzzy sets in the target attribute in the corresponding text 

field. The next two text fields are used to configure the depth of fuzzy decision tree 

introduced in Algorithm 4.1 and the credibility threshold of simply fuzzy logic rules 

defined in Definition 4.5. The fuzzy sets configuration can be found in the combo 

boxes on the top of the window. 
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Figure A. 13: Fuzzy decision tree and simply fuzzy logic rules 

A. 5.2 Fuzzy Association Rules 

The second selection in the top combo box is fuzzy association rules discovered on 

effective reduced database algorithm introduced in Section 4.3. The fuzzy sets of 

fuzzy association rules can be set up in the combo boxes on the top of the toolkit 

window. These text fields in the scroll panel are corresponding to the system pa- 

raºneters the probability threshold and maximum probability threshold introduced 

in Section 4.3.6, and the credibility threshold of fuzzy association rules defined in 

Definition 4.10. 

After save these parameters, the user can click "Train (Test) the Fuzzy Model", 
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and then select the attribute on the right side of rules in the pop-up window shown 

in Figure A. 14. to discover the fu zzv association rules. 

Choose one attribute as the right side of fuzzy association rules 
`lYJ v 

Centel 

Figure A. 14: The window to select the attribute on the right side of rules 

The button "Show Reduced Database Table (R. DBT)" is used to display the final 

reduced database table shown in Figure A. 15 from the effective reduced database 

algorithm introduced in Section 4.3.6. 

Figure A. 15: The final reduced riatahss e table 
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Figure A. 16: Fuzzy association rules 

A. 5.3 Fuzzy C Means 

The third selection in the top combo box is fuzzy c means introduced in Section 5.1.2. 

To use fuzzy c means, the user needs to provide the training set file name for cluster- 

ing in the corresponding text field, whose default name is TrainingSet. txt. Then, 

the user needs to give all parameters in scroll panel according to fuzzy c means 

algorithm in Algorithm 5.1. In the end, after clicking "Save Configuration", the 

user can click "Train (Test) the Fuzzy Model" to obtain the cluster centres and the 

membership matrix in the knowledge base file in Fril format. Moreover, the software 

also creates Clusters . txt to store the cluster centres for the calculation of semantic 
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distance. 

Figure A. 17: Fuzzy c means, 

A. 5.4 Semantic Distance 

The fourth selection in the top combo box is semantic distance introduced in Sec- 

tion 5.2. Given a list of examples in the training set file, whose default name is 

TrainingSet. txt, the corresponding semantic distance between each example and 

a new example stored in the new example file NewExample. txt can he calculated, 

by clicking "Train (Test) the Fuzzy Model". These semantic distances are saved 

in the knowledge base file in Fril format. In demonstration, the new example file 

only allows to store one example for the calculation at at time. According to Algo- 
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rithin 5.3, the cluster centres required for the calculation of semantic distance are 

in the cluster centres file shown in the associated text field, whose default name is 

Clusters. txt plus its file path. 

Fuzzy Logic Data Mining and Machine Learning Toolkit 
Jvn Baldwin, Dona (Welter) Xie 

Choose Fuuy Model 

Gase Fuzzy Portion Model The Nunber of Fuzzy Set 

The Ikmba of Vortexes of Eeoh 

Seletf Trerrio Set lj, Trani 

Soled Test Set IL nuh 

Number of New 

0 usta Centres Fib Nana : ebsseldustxs txt 

Knowledge Base Ou4xA File Norne : obtedt 0_knowledgebeselxt Show the File Content 

Jeve kontuguretý Train (Test) the Fuzzy Model 
I Exit 

Figure A. 18: Semantic distance 

A. 6 Natural Language Queries Interface 

Clicking the button "Natural Language Queries" in viewer window, the user can go 

to the natural language queries interface introduced in Section 6.3.3, which is used 

to help the non-Al people to use the system. 

On the top of the natural language queries interface, the combo box contains a 
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Figure A. 19: Natural language queries interface 

list of query sentences, which shows it query in the foram of a sentence or question. 

To execute a query, the user needs to select one from the query sentences combo 

box, and clicks the button "OK" after the selected query appears in the text field. 

For this query, the related logic objects with their relativity scores are listed in 

descending order, where the object with the tnnximiini relativity score is the most 

likely to contain the answer. 

The calculation of the relativity scores is hfumed on the key words in the logic 

object window. These key words are separated by it commit and n epitce " ", where 

the one with "#" in its front is the main key word. For one query sentence, the 
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relativity score S of a logic object is 

S=M x0.5+Nx0.1 

where Al is the number of main key words appeared in this query sentence, and N 

is the number of rest normal key words appeared in the sentence. 

To choose an object in the list, the user needs to click it and press the button 

"Choose This Object" after its name appears in the text field. Then, the buttons 

"Refresh Object Output" and "Show Object Output" are available to click, which 

are respectively same as the buttons "Refresh Output" and "Show Output" in the 

logic object window. At the same time, the system message scroll panel provides the 

information of the selected logic object. Therefore, the user can refresh and review 

the object's output through the natural language queries interface. To re-select an 

alternative related object in the list, the user only needs to click it and press the 

button "Choose This Object" again. 

The three buttons are used to edit the list of query sentences in the combo 

box. The button "Clear Text Field" can clear the content shown in the interface 

for restarting. The button "Add Sentence Into List" is used to add a new query 

sentence into the combo box, where the user has to write the new query in the query 

sentence text field. The button "Delete Sentence From List" is then used to delete 

the query sentence shown in the text field, which is existing in the combo box. 

A. 7 The Summary of System Configuration Directories 

and Files 

AU system configuration files are under the directory conf ig. In this directory, 

because the demonstration software only allows one viewer for each database, the 

user can find each viewer directory has the same name as its corresponding database. 

Moreover, every element in a configuration file in the same line is separated by tab 

character ("\t" in Java). 

These system configuration directories and files are then introduced below: 
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1. dbName. txt - the file to contain all databases names, which are listed in the 

first combo box in the main window. 

2. supermarket-description. txt - the file to contain the supermarket database 

description shown in the main window. 

3. The viewer directory - its name is same as the corresponding database name, 

and it includes all configuration directories and files of this viewer. 

4. QueryList. txt - the file to contain the list of query sentences in the combo 

box on the top of the natural language queries interface. 

5. DatabaseTables. txt - the file to contain these names of all database tables 

in the database. 

6. EditorConf ig. txt - the file to contain the linking information of logic objects 

shown in a viewer. 

7. The logic object properties file - the main file to contain all properties of a 

logic object, and its name is the logic object name plus -Property. txt. These 

properties include inputs, output, fuzzy partitions, SQL in the first slot, the 

knowledge base in the second slot, Fril query in the third slot and key words for 

natural language queries. If any of property is empty, then its corresponding 

line in the file is empty. 

8. The fuzzy partition file - the file to contain the parameters shown in the fuzzy 

partition user interface and its fuzzy sets in Fril format, whose file name is the 

fuzzy partition name plus . luzzypartition. txt. 

9. The knowledge base directory - its name is the lower case of its logic object 

name plus _knowledgebase, and it includes all configuration files related to 

this knowledge base. 

10. The knowledge base file - the file to contain either the knowledge base written 
by the user, or the knowledge base generated by the fuzzy logic data mining 
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and machine learning toolkit and the parameters of the selected fuzzy model. 

Its name is the lower case of its logic object name plus 1olowledgebase. txt. 

11. TrainingSet. txt - the training set data file for the fuzzy model. 

12. conf ig TrainingSet . txt - the configuration file of the training set to identify 

the discrete or continuous attribute. 

13. Final_RDBT. txt - the file to contain the final reduced database table for using 
fuzzy association rules. 

14. Clusters. txt - the file to contain the cluster centres for the calculation of 

semantic distance. 

15. NewExample . txt - the new example file to store only one new example for 

the calculation of semantic distance. 
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Appendix B 

The Fuzzy Decision Tree and 

Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules 

Formed From Experiments 

This appendix is used to give an example of the fuzzy decision tree and simple 

fuzzy logic rules formed from each experiment introduced in Section 4.2.6 with their 

accuracy and complexity. The fuzzy decision tree is represented by a set of bracketed 

pairs introduced in Example 4.2. The simple fuzzy logic rules are represented in the 

form of Fril rules. 

B. 1 Pima Indians Diabetes Classification Problem 

This experiment corresponds to the second row in Table 4.1, where we use 3 fuzzy 

sets for each attribute of database. 

B. 1.1 Fuzzy Decision nee 

There are 9 branches in the fuzzy decision tree. The depth of the tree is 5. Its 

accuracy of the training set is 72.13%, and the accuracy of the test set is 75.52%. 
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( 2,3 ( 8,1) ( 7,2 ( 5,1) ( 0.28251336567306934,0.7174866343269306 ) 

( 2,3) (8,1 (7,2) (5,2) ( 0.6344157338064993,0.3655842661935007 ) 

(2,3 ) (8,1 (7,2) (5,3) ( 0.6978727709725975,0.30212722902740247 ) 

(2,3) (8,1) (7,1) ( 0.8143044984522935,0.18569550154770662 ) 

(2,3) (8,1) (7,3) ( 0.23604415470581788,0.7639558452941821 ) 

(2,3 ) (8,2) ( 0.30881111476770323,0.6911888852322967 ) 

(2,3) (8,3) ( 0.27578640581555064,0.7242135941844493 ) 

(2,1) ( 0.8627251966505962,0.1372748033494037 ) 

(2,2 )(0.6685418672224483,0.33145813277755176 ) 

B. 1.2 Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules From Fuzzy Decision Tree 

There are 9 rules discovered from the fuzzy decision tree. The credibility threshold 

is 0.6. Their accuracy of the training set is 71.35%, and the accuracy of the test set 

is 75.78%. 

((attribute-9 is class-2) (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-5 is fuzzy-set-1) (attribute-7 

is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-8 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-9 is class-1) (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-5 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-7 

is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-8 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-9 is class-1) (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-5 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-7 

is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-8 is fuzzy-set-1)) 
((attribute-9 is class-1) (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-7 is fuzzy-set-1) (attribute-8 

is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-9 is class-2) (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-7 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-8 

is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-9 is class2)(attribute2 is fuzzy-set-3)(attribute-8 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-9 is class2)(attribute2 is fuzzy-set-3)(attribute-8 is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-9 is class_1)(attribute2 is fuzzy-set-1)) 
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((attribute-9 is class_1)(attribute_2 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

B. 2 Iris Data Classification Problem 

This experiment corresponds to the second row in Table 4.3, where we use 3 fuzzy 

sets for each attribute of database. 

B. 2.1 Fuzzy Decision Tree 

There are 5 branches in the fuzzy decision tree. The depth of the tree is 4. Its 

accuracy of the training set is 97.33%, and the accuracy of the test set is 97.33%. 

( 3,2) (4,1) ( 0.631518341832538,0.368481658167462,0.0 ) 

( 3,2) (4,2) ( 0.01233222984907295,0.793958688087658,0.1937090820632688 ) 

( 3,2) (4,3) (0.0,0.16605359957961108,0.8339464004203888 ) 

( 3,1) ( 0.9368998628257887,0.06310013717421128,0.0 ) 

( 3,3) (0.0,0.13186813186813184,0.8681318681318682 ) 

B. 2.2 Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules From Fuzzy Decision Tree 

There are 5 rules discovered from the fuzzy decision tree. The credibility threshold 

is 0.5. Their accuracy of the training set is 96.00%, and the accuracy of the test set 

is 96.00%. 

((attribute-5 is class_1)(attribute_3 is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-4 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-5 is class2)(attribute_3 is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-4 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-5 is class_3)(attribute_3 is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-4 is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-5 is class-1)(attribute-3 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-5 is class_3)(attribute_3 is fuzzy-set-3)) 
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B. 3 Sonar Data Classification Problem 

This experiment corresponds to the first row in Table 4.5, where we use 3 fuzzy sets 
for each attribute of database. 

B. 3.1 Fuzzy Decision Tree 

There are 37 branches in the fuzzy decision tree. The depth of the tree is 5. Its 

accuracy of the training set is 90.38%, and the accuracy of the test set is 87.50%. 

( 11,2) (36,2 (12,2 ) (49,1) (27,1) ( 0.3345241140381,0.665475885961 ) 

( 11,2) (36,2 ) (12,2) (49,1) (27,2) ( 0.8176476871881,0.182352312811 ) 

(11,2) (36,2) (12,2) (49,1) (27,3) ( 0.3905254987788,0.609474501221 ) 

( 11,2) (36,2) (12,12,2 ) (49,2) (52,1) ( 0.6847692305210,0.315230769478 ) 

(11,2)(36,2)(12,2)(49,2)(52,2)(0.3681270534441,0.631872946555) 

( 11,2) (36,2) (12,2) (49,2) (52,3) ( 0.3104545446563,0.689545455343 ) 

(11,2) (36,3) (28,3) (38,2) (12,1) ( 0.8501879336923,0.149812066307 ) 

(11,2) (36,3) (28,3) (38,2) (12,2) ( 0.2167184476947,0.783281552305 ) 

( 11,2) (36,3 ) (28,3) (38,2) ( 12,3) ( 0.2252426262139,0.774757373786 ) 

(11,3) (27,2 ) (49,2) (17,2) (48,1) ( 0.7651761007615,0.234823899238 ) 

(11,3) (27,2) (49,2 ) (17,2) (48,2) ( 0.3617560458470,0.638243954152 ) 

(11,3) (27,2) (49,2) (17,2) (48,3) ( 0.0578937687627,0.942106231237 ) 

(11,2) (36,2) (12,2) (49,3) ( 0.15468231387514106,0.8453176861248588 ) 

(11,2)(36,3)(28,3)(38,1) (1.0,0.0) 

(11,2) (36,3 ) (28,3) (38,3) ( 0.21578432062262717,0.7842156793773728 ) 

(11,3 ) (27,1 ) (6,1) (26,1) ( 0.09745867896539057,0.9025413210346095 ) 

(11,3) (27,1 ) (6,1) (26,2) ( 0.9202035418457662,0.07979645815423378 ) 

(11,3)(27,1)(6,1)(26,3)(1.0,0.0) 

(11,3) (27,2 ) (49,2) (17,1) ( 0.12286541662000129,0.8771345833799987 ) 

(11,3) (27,2) (49,2) (17,3) ( 0.7333238251309774,0.2666761748690226 ) 

( 11,1) (47,3) (28,1) ( 0.8305155509063008,0.16948444909369909 ) 
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( 11,1) (47,3) (28,2) ( 0.27562429833928864,0.7243757016607114 ) 

( 11,1) (47,3) (28,3) ( 0.02917739572664159,0.9708226042733584 ) 

( 11,2) (36,1) (52,1) ( 0.6183597725951873,0.3816402274048128 ) 

( 11,2) (36,1) (52,2) ( 0.22032145067124104,0.7796785493287589 ) 

(11,2) (36,1) (52,3) ( 0.031695333386643765,0.9683046666133562 ) 

( 11,2) (36,2) (12,1) ( 0.7464139001590909,0.2535860998409091 ) 

(11,2) (36,2) (12,3) ( 0.34219998245731315,0.6578000175426868 ) 

( 11,2) (36,3) (28,1) ( 0.6923171254576395,0.3076828745423606 ) 

( 11,2) (36,3) (28,2) ( 0.8213349217981781,0.17866507820182184 ) 

( 11,3) (27,1) (6,2) ( 0.23429729107004957,0.7657027089299504 ) 

( 11,3) (27,1) (6,3) ( 0.7281312213304919,0.2718687786695082 ) 

( 11,3) (27,2) (49,1 ( 0.8023822729809679,0.19761772701903216 ) 

( 11,3) (27,2) (49,3) ( 0.12872721328414313,0.871272786715857 ) 

( 11,1) (47,1) ( 0.9471739102546417,0.05282608974535833 ) 

( 11,1) (47,2) ( 0.80663874321965,0.1933612567803499 ) 

( 11,3) (27,3) ( 0.05317901373681759,0.9468209862631825 ) 

B. 3.2 Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules From Fuzzy Decision Tree 

There are 37 rules discovered from the fuzzy decision tree. The credibility threshold 

is 0.6. Their accuracy of the training set is 89.42%, and the accuracy of the test set 

is 84.61%. 

((attribute-61 is class-2) (attribute-1 I is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-12 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-27 

is fuzzy_set_1)(attribute_36 is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-49 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-61 is class-1) (attribute-1 I is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-12 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-27 

is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-36 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-49 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-61 is class-2) (attribute-1 1 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-12 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-27 

is fuzzy_set_3)(attribute_36 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute 49 is fuzzy-set-1)) 
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((attribute-61 is class_1)(attribute_11 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_12 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_36 

is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-49 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-52 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-61 is class2)(attribute_11 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_12 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_36 

is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-49 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-52 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-61 is class_2)(attribute_11 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_12 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_36 

is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_49 is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-52 is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-61 is class_1)(attribute_11 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_12 is fuzzy_set_1)(attribute28 

is fuzzy. set_3) (attribute_36 is fuzzy-set-3)(attribute-38 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-61 is class-2) (attribute_11 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-1 2 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-28 

is fuzzy_set_3)(attribute_36 is fuzzy-set-3)(attribute-38 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-61 is class-2) (attribute_11 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute_12 is fuzzy_set_3) (attribute-28 

is fuzzy_set_3)(attribute_36 is fuzzy-set-3)(attribute-38 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-61 is class-1) (attribute_l l is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-1 7 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-27 

is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_48 is fuzzy-set-1)(attribute-49 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-61 is class2)(attribute_11 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-1 7 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-27 

is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_48 is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-49 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-61 is class2)(attribute_11 is fuzzy_set_3)(attribute_17 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute27 

is fuzzy_set_2)(attribute_48 is fuzzy-set-3)(attribute-49 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-61 is class_2)(attribute_11 is fuzzy_set_2)(attribute_12 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_36 

is fuzzy_set_2)(attribute_49 is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-61 is class-1) (attribute-1 1 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-28 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-36 

is fuzzy_set_3)(attribute_38 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-61 is class-2) (attribute-1 1 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-28 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-36 

is fuzzy_set_3)(attribute_38 is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-61 is class_2)(attribute_6 is fuzzy_set_1)(attribute_ll is fuzzy_set_3)(attribute26 

is fuzzy-set-1)(attribute-27 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-61 is class_1)(attribute_6 is fuzzy_set_1)(attribute_11 is fuzzy-set-3)(attribute26 

is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-27 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-61 is class_1)(attribute_6 is fuzzy_set_1)(attribute_11 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-26 
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is fuzzy_set_3)(attribute_27 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-61 is class-2) (attribute-1 1 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-17 is fuzzy-set-1) (attribute-27 

is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-49 is fuzzy-set 9)) 

((attribute-61 is class_1)(attribute_11 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-1 7 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-27 

is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-49 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-61 is class_1)(attribute_ll is fuzzy-set-1) (attribute-28 is fuzzy-set-1) (attribute-47 

is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-61 is class-2) (attribute-1 1 is fuzzy-set-1) (attribute-28 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-47 

is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-61 is class-2) (attribute-1 1 is fuzzy-set-1) (attribute-28 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-47 

is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-61 is class-1) (attribute_11 is fuzzY-set-2) (attribute-36 is fuzzy-set-1) (attribute-52 

is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-61 is class-2) (attribute-1 1 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-36 is fuzzy-set-1) (attribute-52 

is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-61 is class_2)(attribute_11 is fuzzy.. set2)(attribute_36 is fuzzy_set_1)(attribute_52 

is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-61 is class_1)(attribute_11 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-1 2 is fuzzy-set-1) (attribute-36 

is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-61 is class2)(attribute_11 is fuzzy-set2)(attribute_12 is fuzzy_set_3)(attribute_36 

is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-61 is class_1)(attribute_11 is fuzzY-set-2) (attribute-28 is fuzzy-set-1) (attribute-36 

is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-61 is class-1) (attribute-1 1 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-28 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-36 

is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-61 is class-2) (attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-1 1 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-27 

is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-61 is class-1) (attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-1 1 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-27 

is fuzzy-set-1)) 
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((attribute-61 is class_1)(attribute_ll is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-27 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-49 

is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-61 is class-2) (attribute-1 1 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-27 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-49 

is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-61 is class_1)(attribute_11 is fuzzy-set-1)(attribute-47 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-61 is class_1)(attribute_11 is fuzzy-set-1)(attribute-47 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-61 is class_2)(attribute_11 is fuzzy-set_3)(attribute_27 is fuzzy-set-3)) 

B. 4 Vision Data Classification Problem 

This experiment corresponds to the first row in Table 4.7, where we use 4 fuzzy sets 

for each attribute of database. 

B. 4.1 Fuzzy Decision Tree 

There are 28 branches in the fuzzy decision tree. The depth of the tree is 4. Its 

accuracy of the training set is 65.75%, and the accuracy of the test set is 65.78%. 

( 6,2) (3,2) (2,2) (1,3) (8,1) ( 0.03827098255822296,0.5104973283841363, 

1.7194183080443033E-6,0.007251603824951236,0.0,0.002187276228983694,0.0, 

0.403657191738519,0.0,0.01782219305718396,0.020311704789694966 ) 

( 6,2) (3,2) (2,2) (1,3) (8,2) ( 0.03126133112224789,0.5420859599543323, 

4.292125671385984E-4,0.006887899356186643,0.0,0.005789146935054325,0.0, 

0.3374897868762546,0.0,0.028359360453085743,0.04769730273569994 ) 

( 6,2) (3,2) (2,2) (1,3) (8,3) ( 0.013350103274900037,0.3465912249345645, 

0.004609892133910663,0.021372454057421386,0.0,0.02090482896298434,0.0, 

0.4403446786044476,0.0,0.060608837865925504,0.09221798016584595 ) 

( 6,2) (3,2) (2,2) (1,3) (8,4) ( 0.006586017666096493,0.1721958080010932, 

0.005056350392907336,0.04154247391929841,0.0,0.07999514804661279,0.0, 

0.48244791343096183,0.0,0.08999150392342725,0.12218478461960261 ) 
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( 6,2) (3,2) (2,1) (1,1) (0.0,0.934730900694085,0.0,0.0380267177821566, 

0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0144500862729,0.0,0.0042372351092,0.00855506014155 ) 

( 6,2) (3,2) (2,1 ) (1,2) (0.0,0.856794591781740,0.0,0.01466995663971103, 

0.0,0.0,0.0,0.032254984273939,0.0,0.03719398869262241,0.05908647861198692 ) 

( 6,2 )(3,2 )(2,1) ( 1,3 )(0.11568198450739278,0.517657431154356, 

8.66024455094124E-4,0.00458949203410981,0.0,0.00168434543054403,0.0, 

0.26366118516274084,0.0,0.02769984861706814,0.068159688638693 ) 

( 6,2 )(3,2 )(2,1) (1,4 )(0.4240291299736949,0.1675845985746109, 

0.0017827486283035236,0.003687707992659722,0.0,0.002694653869800011,0.0, 

0.3042521109726264,0.0,0.02474472393007611,0.0712243260582283 ) 

( 6,2) (3,2) (2,2) (1,1) (0.0,0.89937727545039,0.0,0.007163138428714764, 

0.0,1.829418225568864E-4,0.0,0.0494595832472320,0.0,0.01505663106413950, 

0.028760429986963914 ) 

( 6,2 )(3,2 )(2,2 ( 1,2 ( 3.379114377873892E-5,0.723715798839378, 

0.0,0.00922262404598021,0.0,0.001603707079586834,0.0,0.17957734131936,0.0, 

0.0332618019420183,0.0525849356298963 ) 

( 6,2 )(3,2 )(2,2 )(1,4 )(0.17719884079200857,0.22230723939115118, 

0.004986999504000317,0.015166225907700998,0.0,0.022205178442605118,0.0, 

0.4449500177135448,0.0,0.046516154437298195,0.06666934381169083 ) 

( 6,2 ) (3,2) (2,3) ( 9.435059477608307E-4,0.2831697117084746,7.269687116935445E- 

4,0.01786435595101232,0.0,0.0437329747224333,0.0,0.4999434605065472,0.0, 

0.084209990749455,0.069409031702622 ) 

( 6,2) (3,2) (2,4) (0.0,0.24310901643464122,0.0,0.0026941759437284288,0.0, 

0.04679644758786,0.0,0.513854921448,0.0,0.095736419319,0.09780901926656 ) 

( 6,1) (1,1) (0.0,0.8003976480059364,0.0,0.00843549159293489,0.0,0.0,0.0, 

0.1844740000552596,0.0,0.0033464802195526727,0.0033463801263166233 ) 

( 6,1) (1,2) ( 6.393738448659971E-5,0.8094734268289083,0.0,0.003489003839482227, 

0.0,0.0,0.0,0.1758198185172,0.0,0.00585327048994,0.00530054293994 ) 

( 6,1 ) (1,3) ( 0.06730845267908493,0.7402380340129899,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0, 
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0.17489873306139656,0.0,0.009170293336513771,0.008384486910014994 ) 

( 6,1) (1,4 )(0.5488807565647966,0.3338094572606259,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0, 

0.10507041387272914,0.0,0.006471640082402815,0.00576773221944553 ) 

( 6,2) (3,1) ( 0.11667239716359322,0.20868366747104758,0.003137328365739543, 

0.017535280657854483,0.0,0.0169531941973265,0.0,0.4321303560197604,0.0, 

0.05722858601372383,0.1476591901109545 ) 

( 6,2) (3,3) ( 0.030822507327326235,0.745103312043951,3.2803494906999593E-4, 

0.005893950207330273,0.0,0.007005432790456215,0.0,0.14232108002331215,0.0, 

0.051291834540725494,0.01723384811782855 ) 

( 6,2) (3,4) ( 0.014956605369134453,0.8173226469356472,0.0,0.0029121426292494693, 

0.0,0.002185902284259551,0.0,0.08870497125377431,0.0,0.040257806742113336, 

0.033659924785821846 ) 

( 6,3) (3,1) ( 0.004426202620319504,0.023656819525688388,0.018604287741370656, 

0.5092030579755111,0.0,0.12000192794305212,0.0,0.1075613046214363,0.0, 

0.03598811301540217,0.1805582865572197 ) 

( 6,3) (3,2) ( 0.0021101217748224345,0.09569046907609206,0.03641366577933315, 

0.37856542503223783,0.0,0.21906929757192092,0.0,0.10648300975352222,0.0, 

0.07077465996661428,0.09089335104545715 ) 

( 6,3) (3,3) ( 9.345220253521886E-4,0.6519336113759922,0.011992411611031218, 

0.052725422869025686,0.0,0.14521278575405813,0.0,0.02895063215442157,0.0, 

0.07972914584594776,0.028521468364171174 ) 

(6,3) (3,4) ( 1.2298971764195625E-4,0.8103796467939981,1.3302107255354494E- 

6,0.014186339421012016,0.0,0.05798903740750933,0.0,0.01192290915355898,0.0, 

0.04874362633529341,0.05665412096026065 ) 

(6,4) (3,1) (0.0,0.010699574219552128,0.009035308622064291,0.926388570249255, 

0.0,0.04918785239465,0.0,0.0,0.0,4.6609920635133E-4,0.00422259530812 ) 

( 6,4) (3,2) (0.0,0.06365848172814687,0.02601534145695789,0.7508386664084277, 

0.0,0.15292492352629,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.002409665525019,0.004152921355148 ) 

( 6,4) (3,3) (0.0,0.571278186497953,0.012812965118848451,0.1449467159830248, 
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0.0,0.26438729983435,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0044177872921177,0.002157045273698 ) 

( 6,4) (3,4) (0.0,0.7142533238362296,4.644798523019847E-5,0.05010640895620626, 

0.0,0.22353661715454,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.004263193818974,0.007794008248809 ) 

B. 4.2 Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules From Fuzzy Decision Tree 

There are 27 rules discovered from the fuzzy decision tree. The credibility threshold 

is 0.4. Their accuracy of the training set is 67.18%, and the accuracy of the test set 
is 68.25%. 

((attribute-9 is class-2) (attribute-1 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-3 

is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_6 is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-8 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-9 is class-2) (attribute-1 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-3 

is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-8 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-9 is class-8) (attribute-1 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-3 

is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-8 is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-9 is class-8) (attribute-1 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-3 

is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_6 is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-8 is fuzzy-set-4)) 

((attribute-9 is class-2) (attribute-1 is fuzzy-set-1) (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-1) (attribute-3 

is fimy-set-2)(attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-9 is class-2) (attributed is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-1) (attribute-3 

is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-9 is class2)(attribute_1 is fuzzy_set_3)(attribute2 is fuzzy_set_1)(attribute_3 

is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-9 is class_1)(attribute_1 is fuzzy_set_4)(attribute2 is fuzzy_set_1)(attribute_3 

is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-9 is class-2) (attribute-1 is fuzzy-set-1) (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-3 

is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute_9 is class-2) (attribute-1 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-3 

is fuzzy-set2)(attribute_6 is fuzzy-set-2)) 
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((attribute-9 is class_8)(attribute_i is fuzzy_set_4)(attribute2 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_3 

is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-9 is class_8)(attribute2 is fuzzy_set_3)(attribute_3 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_6 

is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-9 is class_8)(attribute2 is fuzzy_set_4)(attribute_3 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_6 

is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-9 is class2)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-1)(attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-9 is class2)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-9 is class2)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-3)(attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-9 is class-1)(attribute-1 is fuzzy-set-4) (attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-9 is class_8)(attribute_3 is fuzzy-set-1)(attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-9 is class2)(attribute_3 is fuzzy_set_3)(attribute_6 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-9 is class2)(attribute_3 is fuzzy_set_4)(attribute_6 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-9 is class_4)(attribute_3 is fuzzy-set-1)(attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-9 is class2)(attribute_3 is fuzzy_set_3)(attribute_6 is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-9 is class2)(attribute_3 is fuzzy-set-4)(attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-9 is class_4)(attribute_3 is fuzzy-set-1)(attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-4)) 

((attribute-9 is class_4)(attribute_3 is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-6 is fuzzy-set-4)) 

((attribute-9 is class2)(attribute_3 is fuzzy_set_3)(attribute_6 is fuzzy-set-4)) 

((attribute-9 is class2)(attribute_3 is fuzzy_set_4)(attribute_6 is fuzzy-set-4)) 

B. 5 Rinction Z= sin(X " Y) Prediction Problem 

This experiment corresponds to the first row in Table 4.8, where we use 5 fuzzy sets 

for the target attribute and 6 fuzzy sets for each remaining attribute of database. 

B. 5.1 Fuzzy Decision 'ree 

There are 31 branches in the fuzzy decision tree. The depth of the tree is 2. Its 

accuracy of the training set is 90.66%, and the accuracy of the test set is 90.68%. 
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( 1,2) (2,1) (0.0,0.7905046156453572,0.208970806734047,5.245776205957177E- 

4,0.0) 

(1,2) (2,2) (0.0,0.27642804468058235,0.5913808000584793,0.12883677268414956, 

0.003354382576788965 ) 

(1,2) (2,3) (0.0,0.05691084571840529,0.4175154545021821,0.4137798126824332, 

0.11179388709697943 ) 

(1,2) (2,4) (0.0,0.020039129154866258,0.19009556664655639,0.4190747534123802, 

0.3707905507861972 ) 

(1,2) (2,5) (0.0,0.01501297167340744,0.15365466111824633,0.38470766803276696, 

0.4466246991755794 ) 

(1,2) (2,6) ( 0.0023253954285831933,0.04494925860092809,0.18972482686801043, 

0.33989605702981524,0.423104462072663 ) 

(1,3) (2,1) (0.0,0.612475067161741,0.364207580420808,0.023317352417451073, 

0.0) 

(1,3) (2,2) (0.0,0.056910845718405295,0.417515454502182,0.4137798126824332, 

0.11179388709697947 ) 

( 1,3) (2,3) (0.0,0.0,0.04356758861969,0.3720273538258,0.5844050575544 ) 

( 1,3) (2,4) ( 0.008128274560957877,0.0731547722451685,0.1844842623788287, 

0.36114777871231596,0.373084912102729 ) 

( 1,3) (2,5) ( 0.13248410701111565,0.3067663519913511,0.24596154611449855, 

0.20739824099090667,0.1073897538921279 ) 

( 1,3) (2,6) ( 0.35635850425774657,0.3594471834149331,0.15536575499026015, 

0.1004645664905847,0.028363990846475562 ) 

(1,4) (2,1) (0.0,0.5072029844864987,0.38091163057212435,0.11188538494137686, 

0.0) 

(1,4) (2,2) (0.0,0.020039129154866255,0.19009556664655639,0.4190747534123802, 

0.3707905507861972 ) 

(1,4) (2,3) ( 0.008128274560957877,0.07315477224516852,0.18448426237882867, 
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0.361147778712316,0.3730849121027289 ) 

( 1,4 )(2,4 )(0.2827591621967412,0.4112427091085392,0.20392209368875622, 

0.09460046770477525,0.0074755673011882694 ) 

( 1,4) (2,5) ( 0.7184829653974298,0.2627783687626531,0.017983756076016735, 

7.549097639003787E-4,0.0 ) 

( 1,4) (2,6) ( 0.6924588976599956,0.25244643054406884,0.04515539625211198, 

0.0099392755438236,0.0 ) 

(1,5) (2,1) (0.0,0.4458615055553377,0.35178166688228746,0.18502486407535687, 

0.017331963487017963 ) 

(1,5) (2,2) (0.0,0.01501297167340744,0.15365466111824633,0.38470766803276696, 

0.4466246991755794 ) 

( 1,5) (2,3) ( 0.13248410701111565,0.30676635199135105,0.24596154611449855, 

0.20739824099090667,0.10738975389212792 ) 

( 1,5 )(2,4 )(0.7184829653974297,0.2627783687626531,0.01798375607601674, 

7.549097639003789E-4,0.0 ) 

( 1,5 )(2,5 )(0.4629783375182193,0.3148857038843686,0.1264833010145143, 

0.06518189254575757,0.030470765037140194 ) 

( 1,5) (2,6) ( 0.089245225995739381 0.21313856154838817,0.21770472452766143, 

0.2537571868407563,0.22615430108745463 ) 

(1,6) (2,1) (0.0,0.40545096036379635,0.34025177883952445,0.19699227809394743, 

0.05730498270273188 ) 

(1,6) (2,2) ( 0.0023253954285831933,0.04494925860092809,0.18972482686801045, 

0.33989605702981524,0.42310446207266295 ) 

( 1,6) (2,3) ( 0.356358504257746579 0.35944718341493304,0.15536575499026015, 

0.1004645664905847,0.028363990846475572 ) 

( 1,6) ( 2,4) ( 0.6924588976599956,0.25244643054406884,0.04515539625211199, 

0.009939275543823602,0.0 ) 

( 1,6) (2,5) ( 0.08924522599573938,0.21313856154838817,0.21770472452766143, 

0.253757186840756279 0.22615430108745463 ) 
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( 1,6) (2,6) (0.0,0.0,0.20740369519361,0.36640718318998,0.42618912161639 ) 

( 1,1) ( 0.0,0.6084281716060521,0.29778405317002554,0.08416797445770022, 

0.009619800766222075 ) 

B. 5.2 Simple Fuzzy Logic Rules From Fuzzy Decision Tree 

There are 29 rules discovered from the fuzzy decision tree. The credibility threshold 

is 0.3. Their accuracy of the training set is 92.35%, and the accuracy of the test set 

is 92.40%. 

((attribute_3 is fuzzy_set2) (attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set_3)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy-set-3) (attribute-1 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set_4)(attribute_i is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-4)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set_5)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-5)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set_5)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-2)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-6)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-3)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set_3)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-3)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set_5)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-3)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set_5)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-3)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-4)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-3)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-5)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy.. set2)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-3)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-6)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-4)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set_4)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-4)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set_5)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-4)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-4)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-4)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set_1)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-4)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-Set-5)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set_1)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-4)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-6)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-5)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set_5)(attribute_1 is fuzzy_set_5)(attribute2 is fuzzy-set-2)) 
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B. THE FUZZY DECISION TREE AND SIMPLE FUZZY LOGIC RULES FORMED 
FROM EXPERIMENTS 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-1 is fuzzy-set-5) (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set_1)(attribute_1 is fuzzy_set_5)(attribute2 is fuzzy_set_4)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy-set-1) (attribute-1 is fuzzy-set-5)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-5)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy-set-2) (attribute-1 is fuzzy-set-6) (attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-1)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set_5)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-6)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-2)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-6)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-3)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set_1)(attribute_1 is fuzzy_set_6)(attribute2 is fuzzy_set_4)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set_5)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-6)(attribute-2 is fuzzy-set-6)) 

((attribute-3 is fuzzy_set2)(attribute_1 is fuzzy-set-1)) 
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Appendix C 

Correlation Matrices For 

Recommendation Engine 

UPC Product Name 

2014730 Crispy-Chilli-Beef 

2100065 Cheese_TomatoYizza_12 

2113009 Wheat_Crunchies_Crispy-Bacon-Flavour 

2113015 Orkney-Salmon-Loin 

2113026 Golden-Wonder-Cheese-Onion 

2113050 Cape-Cod-Potato-Chips-Reduced-Fat 

2113052 Walkers-Salt-Vinegar-Flavour-Crisps 

2125870 Actimel_Yogurt. Drink_Orange 

Table CA: The list of total 49 products (a) 
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C. CORRELATION MATRICES FOR RECOMMENDATION ENGINE 

UPC Product Name 

2190850 Lamb_Mince_225g 

2190851 Turkey-Thigh-Joint-800g 

2500002 Copella_Apple_Juice 

2608290 Chicken-Breast-Boneless-West-Country 

2750061 Party-Cake 

3000006 Kellogg-Cornflakes-750g 

3000007 Just-Cook-Chicken-Breast-Fillet 

3008500 Cow_Gate_Spaghetti-Bolognese_from_7snonths 

3260104 Chicken-Ham-Pie 

3338320 Strawberries-227g 

3700033 Beef-Braising_Steak_325g 

4011 Fine_Beans250g 

4016 Asparagus-Bundle-250g 

4062 Cucumber-Large 

4066 Runner_Beans_450g 

4077 Babycorn_125g 

4112907 Pineapple-Chunks 

4112908 Galia_Melon 

4225 Sugar-Snap-Peas-Trimmed-200g 

4300000 Prawns_Organic_125g 

4441951 Broccoli_Florets 

Table C. 2: The list of total 49 products (b) 
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C. CORRELATION MATRICES FOR RECOMMENDATION ENGINE 

UPC Product Name 

4460001 BirdsEye_Captain_Hoki Fish_Fingers_10 

4470009 Red-Grapes 

4720015 Riverway-Foods_Cumberland_Sausage_908g 

4800000 Pringles_Potato_Snacks_Hot_Spicy 

5000042 Pringles_Potato_Snacks_Original_50g 

5450010 Duck-Fillets 

7015800 Quiche-Lorraine 

7033200 Loose_BraeburnApples 

7033201 Leeks_Organic_400g 

7033202 Parsnips_Organic_750g 

7114203 White_Mushrooms_Organic_500g 

7222521 Popz_Microwave Popcorn. Butter 

7299061 Milk-Chocolate-400g 

7299062 Seriously_Chocolatey_Cake 

7432600 Cauldron_Foods_Tofu_Organic250g 

7457001 Farmhouse-Ice-Cream 

7540300 Mint_Imperials275g 

7540301 Wrigleys_Airwaves_Chewing_Gum 

7726054 DriedBlueberries_75g 

7989321 Cajun_Chicken-Pizza 

Table C. 3: The list of total 49 products (c) 
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1 1 7457001 7540300 7540301 7726054 7989321 

2014730 0.133 0.098 0.093 0.022 0.083 

2100065 -0.053 -0.087 -0.040 -0.056 0.007 

2113009 -0.028 -0.094 0.024 -0.016 -0.036 
2113015 -0.024 -0.057 0.048 0.039 -0.063 
2113026 -0.010 0.086 -0.065 -0.022 0.019 

2113050 0.078 0.048 0.096 0.139 0.178 

2113052 0.035 0.034 -0.061 -0.014 -0.047 
2125870 -0.006 0.047 0.039 0.026 0.101 

2190850 0.048 0.064 0.016 0.022 -0.091 
2190851 0.001 -0.044 0.034 0.039 0.011 

2500002 0.017 0.056 0.008 -0.099 0.006 

2608290 0.013 0.006 0.037 0.001 -0.006 
2750061 -0.019 0.070 -0.002 0.135 -0.032 
3000006 0.053 -0.009 -0.045 0.091 0.052 

3000007 -0.030 0.081 -0.026 0.019 -0.051 
3008500 0.017 -0.046 0.038 0.104 0.139 

3260104 -0.017 0.046 -0.043 -0.025 0.103 

3338320 0.106 0.040 0.184 0.151 0.105 

3700033 0.090 0.069 -0.084 -0.004 -0.036 
4011 -0.035 0.040 -0.061 0.060 -0.019 
4016 -0.026 -0.043 -0.007 0.095 -0.054 
4062 -0.006 -0.028 -0.047 -0.032 0.095 

4066 0.101 0.045 -0.070 -0.012 -0.072 
4077 -0.102 0.228 -0.084 -0.070 -0.064 

Table C. 11: The correlation matrix of training set (h) 
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7457001 7540300 7540301 7726054 7989321 

4112907 0.106 0.056 0.157 0.121 0.093 

41129080 0.129 0.080 0.084 0.147 0.126 

4225 0.064 -0.042 0.008 -0.003 -0.057 
4300000 -0.034 0.031 -0.003 0.030 -0.101 
4441951 -0.057 -0.061 -0.052 -0.052 -0.037 
4460001 0.065 0.037 -0.063 0.102 -0.012 
4470009 0.093 0.084 0.062 0.040 0.070 

4720015 -0.041 -0.110 -0.056 0.007 0.022 

4800000 -0.017 -0.074 -0.052 0.128 0.003 

5000042 0.066 -0.055 -0.006 0.021 -0.034 

5450010 0.056 0.046 -0.051 0.067 -0.025 

7015800 0.008 0.065 -0.069 0.016 0.082 

7033200 0.057 0.112 0.059 0.121 0.046 

7033201 -0.045 0.005 -0.007 -0.092 -0.017 

7033202 0.085 0.031 0.087 0.061 0.010 

7114203 0.008 0.005 -0.044 0.107 0.010 

7222521 -0.065 -0.048 -0.087 -0.004 -0.048 
7299061 0.102 0.067 0.111 0.103 0.099 

7299062 0.141 0.054 0.015 0.068 0.072 

7432600 -0.076 -0.062 -0.024 -0.029 -0.048 
7457001 0.053 0.097 -0.018 0.055 

7540300 0.065 -0.007 0.075 

7540301 0.064 0.152 

7726054 -0.022 
7989321 

Table C. 12: The correlation matrix of training set (i) 
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